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Abstract
This study is a description and evaluation of the training programmes for Islamic
education teachers in the Sultanate ofOman. However, the evaluation is limited to
the specialisation module of the programmes. The introduction gives a general view
of the importance of teachers in general and Islamic education teachers in particular.
Also, it shows briefly the attention that has been given to teacher-training all over the
world. Chapter One outlines the justification for the study, its aim, questions and the
implementation of the questionnaire (that was applied to evaluate the specialisation
field of the present training programmes for Islamic education teachers in Oman) and
data collection. Chapter Two gives a general view of teacher-training programmes in
some industrial countries with particular attention to the content and problems of
such programmes in Arab countries. It also presents some previous studies of Islamic
education teachers and their training programmes. Chapter Three investigates
education in Oman before 1970. This description covers the system of education in
the madrasat al-qur'an, the mosque and other madrasahs (which offered the same
level of education as that of the mosque), the prestige and role of the mu 'allim and
the sheikh in Omani society, and the beginning ofmodern education in the country.
Chapter Four shows the development of education and training programmes for
Islamic education teachers in Oman after 1970. Chapter Five describes the training
programmes for Islamic education teachers at Sultan Qaboos University and other
colleges of education which are controlled by the Ministry ofHigher Education.
Chapter Six gives a brief description of the training programmes for Islamic
education teachers in the universities of the United Arab Emirates, Qatar and
Bahrain, and ends with a comparison of the programmes in the four countries.
Chapter Seven evaluates some points in these programmes which were not included
in the questionnaire. The final two chapters (Eight and Nine) present, analyse and
discuss the findings from the questionnaire.
The thesis ends with a general conclusion and suggested improvements as
well as recommendations for further studies and co-operation between the Gulf
countries in training Islamic education teachers.
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Introduction
When we study the history ofeducation, we see that in some cultures the teacher has
acquired sacred prestige. He is described as a holy person and infallible. He is
regarded as the embodiment of truth, duty and morality characteristic of that society.
Such a view places the teacher above ordinary people and makes him feel that he is a
herald of education (Nakhlah, 1986: 14).
Of course this view is not completely true. If it were, then teachers would not
choose their profession of their own accord, but because they felt compelled to do so.
This is what is called a divine selection. In such a situation it would not be necessary
to train teachers because the propagation of a message would not be of their own free
will and so there would be no benefit in training them.
However, although Islam considers teachers to be normal human beings -
because infallibility is reserved for God's messengers — they are accorded great
respect and prestige owing to the importance of their role in society. It is a fact that
teachers have a stronger influence than anyone else on the younger generation. Pupils
look up to their teachers, so what the teachers regard as good or bad will be accepted
by the pupils likewise (MursT, 1991: 264).
Because of the Islamic requirement that the appropriate person be chosen for
the appropriate job and because of the importance that Islam attaches to learning (it
is an obligation upon every Muslim), great care is to be taken to choose teachers who
are well educated. Islam requires teachers to be a good example and practise what
they preach. In the Holy Qur'an, Allah (may He be Exalted) forbids believers to say
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one thing and do something else: "O you who believe! Why do you say that which
you do not do? It is most hateful to Allah that you say that which you do not do" (61:
2, 3).
In the early stages of Islamic history, teachers made an outstanding
contribution to the spread of the message of Islam. They had a high degree of
understanding of their responsibility and a wonderful ability to fulfil it over the
centuries and under a wide range of circumstances (al-Afandi, 1980: 141).
Therefore, it could be said that teachers help to shape the lives ofeveryone
who comes through the school gate. They also form the personalities of society:
politicians, soldiers, thinkers, and employees in different spheres of life (MursT,
1985: 15). Kelley (1974: 5) quoted from Harry S. Broudy: "Education, thought of as
a means to a better life, is judged to be as successful as life itself happens to be." In
educational literature it was also stated:
The quality of a nation is dependent on the quality of its citizens, and
the quality of the citizens is dependent on the quality of the education
which they have received, and the important factor in the
determination of education is the quality of the teachers. (Subayhl,
1981: 152)
The teacher is the basis, centre, key and foundation stone of
education. Therefore, whatever programme is planned for education -
however precise it may be - it will not work well without capable
teachers. (SurtI, 1997: 165;al-Jabr, 1994: 105)
From the above it could be said that teaching is not an easy job and not
everyone can teach. Ibn Jama'ah stated: "It is not everyone who can teach - only
someone who is qualified and who is trained in the best way" ('Abd al-'Al, 1984:
118).
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If the above statements are applicable to teachers in general, in my view they
are particularly applicable to Islamic education teachers because of the subject that
they teach on the one hand and their role in society on the other. Islamic education
seeks to achieve many aims, among which are the following:
1. Instilling im an (faith) into each pupil.
2. Instilling into the pupils the importance of morals in both individuals and
society.
3. Encouraging pupils to perform Islamic worship.
4. Developing the pupils' ability to face the problems of life by applying the
principles of Islam.
5. Developing their belief in showing tolerance, love and respect for others.
6. Educating pupils in body, mind and soul to enable them to perform their role in
life.
7. Helping pupils to face and combat widespread heresies and superstitions in
society; (see T'aymah and Manna', 2000: 204 & 205, al-Suwaydl & Shahatah,
1997: 26 & 27).
In short, Islamic education seeks to achieve three basic aims: in behaviour,
knowledge/cognition and spirituality. Of course Islamic education teachers are
considered an important factor in achieving these great aims. Yet, they cannot
perform this role unless they are carefully selected and suitably qualified.
Muslim countries have made great efforts to develop education and teacher-
training. These efforts are not new. They began with the first call to learn when Allah
(May He be Exalted) said to the Prophet (Peace and Blessings ofAllah be upon
Him):
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Recite: in the name of your Lord Who created, created man from clots
of blood. Recite: and your Lord is the Most Generous, He Who taught
by the pen, taught man what he did not know. (Qur'an 96: 1-5)
Elsewhere in the Holy Qur'an it continues:
Allah will raise the ranks of those of you who have iman (faith) and
those who have been given knowledge. (58: 11)
Say: "Are they the same - those who know and those who do not
know? It is only people of intelligence who pay heed." (39: 9)
We also find that there are numerous ah ad Ith encouraging Muslims to seek
knowledge. For example, the Prophet said: "The preference of the scholar over the
worshipper is like the preference of the moon on a full moonlit night over all the
planets" (narrated by Abu Dawud, 1997: 40).
However, as well as in other Muslim countries teacher-training in Oman has
been developed since 1976, beginning with the First Programme in 1976/77. In the
academic year 1984/85 intermediate colleges for male and female teachers were
opened, followed by Sultan Qaboos University in 1986/87. About eight years later
the intermediate colleges were upgraded to colleges of education, where students are
trained over four years.
Because of the necessity of education in general and teacher-training in
particular, teaching is given great attention in societies all over the world. Many
national and international organisations are participating in improving education and
solving the problems facing it. Examples are the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the United Nations Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC).
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The issue of improving teacher-training is a continuing one. Currently,
competency-based teacher education (CBTE) and performance-based teacher
education (PBTE) are considered the best means for improving pre-service and in-
service teacher-training (Kelly, 1974: 5).
The present study aims to explain the development of training programmes
for Islamic education teachers in Oman since 1970 and to evaluate the specialisation
module in the current programmes.
0.1 Outline of the Chapters
The research for this thesis was carried out to answer the questions raised in Chapter
One. The answers to these questions and the discussion of them are covered by nine
chapters of the current study. The questions are of two types: theoretical and
practical. The theoretical questions are dealt with in Chapters Two to Seven and the
practical questions in Chapters Eight and Nine.
Chapter One outlines the plan of the study, including the justifications and
questions raised. The methodology of the study, procedures followed,
implementation of the questionnaire and collection of the data are explained. Finally,
it gives a list of key terms and their definitions.
Chapter Two is a general introduction to teacher-training programmes with
particular attention given to the Arab countries. The beginning of pre-service
teacher-training in some industrial countries and in some Arab countries is described.
This is followed by the elements that should be considered in any teacher-training
programme. The systems of teacher-training, some pre-service and in-service
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problems and the reform of teacher-training are also discussed. Lastly, the chapter
looks at some previous studies of Islamic education.
Chapter Three introduces the system of education in Oman before 1970. It
describes the education in the madrasat al-Qur' an (Qur'anic school), the mosque
and other madrasahs. It also follows the development of education in the country
between 1930 and 1970.
The following two chapters present the development of education and
teacher-training programmes in Oman after 1970. Chapter Four details the types of
education in the country followed by the development of teacher-training
programmes between 1976 and 1985. Finally, this chapter discusses the elements of
these programmes. Chapter Five deals with the development of these programmes
from 1986 to 2001. It describes the system of study at Sultan Qaboos University
(SQU) and its training programme for Islamic education teachers with particular
attention to the specialisation module. This is followed by a description of the
equivalent programme at the colleges ofeducation (CoE) which are controlled by the
Ministry ofHigher Education.
Chapter Six presents the training programmes for Islamic education teachers
in three Gulf countries. It begins with the University of the United Arab Emirates,
followed by Qatar University and then Bahrain University. The chapter ends with a
comparison of the programmes in the four universities.
Chapter Seven is devoted to the assessment of these programmes in general
and of those in Oman in particular. The chapter will focus on points that were not
included in the questionnaire that was distributed for this research.
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The last two chapters assess the findings from the answers given by the
respondents at SQU and CoE to the questionnaire. Chapter Eight describes the
implementation of the questionnaire and the statistical treatment of data. This is
followed by detailed statistics of the findings in each institute. Chapter Nine is
devoted to a discussion of the findings and in particular the strengths and weaknesses
of the two programmes.




The Aims and Plan of the Study
In this chapter are presented the aims of the study, the questions raised and the
justifications for carrying out the research. It also describes the methodology,
procedures and implementation of the questionnaire and the collection of the data.
Finally, it gives the definitions of key terms.
1.1 Justifications for the Study
It could be said that teacher-training is the production of human thought.
Consequently, it contains both strong and weak points, and needs to be evaluated
and reformed from time to time to improve it in quality and quantity. According to
Rhodes & Bellamy: "On an almost daily basis, educators, policymakers, and public
call for reform or renewal of schools of education in general and initial teacher
preparation in particular" (1999:17).
Therefore, this study is needed for the following reasons:
1. Complaints about the Islamic education teachers' low level of knowledge of
their subject (professional domain).
2. Complaints by students about the weakness of many courses in the training
programme. I noticed this myself, first as an undergraduate student, and then
when I became a member of the Faculty of Education at Sultan Qaboos
University. Furthermore, the following statement was made by a teacher of
Islamic education:
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He had followed an educational course at the Institute ofEducation
Orientation. However, about seven years later, he was given the
opportunity to take an advanced course in education guidance at the
University. He found that he was following the same course as that
which he had followed at the Institute and that it was taught by the
same lecturer as before. He was most shocked and surprised when, on
comparing his old notes with the new, that the lecturer was using the
same phrases and examples that he had used seven years earlier.
3. Complaints about the boring methods of instruction and evaluation which are
used by the lecturer of Islamic sciences.
4. Criticisms which have been passed on to teacher-training programmes in Arab
countries.
5. Recommendations made in previous studies, for example:
The real step to improving teacher-training programmes must start with
studying and evaluating the present programmes to promote the strong points
and strengthen the weak. (al-ShinnawI, 1995: 59-61)
Evaluation of teacher-training programmes in Arab countries is necessary to
improve the quality of teachers. (al-'Utaybl & Ghalib, 1996: 125)
Al-KhatTb and 'Ashur have also recommended carrying out a comprehensive
review of the structure of teacher-training programmes in the Arab countries (1997:
1).
1.2 Aims and Questions
The aims of this study are to explain the development of training programmes for
Islamic education in Oman and to evaluate the specialisation module in the current
programmes. To these ends, information was collected to answer the following
questions:
1. What was the character of the educational system in Oman before 1970?
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2. What was the character of the educational system in Oman and the
developmental states of the training programmes for Islamic education teachers
after 1970?
3. What comprises the training programme for Islamic education teachers at the
College ofEducation at Sultan Qaboos University?
4. What comprises the training programme for Islamic education teachers at the
colleges of education controlled by the Ministry ofHigher Education?
5. What comprises the training programmes for Islamic education teachers in
other Gulf countries, such as the United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Bahrain?
6. To what extent are the objectives of the specialisation module of the training
programme for Islamic education teachers at the College ofEducation at Sultan
Qaboos University achieved in the view of final-term student teachers?
7. To what extent does the content of the specialisation module of the training
programme for Islamic education teachers at the College ofEducation at Sultan
Qaboos University provide sufficient material and knowledge in the view of
final-term student teachers?
8. To what extent are the objectives of the specialisation module of the training
programme for Islamic education teachers at the other colleges of education
achieved in the view of final-term student teachers?
9. To what extent does the content of the specialisation module of the training
programme for Islamic education teachers at the other colleges of education
provide sufficient material and knowledge in the view of final-term student
teachers?
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10. Are there any statistically significant1 differences between the means ofSQU
and CoE respondents with regard to their responses to the questionnaire on the
degree of achievement of goals, content and teaching and evaluation methods of
the specialisation module of training programme for Islamic teachers in Oman?
11. What are the strong and weak points in the specialisation module of the training
programmes for Islamic education teachers at the colleges of education in
Oman?
12. What could be done to improve and strengthen the specialisation module of the
programme?
1.3 Methodology and Procedures
Because this is a descriptive and evaluative study, three methods were used to collect
the information: interview, sending questions and distributing a questionnaire.
1.3.1 The Interview and Sending Questions
The aim of these methods was to identify the educational system and the teaching
environment in both the mosque and the madrasat al-Qur' ?h in Oman before the
establishment ofmodern state schools, and to collect information on those who were
employed in Islamic education in the early 1970s.
The questions were sent to the following specialists in Islamic education:
1
"In statistics, the result of an experiment or survey are called significant if they are unlikely to have
happened by chance" (Rowntree, 1981: 282).
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1. Al-Sheikh Yahya bin Sufyan al-Rashidi, Director of the Division of Islamic
Education in the Ministry ofEducation;
2. Dr Salim bin Muhammad al-Rawahl, Director of the Department of Islamic
Education in the interior region ofOman.
The questions sent to these directors are given in Appendix 1.
3. Ahmad bin Sa'Td al-Kindl, former Islamic education teacher;
4. 'Abd Allah bin Sa'Td al-SayfT, former Islamic education teacher.
The questions sent to these teachers are given in Appendix 1.
The interviews were conducted with two sheikhs who had experience of the
educational system in mosques and Qur'anic schools. They were:
1. Al-Sheikh Yahya bin Ahmed al-Kindl, an Omani scholar;
2. Muhammad bin 'Abd Allah al-Sulaymanl, former Director of the Institution of
the Sultan Qaboos Mosque in Nizwa.
The questions asked in the interview are given in Appendix 2.
1.3.2 Designing the Questionnaire
The basic purpose of the questionnaire was to evaluate the specialisation module of
the training programmes for Islamic education teachers in the colleges ofeducation
in Oman. The following steps were taken in designing the questionnaire:
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1. Reading previous studies, especially those on the training programmes for
Islamic education teachers, and the curricula for the teacher-training
programmes in the colleges of education in Oman, for example, al-Sayf s study
2 •
(1990) which evaluated the specialisation module in the training programme for
Islamic education teachers at the college of education at King Sa'ud University,
also, the study of al-Qatabl (1995),3 which evaluated the teacher-training
programme for Islamic education teachers at the intermediate colleges of
education in the Sultanate ofOman.
2. Making the first draft of the questionnaire and passing it to some specialists at
the College of Education at SQU for their comments and discussion. Some
advised me to reduce it and concentrate on one aspect of the programme because
it was too long.
3. Making the second draft of the questionnaire, concentrating on the specialisation
module.
4. Checking the validity of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was rewritten and
passed to ten faculty members (judges) of Islamic sciences, curricula and
teaching methods, and the research centre (see Appendix 5) to confirm the
internal validity of its content. As Fox indicated: "validity is defined as the
extent to which the procedure actually accomplishes what it seeks to accomplish
2
al-Sayf, 'Abd al-Muhsin ibn Sayf (1990) "TaqwTm al-Janib al-TakhaSSuST IT Barnamaj I'dad
MudarrisT al-Tarbiyah al-Islamiyyah bi Kulliyyat al-Tarbiyah bi Jami'at al-Malik Su'ud".
Unpublished Master's thesis.
2
al-QatabT, Fatimah (1995) "TaqwTm Barnamaj I'dad Mu'allimT al-Tarbiyah al-Islamiyyah bi al-
Kulliyyat al-Mutwassitah bi Sal tanat 'Uman". Unpublished Master's thesis, Muscat.
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or measures what it seeks to measure" (Fox, 1969: 367). Therefore, the judges
gave their views on whether the items of the questionnaire were relevant or not,
whether the text was perfectly clear or not, and so on. They also suggested
improvements to the questionnaire.
5. Collecting the questionnaire and taking note of the judges' comments. Some of
the judges wrote useful comments, which were taken into account in the final
draft, such as the following:
(a) To divide some items which comprised compound questions. For example,
item 3 (in goal section) was phrased in the second draft as follows:
"Enabling students to recite and memorise numerous surahs from the Holy
Qur'an." As it is written, this item contains two processes: reciting and
memorising. So, some of the judges commented that it should be divided
into two items. The first, teaching students the efficient application of the
terminology of Qur'anic recitation. Second, enabling students to memorise
numerous surahs of the Holy Qur'an.
(b)To rephrase some items. For example, item 14 (in content section) was
written as follows: "Enabling students to read numerous Sayings of the
Prophet." This item was rephrased to read: "Contains sufficient Sayings of
the Prophet for memorisation."
(c)To add new items, for instance, enabling students to use the books of
interpretation of the meaning of the Holy Qur'an (item 7 in goal section).
(d) To remove some items, such as training students to use different methods
of research writing in the Islamic field.
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(e)To group the items of the questionnaire, each group containing the items of
each section - Qur'an, Had 7th (Sayings of the Prophet), 'aq Tdah (Islamic
doctrine), fiqh (jurisprudence), sirah (the Prophet's biography), morals
and Arabic language - of the specialisation module.
(1) To add some open questions at the end of the questionnaire.
6. Giving the final draft of the questionnaire to a specialist in Arabic language for
editing.
7. Translating the questionnaire into English and passing it to a specialist in the
Research Centre for Social Sciences at the University ofEdinburgh for him to
give his advice.
8. Ensuring the internal consistency reliability4 of the questionnaire by giving it to
a group of 24 student teachers of Islamic education who were in their final year
(1999/2000) of the teacher-training programme at Sultan Qaboos University.
Slipt-Half reliability was used, which means that the total instrument is
administered once to one group of respondents. However, it is then scored or
analysed in such a way as to yield two separate scores (for example, odd
numbered and even numbered) for each respondent. These two sets of scores are
then correlated (see Fox, 1969: 356-357). The internal consistency reliability
Cronbach (alpha) coefficient is .96.
4
Reliability: the extent to which a given question, or test, or examination will result in a given set of
students obtaining the same scores on different occasions, or if marked by different assessors, or by
the same assessors on different occasions (see Rowntree, 1981: 251 and Fox, 1969: 353).
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The questionnaire was organised as a table consisting of two main columns,
the first containing the following main topics:
1. The objectives of the specialisation module in the training programmes at the
Sultan Qaboos University and colleges of education. They comprise 36 items
divided into 7 sub-topics: Qur'an, Hadlth (the Sayings of the Prophet),
'aq Tdah (doctrine), fiqh (law), s Trah (biography of the Prophet), morals and
Arabic language.
2. The content of the specialisation courses divided into 7 sub-topics comprising
37 items.
3. Teaching methods and activities used by the lecturer in Islamic sciences. This
topic contains 9 items.
4. The methods used to evaluate students in the specialisation module. This topic
contains 12 items.
5. A general section consisting of 8 items, plus 10 items as general questions.
6. The second column contains the five levels of achievement: very high, high,
average, low and very low (see Appendix 3).
The researcher also visited the universities of the United Arab Emirates,
Qatar and Bahrain to collect information about their training programmes for Islamic
education teachers.
1.4 Implementation of the Questionnaire and Data Collection
The following steps were taken in implementing the questionnaire:
1. Application to the Ministry ofHigher Education for a permit to implement the
questionnaire.
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2. Collecting statistics of the students who took the specialisation module in
Islamic education during their final term at the colleges ofeducation.
3. Implementation of the questionnaire by distributing it among the final-year
(2000/2001) students in the teacher-training programmes at Sultan Qaboos
University and other colleges of education in Oman.
4. Collecting and analysing the data to extract the results. This point is discussed in
the last two chapters of the present study.
1.5 The Sample Group under Scrutiny
The group to be studied consisted of final-term students who attended the training
programmes for Islamic education teachers at the College ofEducation at Sultan
Qaboos University and the other six colleges ofeducation which are controlled by
The Ministry ofHigher Education. The total number of students was 435.
However, the sample studied consisted of the total number of the final-term student
teachers of Islamic education at the College of Education at SQU (127) and 254
students from the other five colleges of education. Students from the college of
education in Salalah were omitted because of its distance.
Table 1.1
Proportion of student teachers sampled studied
Institute Total Sample Respondents
students studied
SQU 127 127 88
Other colleges 308 254 232
Total 435 381 320
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1.6 Definition of Key Terms
Training
"Instruction in how to do a particular job. It also means to teach someone how to do
something" (National University of Singapore, 1997: 1071).
Programme
Smith (1989) defines a programme as a "set ofplanned activities directed toward
bringing about specified changes in an identified and identifiable audience" (quoted
in Owen & Rogers, 1999: 24).
Teacher-T raining
According to Rowntree (1981: 313): "This term is wider than Training, thus it
includes pre-service and in-service training and whatever general post-secondary
education he has that contributes to his growth as a person regardless of his future
profession."
Teacher-Training Programme
Owen & Rogers (1999: 25) defines it as "a programme which emphasises the
acquisition of information, skills and attitudes (ISA), typically provided through a
formal learning setting by institutions such as schools, colleges and universities".
However, in this study it means a programme that is organised and planned in
accordance with educational and psychological theories. It is implemented by
colleges of education to provide students with academic (Islamic sciences),
educational and cultural knowledge, skills and attitudes so that the future Islamic
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education teachers of intermediate and secondary school level will be able to practise
their profession to the highest possible standard.
Education
"This word has a wide range ofdefinitions, for example, the process or system of
teaching in schools and other establishments." (National University of Singapore,
1997: 307)
Islamic Education
A system of teaching influenced by Islamic law and designed to develop the whole
of the human personality to achieve complete submission to Allah (may He be
Exalted), in accordance with a clear philosophy and aims, a complementary and
comprehensive curriculum, and various but adequate methods of instruction and
evaluation ('Abd Allah & others, 1991: 19; al-Qasimi, 1998: 45).
In this study it means the knowledge of Islamic sciences - Qur'an, Hadlth (the
Sayings of the Prophet), 'aqldah (doctrine), fiqh (jurisprudence), sirah (the
biography of the Prophet), and Islamic themes - which is instilled into intermediate
and secondary school pupils in Oman by teachers with a bachelor's degree in
education and Islamic sciences.
Evaluation
This is a term used by some linguists for a type ofmodality where propositions
express the speaker's attitude towards what is being said (Gullatt, 1997: 141). In the
United Kingdom it means identifying the effects and judging the effectiveness of a
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learning experience of a course or a complete curriculum. In the United States it is
used as a term of assessment of student attainment (Rowntree, 1981: 85).
The following comprise a chain of evaluation:
1. Evidence: the data collected during the evaluation.
2. Conclusion: the result of the analysis, consisting of data display, data reduction
and verification.
3. Judgements: the placing of values on the conclusion, stating that the programme
is good or bad or that the results are positive or below expectations.
4. Recommendations: suggestions of what to do in the light of the evidence and
conclusion (Owen & Rogers, 1999: 4).
In this study it means a judgement by final-year students at the colleges of
education in Oman regarding the quality of the specialisation module (Islamic
sciences) of the training programmes for Islamic education teachers.
Description
"An account of a person or thing, or something said about their appearance of
quality". (National University ofSingapore, 1997: 255).
Specialisation module
"The concentration of studies within a single or a narrow range", (ibid.: 292)
In this study, the specialisation module refers to the Islamic sciences -
Qur'an, HadTth (the Sayings of the Prophet), 'aqldah (doctrine), fiqh
(jurisprudence) s Trah (the biography of the Prophet), and Islamic themes - which
are part of the training programmes at the colleges ofeducation in Oman.
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Professional Domain
A profession is any occupation that is regarded as prestigious, generally on the
ground. Its members need lengthy academic training, they exercise and recognise
ethical standards in their activities, they serve society and continue to study their
subject and develop the profession while practising it and so on (ibid.: 229).
In this study the professional domain refers to the educational and
psychological courses that provide students of the specialisation module with
knowledge of and skills in the principles of education, curriculum, teaching,
psychology and so on.
Cultural Domain
In general, culture means the values, beliefs, customs and creations ofpeople who
regard themselves as a coherent group. It is also used in the sense of the arts and
areas of scholarship approved of by the dominant group within society (Rowntree,
1981: 59).
In this study, it refers to the courses that are general requirements for
students, consisting of Islamic culture, Arabic language, English language, history,
and computer studies.
Questionnaire
A printed set ofquestions which are either pre-coded or include a space for a written
response and which are distributed among many different people. It is used as a way
of collecting information about the habits or opinions ofpeople in general (National
University of Singapore, 1997: 799, 800).
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Student Teacher
"A student who is learning to teach and following a teacher-training course"
(Rowntree, 1981: 303).
In this study it means a student who is attending a training programme for
Islamic education teachers at the colleges of education in Oman.
1.7 Conclusion
As was explained in previous sections, the main objective of the present study is to
describe the training programmes for Islamic education teachers in Oman as well as
to evaluate the specialisation module in the current programmes. The justifications
for the study were derived from the educational lecture, field feedback and the
researcher's experience. Three methods - interview, sending questions, and
questionnaire - were used to collect the information to answer the study's questions.
The questionnaire passed through different stages before the final draft was
considered acceptable. The most important aspect was to ensure the internal validity
of its content, which was achieved by passing the questionnaire to judges, and its
reliability, which was achieved by giving it to a group of student teachers in Islamic
education and analysing their responses.
The next chapter will give a general review of teacher-training with particular




The purpose of this chapter is to give a general review of teacher-training with
special emphasis on teacher-training in Arab countries. It starts with briefly
description of the beginning of pre-service teacher-training in some industrial
countries as well as in some Arab countries. It follows by analysing the character of
the teacher and then lists the elements that should be considered when compiling a
teacher-training programme. The chapter also highlights some of the problems of
teacher-training programmes in general and those of the Arab countries in particular.
Then the chapter outlines some ideas for the reform of teacher-training and refers
briefly to some earlier studies that are relevant to the present research.
2.1 Pre-service Teacher-Training
Because pre-service teacher-training is so important, it has been given much
attention in most countries of the world. According to Collier (1999:173):
Preservice teachers begin to construct a reality about teaching in the
student teaching experience. They learn to access their personal
beliefs through the important questions and answers needed for
assimilating their role as teachers and the characteristics contributing
to the effectiveness of a teacher.
Pre-service teacher-training has been developed in some industrialised
countries such as Britain, Germany and France since the beginning of the nineteenth
century (Lynch & Plunkett, 1973: 30-33). As Kelley (1974) indicated, this kind of
training normally contains four basic objectives as follows.
1. Cognitive objectives, which focus upon what the students are to know.
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2. Affective objectives, which are concerned with beliefs, attitudes, values and
perceptions.
3. Performance objectives, which are concerned with specified behaviours to be
demonstrated by the students.
4. Consequence objectives, which specify the results from the students which are
to be obtained by the teacher (Kelley, 1974: 9,10).
However, in some Arab countries, such as Egypt, Iraq and Syria, organised
teacher-training programmes began only in the first third of the twentieth century.
These were available only to future teachers, especially those specialising in
particular subjects to be taught at secondary level. Insufficient attention was given to
the professional aspect of teaching, which was limited to certain trends in teaching
methods and educational principles. There the situation remained until the middle of
the century when some Arab countries began to show an interest in developing
teacher-training programmes (Hajjaj, 1985: 287).
Although teacher-training in the Arab countries began later than in the
industrialised countries, it developed from the same level. One could ask why the
Arab countries did not begin where the industrialised countries left off. This could be
due to the following reasons. At that time, the Arab countries had little contact with
the rest of the world. Their weak economies could not afford the facilities necessary
for an advanced system of teacher-training. Furthermore, the increasing number of
schools and pupils meant that teachers had to be trained in any way available to meet
the demand.
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Most of the teacher-training programmes in the Arab countries followed the
concurrent system1. However, there were numerous mistakes in its application, as
evidenced in the results ofmany studies, reports and conferences such as the Seminar
of Teacher-Training in the Gulf countries, which was held in Doha in 1984, and the
Conference of Educational Curriculum in the Light of Islamic and Modern
Philosophy, held in Doha in 1991 (see al-Qatabl, 1995: 8 and Hajjaj, 1985: 288). It
seemed that the teachers who graduated from this system were not of the best quality.
Consequently, in the second half of the twentieth century other teacher-training
establishments appeared, such as colleges of education, intermediate colleges and
institutes (Hajjaj, 1985: 290-293).
Nevertheless, most Arab countries have now decided to train teachers at
university level for all stages of education. This policy could help achieve the
following goals of teacher-training in the Arab World:
1. Teacher-training should be continual from pre-service to in-service.
2. Teachers should always be provided with new experiences, knowledge and
skills.
3. Teachers should be enabled to convey information on scientific, technological,
social, cultural and educational changes.
4. The teachers' capacity for observation and self-development should be
increased.
1
It comprises a four-years course during which all modules (specialisation, culture and professional)
are studied.
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5. The teachers' ability to understand the nature and character of the teaching
profession should be improved. (Maktab al-Tarbiyah al-'ArabT li-Duwal al-
KhalTj, 1984: 26)
2.2 The Character of the Teacher
This section will lead to the elements that should be considered in any teacher-
training programme. If we ask which is the more important quality in a teacher,
his/her knowledge or his/her character, there are two possible answers. It could be
said that the level of knowledge is more important because at the end ofeach year
the pupils are examined on this area, not on their character. Therefore, knowledge is
the only standard by which the success in their studies can be measured. On the other
hand, it could be said that the teacher's character is more important. How can pupils
succeed in their studies if teachers do not practise what they preach? The pupils will
neither trust nor believe such teachers.
In my opinion, both qualities are very important for all teachers. However, a
good character is especially important for teachers of Islamic education since pupils
regard them as a living example to follow. This is because they teach a subject that
gives particular attention to body, mind and soul at the same time. Ifwe compare two
teachers of Islamic education, one of whom is very knowledgeable but whose
behaviour sometimes conflicts with his knowledge, the other being less
knowledgeable but whose behaviour conforms to his knowledge, which of them has
the stronger influence on his pupils? In my view it is the second one. This is
supported in the following statement by the Department ofEducation and Science in
Britain (1983: 4): "The personal quality of teachers and their abilities to form good
relationships, are fundamental to teaching success."
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So how can the teachers' character exert a beneficial influence on the pupils?
The answer is: in many ways, some ofwhich are detailed as follows.
1. A good exemplar. Ryan indicated that the "teacher must be a positive model of
good character and a moral person" (1988: 20). This is considered the most
effective method of training pupils morally, psychologically and socially
because they look up to their teacher. However good the pupils may be, they
will not be encouraged to follow the path of virtue unless they can see that their
teacher is a model of morality. In this regard Campbell indicated: "Moral
education is a term applicable to the preparation of future teachers, as much as
to children and adolescent students" (1997: 255). Campbell also stated:
Courses or programmes in the ethics of teaching, which have been relatively
scarce, can highlight the teacher's role as a moral one, not simply a technical
one, and raise the awareness ofpreservice teachers to the point where they
can develop a reflective appreciation of the values underlying their actions.
(1997:256)
Student teachers may not be aware of the ethics of teaching and moral education
it it is lett to chance, so these qualities need to be deliberately developed during
pre-service training (ibid., 1997: 257).
However, although moral education is so important, many teacher-training
institutions function without this aim and overlook the moral aspects of teaching
(Yost, 1997: 281). I cannot imagine how one could be a teacher in general and a
teacher of Islamic education in particular without a sense ofmorality. I do not think
that it is acceptable anywhere in the world. If such a situation existed, it would be the
end of education. In fact, if the teachers do not possess truthfulness, wise,
judgement, impartiality, etc., how can they warn their pupils not to cheat in tests, for
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example, if they themselves behaved in that way when they were students? Or how
can they inculcate truthfulness in their pupils if they themselves tell lies? Therefore,
teacher-training programmes must educate student teachers to be living examples of
morality.
2. Perception of instruction as an opportunity for self-training (A. Razik & El-
Shibiny, 1986: 35). Teachers must believe that seeking knowledge is a basic aim
in life. Indeed, Islam considers it an obligation upon every Muslim, for the
Prophet (pbuh) said: "Seeking knowledge is an obligation upon every Muslim"
(Ibn Majah, 1975: 81). I think that this belief encourages teachers to acquire
knowledge, especially in their chosen subjects, and thus achieve continual
education.
3. Confidence in their own abilities (see Perraton, 1993: 33). Teachers should feel
that they are capable of being teachers and overcoming any difficulties in their
jobs as well as in their private lives.
4. Eauitv in dealing with nunils Teachers are the guardians of their nunils and thev
a ^ o i r o r r J
must be fair in their dealings with them. In this regard the Prophet (pbuh) said:
"You are all guardians and each ofyou will be asked about his guardians" (al-
Bukharl, 1999: 304)2.
If these and other characteristics are considered important for all teachers, I
believe that they are particularly important for teachers of Islamic education owing to
the fundamental character of this subject.
2
For further details, see Rashid, 1993:21-33; Campbell, 1997: 265; and Sullivan & Mousley, 1997:
48.
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2.3 Elements of the Teacher-Training Programmes
The discussion so far has shown that, in general, teachers need to be trained morally,
academically, educationally and culturally. The following statements support this
finding:
After a course of initial training, a beginning teacher should be
equipped with a strong knowledge base in the subjects he will teach,
and sufficient professional skill and confidence to perform
competently as a teacher. (Department of Education and Science,
London, 1983: 15)
One cannot be a good teacher of a subject unless one is a good student
of that subject, and to be a good teacher it is not enough to know a
subject well as a student. One must know its pedagogy as a teacher.
(Holmes Group, 1986: 12)
Teacher education programmes in the United States for the most part
employ the same elements regardless ofwhere they are located. There
may be minor differences in programmes, but basically teacher
preparation involves students taking courses in a speciality area, a
general education core and professional core. (Posey, 1998: 1128)
A more detailed explanation of these elements is given in Chapter Four.
These elements are normally divided into theoretical and practical sections in
most teacher-training programmes. Generally, theory refers to knowledge and
practice to action. In this respect Taylor (1978: 117) stated: "Without a good dose of
theory, students will be as conservative in their future practice as are many serving
teachers." He also indicated: "Practice is anything that people are doing in whatever
domain in which they are active" (ibid.: 122).
Teaching practice in the teacher-training institutions - such as in Australia,
Sweden and the United Kingdom - normally comprises micro-teaching and field
training. Micro-teaching was developed in the early 1960s and is now very widely
used as a component of teacher-training programmes (McGarvey & Swallow, 1986:
1-3). It was defined as follows:
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It was intended as a means whereby students might practice particular
teaching skills with groups of students or peers, reviewing their
performance with the aid of videotape feedback and tutorial advice.
(Taylor, 1978: 133)
It is a form of "laboratory" training, and as such has played an
important part in the development of performance and competency-
based teacher education and in the more systematic approach to the
development of classroom skills that characterises an increasing
number of "eclectic" training programmes, (ibid.: 134)
According to the above description, micro-teaching can be characterised as
follows:
1. It is a simulation or artificial situation.
2. It is like laboratory training.
3. It gives student teachers a chance to practise specific teaching skills.
4. The performance of student teachers is recorded on videotape.
5. It gives student teachers a chance to discover their strong and weak points from
the feedback of the videotape, their peers and the tutorial.
6. It can be applied to a group of students or their peers.
The field training or teachmg practice at school embraces ail the learning
experiences of student teachers in schools (Stones & Morris, 1972: 6). This part has
been considered a basic model for teacher-training since the beginning of the
twentieth century. Al-Barwani stated: "Field experience is the central component in
any pre-service teacher education programme. It has been an established fact for a
long time" (1997: 135). According to Daniels (1999: 2442): "Student teachers'
practicum is an essential part of the overall preparation of teachers. Students and
teachers' educators view this process as one of the most valuable learning
experiences in their educational programmes."
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However, as the number of student teachers has grown, more schools and
teachers have taken part in teaching practice (the latter as participating teachers).
Thus the weakness of the present system has become more apparent and criticism
and dissatisfaction have been voiced. Some of the participating teachers wanted a
more precise definition of their contribution to teaching practice (Stones & Morris,
1972: 14). The situation has remained the same in many Arab countries ('Awad &
Bahjat, 1989: 257 and Hasan & al-Jazzar, 1990: 143) as it was in 1972, according to
the results ofmany studies which found numerous obstacles in the way ofachieving
the objectives of teaching practice. Examples are as follows:
1. The relationship of school experience to college work is not normally carefully
considered.
2. The links between school-based and college-based experience are usually left to
chance.
3. Supervision is generally inadequate and feedback insufficient in quantity and
quality to promote positive learning. (Taylor, 1978: 155; Hajjaj, 1985: 305-
306).
Nevertheless, Stones & Morris (1972) stated that it was said to be
impossible to teach anyone how to teach because teaching was an art form akin
to poetry or painting. The born teacher knew the right moment for the right
action. Therefore, teaching practice is viewed as providing the opportunities to
recognise, revive and display the abilities that are latent in the student (see Stones
& Morris 1972: 11). This assertion could be analysed as follows:
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(a) "It is impossible to teach anyone how to teach." I say that it is impossible for
anyone with a rational understanding of the theory and practice of teaching to
accept this view. Teaching is a complex process containing numerous skills
which teachers cannot acquire without learning and practising them.
(b) "Teaching is an art." Indeed it is, but it is not akin to poetry. The composition
ofpoetry is a skill in a particular use of the imagination, which is difficult, if
not impossible, to teach.
(c) "The born teacher...." This could be true. However, would it be possible to
identify the born teacher? Of course, it would not be easy. Even if it were
possible, how many born teachers would be found in any society?
On the other hand, although innate elements are considered important factors
in teaching, it does not mean that a person who has them does not need to be taught
how to teach. The fact is that teaching covers a wide range of abilities which cannot
be acquired without study and practice.
There is yet another view: "Since teachers spend more than 15 years in school
as students before they enter the classroom in their role of teachers, they would then
find it easy to adapt to their new educational setting (Urzua, 1999: 231). In my
opinion some educational scholars could say that this assumption is based on
personal experience. Therefore, it could not easily be said ofall students in general.
It could be applied to those who are interested in and inclined towards the teaching
profession. However, the period of study at school might help teachers to adapt to
their new educational setting.
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Although we can see that there is agreement between educational scholars
about the elements of a teacher-training programme, there are different views about
the distribution of study time among these elements. Some believe that halfof the
time should be devoted to the cultural and professional modules in the proportion of
three to one respectively, the other half being devoted purely to the professional
module. Others believe that half of the time should be devoted to the cultural module
and the other half to the specialisation and professional modules (Hajjaj & al-
Shaykh, 1982: 27).
The differences in these views mean that the distribution of credit hours
varies among colleges of education, as shown by the examples in table 2.1. However,
even in one country there is a difference in the distribution among its universities.
For example, in Egypt the proportion allocated to the professional module ranges
from 23 per cent in 'Ayn Shams University to 38 per cent in Hilwan University
(Mahmud & others, 1994: 92, 71, 143, 196). The same principle can also be applied
to individual subjects.
Table 2.1
Distribution of credit hours in some colleges of education in
Arab countries (per cent)
University of
University of al-Yarmuk
Module Jordan (Jordan) Saudi Arabia
Cultural 16 13.5 30
Academic 43 48.0 47
Professional 41 38.5 23
Source: Mahmud and others, 1994: 92
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Notes: Culture - for example, history, sciences, computer studies and a second
language.
Academic - courses or knowledge related to the subject which the student
teacher will teach at school.
Professional - educational courses (including theory and practice).
According to al-Afendi & Baloch (1980: 165): "The concept of the purposes
and policies of teacher education may vary in different Muslim countries in terms of
their own guiding principles and their specific achievement objectives and in
accordance with their own needs." Therefore, because educational aims are usually
derived from different sources such as the philosophy ofeducation and the needs of
both society and students, I suggest that the period of study, the total credit hours and
their distribution among the elements of any programme should be based on the
following criteria:
1. beliefs, culture and aspirations of the society;
2. general aims and educational philosophy of the country;
3. educational system;
4. general aims of each specialisation in the stage/s at which the teachers will
teach;
5. content of each specialisation in the stage/s at which the teachers will teach
(Department of Education and Science, 1972: 67);
6. needs of the student teachers at the stage/s at which they will teach;
7. educational and teaching skills in the stage/s at which the teachers will teach;
8. needs of the teachers themselves in their occupations and private lives;
9. development of technology in education.
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2.4 The System of Teacher-Training Programmes
There exist two systems: consecutive teacher-training, which is followed in many
countries such as Germany and Japan (see al-Hamad, 1997: 94), and concurrent
teacher-training, which also used in many countries such as the United States, United
Kingdom and most of the Arab countries (see Ghunimah, 1996: 265). Under the
consecutive system the course of study is divided into two parts. The first part
comprises academic and cultural modules which are studied over four years in one
college. The second part is devoted to the professional module, which is a one-year
course in a college of education. According to Holmes (1986: 10): "No teacher
should be allowed to practice as an independent without at least a year of carefully
supervised practice and advanced study in pedagogy and human learning." The
concurrent system, on the other hand, comprises a four-year course during which all
the modules (specialisation, cultural and educational) are studied.
There are some advantages to the consecutive system. For example, it extends
the period of training in specialisation. Furthermore, it can be useful in preventing
discord between faculty members of the department of education and those ofother
departments.
However, there are also some disadvantages. It gives graduates the
opportunity to enter the teaching profession when they have no access to other
employment ('Abd al-Jawwad & MitwallT, 1993: 99). The period of professional
training is restricted and hence student teachers do not have enough time to practise
educational and teaching skills. This system is also more expensive because the
course of study can extend to five or six years.
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Nevertheless, it could be argued that the last point may not be true. When
students graduate after four years, the government will employ them, so it will be
spending money in any case. However, others are of the opinion that although the
government employs these graduates, they take the place of teachers from other
countries, so there is no doubt that it will be more costly for the government in the
long run.
The concurrent system also has some advantages. For example, it helps the
government to fulfil the increasing need for teachers. In addition, it attracts - to some
extent - students who wish to be teachers. Furthermore, it creates a more positive
attitude towards the teaching profession (ibid.: 99-100).
Nevertheless, there are some disadvantages to this system. Specialists believe
that the period of specialisation training is not enough, particularly for teachers who
will teach at intermediate and secondary schools (ibid.: 100). There is also the view
that the period of teaching practice is not sufficient and that it does not provide
student teachers with the many skills that they need.
2.5 Problems of Teacher-Training
It could be said that teaching is a complex activity and teacher-training is likely to be
even more complex (Smith, 1971: 120). Therefore, it could also be said that there are
two basic problems of teacher-training: that ofpre-service and that of in-service.
2.5.1 Pre-service Problems
There are many problems at this stage of teacher-training, ofwhich the following are
some examples:
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1. In general, training programmes do not attract good, able and intelligent
candidates (SurtI, 1997: 173 and Hajjaj, 1985: 295). The reason for this is the
poor reputation of teacher-training programmes. According to Andrew (1997:
173): "If a teacher preparation programme is known for high academic
standards, superior teaching, substantive coursework, well-organised and guided
clinical experience, and a high success rate of graduates - then more good
candidates will come."
2. The training programmes, such as those in the United States, are not arranged to
connect theories and principles to practical classroom experience (Cooper, 1996:
139; Daniel, 1996: 197). Consequently, prospective teachers are failing to put
into practice the information that they have been given about effective teaching
(Hatfield, 1996: 224).
3. Teachers, for example in the United States, are being inadequately trained to use
instructional technology and consequently are unable to integrate technology
effectively into classroom teaching practice (Northrup & Little, 1996: 213).
4. Colleges of education have generally not yet adopted the use of technology for
the delivery of instruction. However, there are many barriers to be overcome.
For example, many are ill-prepared for technology and are using it
inconsistently. Furthermore, there is the lack of time, skills and knowledge
(Northrup & Little, 1996: 220; Hill & Somers, 1996: 300-301). Therefore,
student teachers view technology as optional or subject-specific rather than as an
integral part of effective instruction (Hill & Somers, 1996: 305).
5. Programmes such as those in Australia are perceived to be overly theoretical,
with an inadequate focus on the development of teaching competencies and
insufficient relevance to university-based teacher-training (Hill, 2000: 61).
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6. The faculties of education such as those in the United States are detached from
the reality of the classroom and unconcerned with the public's priorities for
schools (Rhodes & Bellamy, 1999: 17).
7. The literature clearly shows that most pre-service teachers revert to traditional
notions about schools during their student teaching experiences (Yost & others,
2000:42).
8. There is a lack of instruction on educational law. For example, in the United
States few teacher-training programmes require a course in this subject. Such a
course might help novice teachers avoid bad judgements, indiscretions and
honest mistakes that can ruin their careers (Gullatt & Tollett, 1997: 130-132).
However, in addition to the above problems, there are others in most of the
Arab countries, such as the following:
1. The objectives of many pre-service programmes are not always clear or even
specified.
2. Programmes are inadequate to train student teachers tor the challenges that they
will face in the classroom.
3. There is a lack of curricular connection and communication across schools.
4. School-based experiences are inadequate and unsupervised.
5. There is a lack of experience of education faculties in schools.
6. The teacher-training programmes attract students ofpoor quality.3
3




There is no doubt that pre-service problems will have a negative effect on in-service
teacher-training. Teachers will also face other problems in their career and they can
be divided into those of remuneration, morale and performance.
As for the problem of remuneration, it is a fact that teachers consider their
salary to be low in return for the time and effort that they contribute. However, it
could be argued that there are two categories of teachers. Some are dedicated to a
career in teaching and they realise the effort that it requires. Therefore they are not so
concerned about its material return nor do they use that as an reason for leaving.
Others choose this occupation because they have no alternative. Hence, when they
begin teaching, they meet its realities and discover that this career demands an
enormous amount of time and effort for a small financial return. Therefore some of
them will not be patient for long and will leave as soon as the opportunity arises, or
they will look for a second job to increase their income.
The problems of morale - in many Arab countries - can be shown in the
following examples:
1. In contrast with value placed on teaching in Islam, there is a lack of respect in
society for the teaching profession.
2. There is a lack of respect for teachers by society in general and pupils in
particular. This has been proved by studies carried out in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Qatar and Jordan (SurtI, 1997: 169).
3. Teachers usually feel that the Ministry ofEducation ignores them and does not
give them enough support. Many of them follow this profession for years
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without achieving a marked increase in their knowledge and skills. This shows
that they are not given enough time for in-service training (see SurtI, 1997: 177).
For these reasons and others, teachers abandon their profession.
In my view there are many reasons why society and pupils accord little
respect to teachers and teaching. For instance, this profession can be used as the last
resort for those who cannot continue in their chosen field at university and who have
achieved a low grade in the secondary school certificate. In addition, because of the
lack of clear and strict entrance qualifications, many unsuitable people take up this
occupation. Thus, the profession contains those who are not considered acceptable as
teachers by society. Teachers also usually restrict their function to the school's
domain and so their participation in society is very small.
SurtI gave many reasons for this situation in the Arab World, for example:
1. There is not enough awareness among the Arabs of the importance of teachers
and their role in society.
2. The low income earned by teachers. SurtI proved this point with the results of a
study carried out in Syria in 1995. It was found that 83 per cent of females, 75
per cent of males, 65 per cent of female teachers and 73 per cent ofmale
teachers confirmed that there was a relationship between the teachers' income
and the level of respect accorded to them by society.
3. The wrong actions and bad behaviour of some teachers might lead people to
have little respect for all teachers (SurtI, 1997: 170).
There are many problems also in the teachers' performance. For example,
many of them lack one or more of the following elements: general culture, teaching
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skills and specialisation. Some even have difficulty in reading and writing. Yost
(1997: 281) quoted from Goodlad (1990): "Prospective teachers oriented to filling a
large hand-bag with discrete bits and pieces of knowledge may be destined to
become pedagogical bag ladies and bag men." Furthermore, sometimes they face
difficulties in applying their experiences at school. For example, although student
teachers at the colleges of education in Oman are usually trained in some
instructional technology, they do not have the opportunity to use it because it is not
widely available in state schools. Even if some departments ofeducation and schools
have a few of these media, those responsible for them keep them under lock and key
to avoid any damage from misuse.
It is worth mentioning here that most teachers in Arab countries undertake
additional tasks beyond those required by their job, which could be an obstacle to
self-development. As SurtI (1997: 171) indicated, their functions and responsibilities
are numerous and varied, for example:
1. giving a large number of lessons according to the daily timetable;
2. dealing with large classes ofpupils;
3. setting, monitoring and marking school examinations;
4. carrying out numerous administrative duties in the school;
5. planning and supervising pupils' activities.
Educational researchers widely recognise the need to give better training to
pre-service teachers for the challenges that they will face in the school in general and
in the classroom in particular (Stuart & Thurlow, 2000: 113). According to Rhodes &
Bellamy (1999: 17), "On an almost daily basis, educators, policymakers, and public
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call for reform or renewal of schools of education in general and initial teacher
preparation in particular."
2.6 The Reform of Teacher-Training
In my opinion, the first step should be the selection ofapplicants for the teacher-
training programmes. Rashid (1996: 15) pointed out that the selection of good
students is considered the proper and true basis for successful graduates in teaching.
This view is supported by the Department of Education and Science in Britain (1983:
16): "Students selected to train for teaching should have academic ability, not just as
defined by examinations, and a strong and broad base in their secondary
education...they should have suitable personal qualities."
The importance of selecting and training teachers originates in the importance
of the function of teaching itself. Holmes (1986: 27) said: "If teaching is conceived
as highly simple work, then any modestly educated person with average abilities can
do it. Bui if teaching is conceived as responsible and complex activity...then teaching
requires special selection and preparation."
I believe that the most important aspect is the candidates' interest in and
attitude towards teaching as a career. It is a fact that many Arab teachers do not want
to be teachers and a college ofeducation is not their first choice. There is evidence of
this situation. For example, Hamada's study (1994) of the University ofRiyadh in
Saudi Arabia confirmed that only 3.36 per cent of all the students entering the
university that year had put the College ofEducation first on their list of options. In
most Arab countries this proportion ranges from 1 to 10 per cent (SurtT, 1997: 173).
In other words, the students who have a genuine interest in teaching as a career are
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few. Furthermore, al-Qurtubl's study (1986) in King Sa'ud University found that 30
per cent of the sample did not want to be teachers (al-Harlql, 1994: 215). This issue
is explained in greater detail in Chapter Seven.
To make an improvement in teacher-training, much needs to be done, for
example:
1. Enforcing minimum standards for the training of teachers and entry into
teaching (Andrew, 1997: 175). Taking and even graduating in college and
university courses do not mean that candidates are successful. Therefore Holmes
recommended that they should pass three tests:
(a) a written test in the subject that they will teach;
(b) a general test of their ability in reading and writing;
(c) a test of the rudiments of pedagogy. (Holmes, 1986: 11)
1 should point out here that the second recommendation shows the importance
of language in teacher-training. According to Reagan (1997: 186), "All teachers, not
only teachers of English or foreign languages, should know a great deal about
language."
2. Creating clear and accurate objectives and plans for both pre-service and in-
service teacher-training.
3. Forming close links between colleges, schools, national and local authorities,
teachers' and students' organisations, and the community (Taylor, 1978: 157).
4. Training teachers in continual self-development and in playing a major role in
shaping the changes that seem certain in the future world of education (Smith,
1971: 122).
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5. Teacher-training should be planned not by colleges of education alone, but in
conjunction with different agencies such as community and social organisations,
clinics of psychology, regional educational research centres, and academic
departments (ibid.: 123). Of course, this will help to improve the quality of
curricula and methods of teaching and evaluation.
6. Improving the quality of teachers' educators.
7. Providing a uniform standard of instruction in the educational use of technology
for all colleges of education (Hill & Somers, 1996: 305).
8. Providing comprehensive and continuing in-service training throughout a
teacher's career. Graduation does not mean that teachers are excellent and do
not need further improvement. Whatever the standard of any initial course of
training, it is not possible to provide teachers with all the knowledge and skills
that teaching requires.
9. Teacher-training colleges and institutes must provide suitable facilities.
In addition to the above, colleges and institutes of education which train
Muslim teachers must encourage the performance of 'ibadah (worship). Time must
be allocated for prayers and members of these organisations must adhere to Islamic
rules by attending collective worship. They must also impart the Islamic teachings
regarding mu'amalat (transactions) by their own exemplary behaviour in all aspects
of human relations both inside and outside these organisations (al-Afandi & Baloch,
1980: 158).
I believe that these last points are particularly important because, in a manner
of speaking, it is impossible to make the shadow straight while the stick remains
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crooked. Therefore it is difficult to train student teachers to be a good example unless
those who train them are also a good example. When I was an undergraduate, I
remember that at prayer time and lunch time both students and lecturers would leave
by the same footpath, at the end ofwhich the students would go to the mosque and
the lecturers normally to their homes. The students noticed the inconsistency in their
lecturers' behaviour, remarking to one another that those who taught Islamic studies
did not go to pray at the mosque. How could students confide in such people and take
them as a good example?
2.7 Previous Studies
Numerous studies of the training of Islamic education teachers have been done, of
which the following are particularly relevant to this thesis.
2.7.1 The Studies of Some Arab Countries
1. A study by Sa'd (1983) specified the most important skills in teaching the
interpretation of the Holy Qur'an and Had Tth at the secondary stage at al-Azhar
and assessed the performance of the teachers themselves. The sample of the
study comprised 63 teachers (30 of tafsTr and 33 ofHadTth). The writer used
two observation cards to evaluate the performance of teachers of tafs Tr and
HadTth at al-Azhar's secondary stage. The important results of the study are as
follows:
(a) Of the tafsTr teachers, 7.3 per cent achieved an excellent degree in then-
performance whereas 72.7 per cent achieved a low degree.
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(b) Of the HadTth teachers, 8 per cent achieved an excellent degree and 69.4
per cent achieved a low degree. The writer concluded that most of the
sample were lacking in these skills (Sa'd, 1983: 224 & 227).
2. Yusuf s study (1988) evaluated the performance of Islamic education teachers in
their teaching skills at the intermediate stage in Bahrain. The sample of the
study comprised 32 male and female teachers. The researcher used one
observation card to evaluate the performance of Islamic education teachers at
this stage. The study showed that about 69 per cent of the teachers received less
than 50 per cent of the total marks on the card. The study concluded that the
teachers were generally weak in their performance (Yusuf, 1988: 176).
3. Salah's study (1988) examined specific competencies in the teaching of the
Holy Qur'an to the students of the Faculty ofEducation at Hilwan University in
Egypt. The study's sample comprised all the fourth-year students in the Arabic
division. The writer used three evaluation materials. First, an attainment test to
111VUOU1V/ OLUUVlll IVUV11VJ.O VUglllLlV/11 KJ A uiv vv/ini/vvvixvivk/. JVUUUUj
observation card to measure the performance of the sample in the recitation of
the Holy Qur'an. Third, an observation card to measure the performance of the
sample in class. The study showed that the students were weak in these
competencies (Salah, 1988: 8, 11 and 14).
4. A study by al-Sayf (1990) evaluated the specialisation module in the training
programme for Islamic education teachers at the College ofEducation at King
Su'ud University (in Saudi Arabia) in the light of the expected objectives. The
sample of the study comprised three groups as follows:
(a) 144 students from the College;
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(b) 88 graduates from the University, who had at least two years' experience as
schoolteachers;
(c) 64 members of the Department of Islamic studies (see page 78).
Al-Sayf used a questionnaire containing forty objectives based on three criteria:
good, average and weak. The study showed that the training programme achieved
excellent results in the following objectives:
(a) a good understanding of Islamic principles and attitude;
(b) a good exemplar for the students inside and outside the school;
(c) a good understanding of the Prophet's Sunnah.
However, it failed to achieve the same level of excellence in the following
objectives:
(a) memorising at least ten chapters of the Holy Qur'an;
(b) seeking opinions from advisers in established Islamic organisations;
(c) mastering Arabic language skills in reading, listening and writing.
(d) the ability to give public lectures on Islam. (al-Sayf, 1990: k & 1)
I should like to make the following comments on the questionnaire that was used
in al-Sayf s study:
(a) The objectives were generally imprecise.
(b) Some of the objectives were not clear, for example, objective number 5: the
students' level of knowledge/science should be the same as that of
graduates from other colleges. The question is: How can students at the
College of Education at King Su'ud University know the level of graduates
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from other colleges? In other words, how can they answer such a question?
Another example is objective number 8: students should be able to teach
what is introduced into Islamic sciences, such as in al-s Trah al-nabawiyyah
(The Prophet's Biography), invasions and ethics, which are not part of the
school curriculum.
(c) The questionnaire was given to three groups: students, Islamic education
directors and head teachers. In my opinion the last two groups should have
been given a different questionnaire evaluating the level of Islamic
education teachers graduating from this college, because they did not have
enough knowledge and experience of its programme.
5. A study by 'Abd Allah and Barn Khalid (1991) investigated the extent to which
Islamic education teachers in al-Mafraq state secondary schools (in Jordan)
could evaluate some of the rules ofQur'anic recitation. The sample of the study
comprised 35 male and female teachers. The researcher used a list of recitation
tormmnlnm' ~ T* 4-Ua TJ>Jxr Oiif'Sr* w4-U^ TU^
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reciting of the sample was recorded and evaluated by three judges. It was found
that the teachers in the sample were unable to evaluate these rules owing to their
weakness in the recitation of the Holy Qur'an ('Abd Allah & Barn Khalid, 1991:
117 and 123-125).
2.7.2 Studies in Oman
1. A workshop of Islamic education teachers who graduated from the Sultan
Qaboos University was held on campus in 1995. Part of the workshop
comprised two questionnaires. One was given to Islamic education teachers to
ascertain their views on the suitability of the University's training programme
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for Islamic education teachers. The other was given to the instructors and head
teachers of intermediate and secondary schools to ascertain their views on the
performance of these teachers.
Many recommendations resulted from this workshop, such as the following:
(a) Increasing the credit hours allocated to the recitation and memorisation of
the Holy Qur'an.
(b) Reviewing the content of the Arabic language courses.
(c) Increasing the emphasis on teaching al- 'aq Tdah al-lslamiyyah (Islamic
doctrine) and 'ilm mustalah al-Had Ith.
(d) Using teaching methods that help students in understanding, investigating
and creating.
(e) Creating a link between the knowledge that students acquire at university
and the knowledge that they will teach in the schools (Kulliyyat al-Tarbiyah
Tiro ol <T Tlfim ° ' TolorvriirTroU 1 QQ^'4^ 48^vvu en wiuni ui xoiuiinj j uiij 1 77J . t V_7 tOJ.
2. Al-QatabI (1995) carried out a study to evaluate the teacher-training programme
at intermediate colleges of education in the Sultanate ofOman. The sample
consisted of all the second-year students in the Islamic division of the colleges,
plus 11 per cent of graduates and 37 per cent of faculty members (al-Qatabl,
1995: 12). The researcher used a questionnaire comprising 245 items, which was
distributed to three groups: students, teachers and faculty members. The most
important result of the study was that the average of the four categories of the
programme - education, specialisation, culture and general - was less than 80
per cent. This means that the programme did not reach the standard expected by
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the Ministry of Education (ibid.: 70-122). owever, hy as he uestionnaire
distributed among all those who train Islamic education teachers in these
colleges? In other words, how could the members of the Department of Islamic
Sciences, for example, evaluate the content of the professional module? In my
view it is difficult for even one field of study to be evaluated by all the faculty
members who teach its courses, because none can know fully the quantity and
quality of the knowledge that is taught by the others.
3. Al-GhafirT's study (1995) aimed to define the basic competencies necessary for
secondary Islamic education teachers in the Sultanate ofOman and to measure
the extent to which teachers demonstrated those competencies. Two instruments
were used in this study. First, a questionnaire containing 130 competencies in
eleven areas: lesson planning, classroom management, principles of teaching,
school textbooks (on Islamic education) and instructional media, integration,
social relations, professional ethics, evaluation, tajwTd (recitation of the Holy
Our'an) and its tafslr (interpretation), Hadlth (the Sayings of the Prophet),
sirah (the Prophet's biography), 'aqldah (doctrine), fiqh (jurisprudence).
Second, an observation checklist containing 23 competencies in the areas of
tajwTd and tafsir was used to measure the extent to which teachers
demonstrated those competencies. Each instrument contained a scale of five
levels. The first scale consisted of the following levels: very important,
important, undecided, unimportant and very unimportant. The second scale
consisted of the levels: very high, high, average, low and very low.
The questionnaire was distributed to the teachers and supervisors (n= 220) of Islamic
education in three regions of the country: al-Batinah, al-Dakhiliyyah and al-Zahirah.
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The observation checklist was used to observe the performance of Islamic education
teachers (n= 49) in al-Zahirah region. The important results of the study were as
follows.
(a) The subjects were highly rated in all of the 130 competencies.
(b) There was a general weakness in the performance of both male and female
teachers in the competencies of tajwld and tafsir (al-Ghafirl, 1995: G &
H).
4. al-Muslihl (1995) carried out a study to evaluate the performance of the student
teachers of Islamic education at Sultan Qaboos University in three branches:
Interpretation of the Holy Qur'an, Hadlth and fiqh. It also aimed to identify the
effect of the student teachers' sex on their teaching performance. All the
participants in the study were student teachers of Islamic education (18 males
and 12 females) at SQU in the academic year 1994/95. Three observation sheets
were used to observe the three branches. Each sheet contained nine categories:
teaching plan, teaching techniques, proficiency in the subject matter,
instructional media, reinforcement, classroom management and interaction,
verbal expression, formative evaluation, summative evaluation and homework
assignment. The important results of the study were as follows:
(a) All of the subjects of the study achieved high means in the three branches.
(b)The student teachers achieved a better result in the teaching plan, classroom
management and interaction (al-Muslihi, 1995: L & M).
5. Al-Rashidl's study (1995) examined the suitability of the teaching media
provided in secondary schools in Muscat (the capital ofOman) according to
Islamic education teachers. It also measured the extent to which Islamic
education teachers used those media. The sample of the study comprised 129
teachers and seven supervisors of Islamic education. Three techniques were used
for the study. First, a questionnaire containing 106 items in five areas:
availability of the media, their importance, usage, obstacles to their usage and
suggestions on the removal of those obstacles. Second, an interview card was
used to discover to what extent Islamic education teachers used teaching media
in the view of Islamic education instructors. Third, an observation card was used
to evaluate the efficiency of the teachers in using teaching media. The study
produced the following results.
(a) Cassette-tapes, maps, blackboards, cassette players and radio were available
in schools, although there was a shortage of other equipment.
(b)The teachers stressed the importance ofall types of instructional media.
(c)The problems that hindered the teachers' use of those media were the
absence of technicians and the teachers'workload (al-Rashidi, 1995: H &
I).
6. A study by 'Abd al-Baql and others evaluated the performance ofmale and
female teachers who had graduated recently from colleges of education in the
Sultanate of Oman. In general, there seemed to be great satisfaction with the
performance of teachers of Islamic education ('Abd al-Baql & others, 1999: 26).
Although there are some similarities between this study and those done
earlier, such as the field of inquiry and the use of a questionnaire, there are also
differences, such as the population sampled and the training programmes evaluated.
Furthermore, this study used a questionnaire that focused on the specialisation
module of the programmes, as did al-Sayf, yet that used in this study was more
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comprehensive and contained open questions. In addition, it was a qualitative and
evaluation study.
2.8 Conclusion
Although teacher-training programmes are generally based on three modules -
professional, specialisation and general culture - their content and credit hours,
which are specified for each, usually differ from one country to another, even in the
countries which are similar in culture and language.
Teacher-training programmes follow either of two systems, the consecutive
or the concurrent, each ofwhich has advantages and disadvantages. However, in my
view it is not important which is used. What is important is the quality and content of
the programme which could produce a good and successful teacher.
Although teacher-training has been given much attention in every country, it
still faces many problems at pre-service and in-service levels. Therefore, it needs
further development, especially the programme for training Islamic education
teachers, according to the results ofmost of the previous studies which showed that
such teachers were weak in their performance.
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Chapter Three
Education in Oman before 1970
This chapter examines the system of education in Oman before 1970. It describes the
system of study at the madrasat al-Qur'an (Qur'anic school), the mosque and other
madrasahs (which offer the same level of education as the mosque). It also explains
the selection and roles of the mu 'allim (teacher in a Qur'anic school) and the sheikh
(scholar who teaches at the mosque and other madrasahs.
Oman, or officially the Sultanate ofOman, is in the south-eastern corner of
the Arabian peninsula. Its capital is Muscat. The country is bordered by Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates to the west, the Republic ofYemen to the south, the
Arabian Gulf to the north and the Arabian Sea to the east. It is the third largest
country in the Arabian peninsula, covering an area of 309,500 square kilometres
(Ministry of Information, 1999:25).
The climate in Oman differs from one area to another. In summer it is usually
hot and humid in the coastal areas, while it is hot and dry in the interior. The
temperature can reach 45 degrees Celsius and in some areas even higher. The winter
is relatively cold, especially in the interior.
%
In 2000, the population ofOman was estimated to be 2,532,556 (An Encarta
Encyclopaedia, 2000; US Census Bureau, 2001). The country is divided into eight
administrative regions: Muscat, al-Batinah, Musandam, al-Dakhiliyyah, al-Zahirah,
al-Sharqiyyah, al-Wusta and Zufar. Islam is the official religion and Arabic the
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official language. English is widely spoken and there are other Asian languages such
as Hindi, Urdu and Baluchi.
Oil is considered to be the most important mineral resource of the country,
followed by natural gas. In addition, there are modest deposits of copper and gold.
Oman has ample fish stocks owing to its long coastline of about 1,700 kilometres.
Oman was one of the Arabian provinces that embraced Islam during the
lifetime ofProphet Muhammad (peace be upon him). From that time on, scholarship
continued to receive care and attention. However, anyone who studies the history of
Oman will find that the country suffered numerous wars, internal and external. Such
wars caused many problems, leading to the loss of security and stability, to poverty, a
low standard of living, and a weak economy and political system. They also created
many obstacles to education and the acquisition of knowledge.
In Oman, as well as in other Muslim countries, the mosque was always
regarded as the centre of education, for it played an important role in the propagation
of knowledge. After it came another institution called the madrasat al-Qur'an,
which continues to exist today. In other Muslim countries, it was called the kuttab or
the miktab.
The real aim of teaching and education in these organisations was to guide
one's mind and emotions towards Allah (may He be Exalted), to worship Him alone
and obey his laws as presented in the Qur'an and practised by the Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) throughout one's life. Therefore, this type of
education naturally centred on teaching the Holy Qur'an, the Sunnah of the Prophet
and the Arabic language, and, by so doing, helped to create a stable and balanced
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character. Many scholars and writers graduated from the mosques and kuttabs, and
participated in creating the heritage ofOman with its multiple branches of science
and literature (Wizarat al-Tarbiyah wa al-Ta'lTm, 1985:95).
3.1 Education in the Madrasat al-Qur'an before 1970
The madrasat al-Qur'an is a place where students learn the Qur'an, the Arabic
alphabet, writing and prayer (Mertz, 1972: 64-65). Teaching used to be conducted in
a classroom built of either mud bricks or stones and palm branches, or in the open
under a big tree, where the pupils sat in a circle. Some of these madrasahs or
religious educational institutions belonged to either a society or a male or female
teacher called a mu'allim or mu'allimah respectively. The mu'allimah usually
conducted the teaching in her own house, since this allowed her to do some
housework, such as cooking the lunch, especially when the madrasah was open for
two sessions a day, one in the morning and one in the afternoon.
Under this system, the pupii usuaiiy passed through three stages:
1. Rote-learning of Surat al-Fatihah and the short suwar of the last juz' (thirtieth
part) of the Holy Qur'an.
2. The writing and pronunciation of the Arabic alphabet, plus some practice in
writing and pronouncing the diacritical letters, which were put together in the
form ofwords.
3. Study of the Holy Qur'an in its entirety, plus some basics offiqh such as the
performing of the prayers and fasting.
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There was not much difference among the Muslim countries in their systems
of elementary education. For example, in Andalusia, pupils studied the Holy Qur'an,
Arabic grammar, poetry and writing. In Morocco, they studied the Holy Qur'an and
writing. In Tunisia, they studied the Holy Qur'an and the Hadlth, with calligraphy as
an auxiliary subject (Tibawi, 1972: 43).
Although the madrasat al-Qur'an was co-educational, the general age of the
pupils was under twelve. In the past, when the pupils had completed their studies at
the madrasah, the girls stayed at home and the boys continued their education at the
mosque. Al-Misnad (1985:30) states that in many Muslim countries this institution
was attended by children of both sexes under the age of ten, but the girls were
usually withdrawn from it when they reached their eleventh year. Today, pupils leave
this institution at the age of six to be educated in modern schools.
However, the question here is: how could the mu 'allim teach the pupils and
direct the madrasah at the same time? As regards the direction of the madrasah, we
know that the mu 'allim sat in front of it - sometimes at a raised desk. When it was
merely a classroom, he sat near the door, since this allowed him to know who was
present and who was absent. If the teaching was conducted under a tree, he sat near
its trunk, which allowed him to observe all the pupils. Thus, if pupils wanted to leave
the class for any reason, they could not do so without permission from the mu 'allim.
If they went out, they would have to come back soon, otherwise they were liable to
questioning and even punishment. However, the mu 'allim usually entrusted some of
the more advanced pupils to teach those at the lower grades.
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Lessons at the madrasah began early in the morning and all the pupils were
required to read or write the subjects that they had studied the day before. Then they
prepared the new subjects to be studied before reading them with the mu 'allim.
When the pupils felt that they ready, they would go individually to sit near the
mu'allim and start reading. The mu 'allim listened carefully and corrected any errors
in the reading. If the pupils made many errors, they were not allowed to progress to
another subject before learning all the corrections. If they repeated the same errors,
they could be liable to physical punishment.1
3.1.1 The Jurisdiction of the Mu'allim
If the jurisdiction of the mu 'allim in the past and the present is compared, there is
clearly a big difference. In the past the mu 'allim enjoyed complete authority in the
education of the pupils. When parents or guardians took their children to the
madrasah, they would tell the mu 'allim to do whatever he wished with them but not
to touch their eyes Some would say that he could scoop out one eye but leave the
other intact.
The mu 'allim was allowed to use three methods of punishment. He usually
had a small stick for beating the pupils who did not do their homework or who
misbehaved. He also had a very long stick with which he could reach any pupil from
his seat. If the stick was not long enough, he used small stones (al-Dhahab, 1987:67).
Sometimes he even resorted to collective punishment when he felt that the pupils
were not doing their work or were misbehaving. He would then take his stick and hit
all the pupils anywhere within reach.
1
From the researcher's own experience and the responses of some sheikhs and teachers.
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Parents usually accepted such punishments, despite the negative effect on the
children. Long ago Abu Nuwas (d. 200 AH/AD 815) wrote of the harshness of a
teacher called Hafs:
Lo, behold Hafs in his maktab\
Stern, sitting on a mat surrounded by slaves.
"Whip him!" he cried. "Whip the lazy boy!"
He had stripped him bare of silk and streaky garments,
And with a leather strap he chastised him.
"O dear master!" he cried. "I will reform."
I begged Hafs to pardon the boy.
"He will do better next time," was my plea. (Tibawi, 1972:35)
Furthermore, the mu'allim usually noted the pupils' attendance. So if he
noticed that anyone was absent more than once or left the class and did not return, he
had the jurisdiction to go to that pupil's house and bring him back to the madrasah.
If the nunil was verv Hisrimtive and the mu 'alliw. could not deal with him, then heX X m/ 1
would not allow him to enter the madrasah unless he was accompanied by one ofhis
parents. Sometimes he would ask the parents to punish the child in front of the other
pupils. Such jurisdiction exceeded the physical boundary of the madrasah. In fact,
the mu 'allim was allowed to teach his pupils anywhere in the village or town.
Nevertheless, this level ofjurisdiction began to be reduced in the early 1970s
for the following reasons:
1. The social, cultural and economic changes that were taking place in Oman
owing to the discovery and marketing ofoil (see Morsi, 1990: 281).
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2. The lessening of support from parents and guardians. In recent years, some
parents had become angry when they knew that the mu 'allim had hit their
children, and some of them even complained to the police.
3. The opening of modern schools gave pupils another educational option,
which markedly reduced the role of the mu'allim in society and in the
education of children.
3.1.2 The Selection of the Mu'allim and his Remuneration
It was usual for the inhabitants of a town or a village to select the mu 'allim, although
sometimes the mu 'allim would nominate himself if he felt that he was capable of
doing the job. Yet there were many conditions that the mu 'allim had to meet before
doing so, some ofwhich are as follows:
1. He had to be able to read the Holy Qur'an and show some skill in writing
Arabic.
2. He had to have sufficient knowledge offiqh (jurisprudence) and 'aq Ida (faith).
• • • 2
3. He had to be a respectable person with a good reputation in society.
The mu 'allim received his remuneration from one of three sources:
1. A waqf (endowment) specified for education. In this case he was either given a
garden containing palm, lemon and mango trees, and allowed to manage it and
exploit its gains, or he was paid a monthly salary.
2. He received monthly fees for his pupils from their parents or guardians.
3. He was paid a monthly salary by the government.
■y
The residents of the town normally made this decision.
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However, because of the insufficiency of the fees, the mu 'allim usually had other
employment. He also received gifts from the pupils' families on such occasions as
the end ofRamadan (the month of fasting in Islam) and the graduation of the pupils,
that is, when they had completed the reading of the Holy Qur'an (al-Dhahab,
1987:67-68).
3.1.3 The Roles of the Mu'allim in Society
In addition to being a teacher, the mu 'allim took on various roles in society, for
example:
1. An imam of the mosque in the district where he lived.
2. A wakil (trustee) of a waqf (endowment).
3. One who washed the bodies of the deceased, and, as the imam, led the prayers
at the funerals.
4. Reciting of the Holy Qur'an and the making of invocations on festive occasions
such as the khatmah.
5. Conducting marriage ceremonies.
6. A scribe who wrote letters on behalf of the illiterate.
3.1.4 The Strengths and Weaknesses of the Madrasat al-Qur'an
There is no doubt that every human-made system contains strengths and weaknesses.
From my personal experience and knowledge and that of interviewees in this field,
the strengths of this system appear to be the following:
1. It used a developmental method of teaching. The pupils began by memorising
some short suwar of the last juz' (thirtieth part) of the Holy Qur'an then they
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practised pronouncing the letters of the alphabet and writing them with the
diacritics, after which they began reading the Holy Qur'an.
2. It took account of the individual differences between pupils, hence the rate of
study depended on the ability of each pupil.
3. It used the part method, which helped pupils to learn the fundamentals of
reading and writing.
4. It used the group-training method, which was considered successful in teaching
children.
On the other hand, this system also had many defects, which can be summed
up as follows:
1. The lack of a suitable building for teaching: the classroom was usually small
and uncomfortable.
2. The lack of suitable materials for teaching: the pupils used to write on wooden
boards or animal bones such as those of cows and camels.
3. Lessons consisted entirely of reading and writing, without any attention given
to other subjects such as mathematics and health.
4. The teaching method was boring and tedious: the mu 'allim gave his attention
only to individual pupils, reading a passage or paragraph with them without any
participation by the rest of the class.
5. A large number of pupils were taught by only one person or mu 'allim.
6. Lessons were held daily from seven to eleven o'clock in the morning.
7. The mu'allim was usually harsh with the pupils (see al-Dhahab, 1987:67),
especially those who were disruptive as well as those who were slow learners.
As a result, many pupils left the madrasah before completing their studies.
Earlier Muslim scholars had criticised this method of teaching. For example, Ibn
Khuldun recommended that teachers be compassionate towards young children,
for harshness not only affected the pupils' capacity to learn but also deprived
them of their humanity (Tibawi, 1972: 43). Therefore, the teacher "must correct
moral lapses through hinting rather than direct prohibition, through gentle
advice rather than reproof. Above all he himselfmust set an example so that his
actions accord with his precepts" (Tibawi, 1972: 40).
8. Sometimes the mu'allim himself made linguistic errors in reciting the Holy
Qur'an, and thus fixed them in the minds of the pupils.
9. The mu 'allim's knowledge offiqh and tawh Td was often insufficient.
10. The absence of consolidation and encouragement led slow learners to remain
far too long at the madrasah. It also led to the neglect of the intelligent pupils.
11. The mu 'allim had neither educational training nor any understanding of the
needs and characteristics of the pupils. Nor did he have any knowledge of the
numerous teaching methods.
3.2 Education in the Mosque and the Madrasah before 1970
3.2.1 Education in the Mosque
The mosque is an important place in Islam. In addition to being a place ofworship
and prayer, it was used as centre of education. In Oman the mosques were built of
mud brick and stone, the size of the building depending on the size of the local
population. However, a town had a large mosque called a jami', where Muslims
gathered on Friday for the salat al-jumu 'ah (Friday prayer). The person responsible
for the mosques was called the wakil (trustee), whose duty was to supervise the
3
From the researcher's own experience and the responses of some specialists in this field.
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maintenance of the buildings and the property attached to them. Teaching usually
took place in the jami' and in other mosques where there was a scholar or sheikh
living nearby.
Education at the mosque was available only to male pupils, for whom it was
the second stage after the completion of their studies at the madrasat al-Qur'an.
Since there were no classrooms, the pupils sat in a circle with the sheikh. Sometimes
there were many circles in progress at the same time, each being taught by a different
sheikh. Although the teaching period depended on the number ofpupils in the circle,
it usually lasted for four to five hours daily. This system gave the sheikh the
opportunity to supplement his small salary with another source of income such as
farming or some other business.
At the mosque, pupils progressed in gradual stages. First they learnt the basic
elements of 'aq Tdah (faith) and fiqh from some short textbooks, for example,
TalqTn al-Sibyan ma Yalzam al-Insan (teaching children what beings should
know). Then they studied nahw (grammar) from some simple textbooks on syntax,
such as Mulhat al-I'rab and Hashiyatal-Kafra wT, at the same time moving on to
a more advanced level offiqh. Thus they continued until graduation.
It should be noted here that there was no minimum or maximum period fixed
for the course of study. It all depended on the learning ability of the pupil. Tibawi
mentions that in the traditional institutions in Damascus, Cairo and Istanbul,
individual pupils moved freely from one circle to another until they found the
appropriate subject and level of study. Since there was no time limit, the process
could last from a few years to the greater part of a lifetime (Tibawi, 1972:45).
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Although the pupils were free to choose the books that they wanted to study, the
sheikh usually intervened and advised them on the most suitable choice.
Dictation was the most common method of teaching in the mosque and other
traditional Islamic institutions. The pupil would be asked to read from a book, and
then the sheikh would explain that particular passage. The pupil would then be
required to listen carefully and take notes. Fischer, for example, states that in Iran,
teachers used the same method, and that the "serious students took notes, while
others occupied their hands with worry beads or even dozed" (Fischer, 1980:63).
However, pupils were given the chance to discuss with the sheikh any point in the
lesson, especially if they did not agree with his opinion. In addition they had to
memorise information as well as they could to move quickly from one book to
another and from one subject to another.
5.2.2 Education in the Madrasah
There were many madrasahs functioning at the same level as the mosque. Each was
named after the mosque or the place where it was located or its founder. The
following are some examples:
1. Madrasat al-Imam Bal'arab bin Sultan al-Ya'rubl
This was a seventeenth-century madrasah built between 1679 and 1693 by the Imam
in his fortress in Jabrin in the interior ofOman. It should be noted here that the Imam
was very kind to his pupils. He looked after them, gave them perfume,4 and
demanded the best food that he thought would strengthen their intelligence and
4
The theory could be that a pleasant-smelling atmosphere helped mental concentration or that it was a
mark of respect.
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powers of comprehension. Some of the pupils became scholars and others who were
more literary-minded became writers, poets or Arabic linguists. It was said that about
fifty scholars graduated from that school, all ofwhom were capable of delivering
legal opinions (al-Salml, n.d.: 2:85; Ibn Ruzayq, 1984: 293).
2. Madrasat al-Sheikh Sa'Td bin Khalfan al-KhalllT
The founder of this madrasah, located in Sama'il in the interior ofOman, lived in the
nineteenth century (he died during the 1870s, see al-Salml, n.d.: 2: 281&82). The
Sheikh had a unique method of admitting pupils to the madrasah. He examined
every pupil at the beginning but gave him no attention. Sometimes he asked the pupil
to do a certain task. If the pupil did not complain and accomplished the task that he
had been set, the Sheikh would set his hopes on him, bring him nearer to him and
give him attention. However, if the pupil showed pride and scorn, the Sheikh
abandoned him.
The following story confirmed his method. It is said that three people came to
study at the madrasah. They found the Sheikh working with other people to build a
wall of mud bricks. After greeting them and asking where they came from, he told
them to work with him in the earth. Two of them obeyed, but the third refused and
returned home. However, the Sheikh tested the newcomers twice more. When he
found them to be patient and truthful, he accepted them and looked after them (al-
Rashidl, 1994: 134).
If we examine the Sheikh's method from the educational perspective, we find
that there are many justifications for it:
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1. This method has its origins in Islam. It is mentioned in Surat al-Kahf, which
narrates the story of Musa (Moses) and the learned man known today as al-
Khidr (peace be upon them). When Musa went to al-Khidr and asked him to
teach him some of the knowledge that he had been taught, al-Khidr said, "You
will not be able to have patience with me." (18:67). Musa said, "If Allah wills,
you will find me patient and I will not disobey any order of yours" (18:69). Al-
Khidr replied, "Then if you follow me, you must not ask me about anything till I
myself mention it to you" (18:70), meaning "till I explain it to you". It was a
condition set by al-Khidr for Musa to accompany him on the journey. He told
Musa that he would see things that were most wonderful or most disturbing, but
he should remain patient and demand no explanation. Musa, however, failed the
test and was abandoned by al-Khidr (see al-Qurtubl, 1996: 14).
From this story we can conclude that the teacher should know the ability and
patience of his pupil before starting to teach him, because seeking knowledge and
studying are not easy. They require the pupil to be patient with the teacher's methods
and the acquisition ofknowledge.
2. As we know, each educational institution has its entrance requirements, so the
Sheikh mentioned above was inclined to test the patience and humility of the
pupils before admitting them to his madrasah.
3. Every era has its own educational methods, which are determined by many
factors, such as the philosophy and aims of the society, and the social, economic
and political situation. Furthermore, the methods can differ from place to place
owing to the local circumstances under which the pupils live. Therefore, the
Sheikh used a method that was suitable for his pupils at that time.
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4. The Sheikh could see that if the pupil was not patient and truthful in seeking
knowledge, he would meet many difficulties in his studies and fail the test with
all the consequent negative psychological effects. So it would be better for him
to devote his time to another occupation more suited to his abilities.
5. If the pupil does not have the required patience and truthfulness in seeking
knowledge, he will not be able to carry out the mission of guiding and teaching
others.
3. Madrasat Nur al-DTn al-Sheikh 'Abd Allah bin Humayd al-Salml
This madrasah was located in Bidiyyah in the east ofOman. Its founder lived from
1869 to 1914 and he was considered the best scholar of his time. His fame attracted
numerous pupils from all parts ofOman to study in his madrasah. The curriculum
included Islamic science, Arabic language and history, and every pupil was allowed
to study according to his wishes and abilities.
The Sheikh used an educational method which embraced both academic and
practical knowledge. He wrote academic books that were considered an integral part
of the curriculum. In them he proceeded step by step with the pupil, leading him
from a lower to a higher level. This is clearly shown in his books on fiqh
(jurisprudence): Talq Tn al-Sibyan, followed by Jawhar al-Nizam, and then Tal 'at
al-Shams, which is considered the higher level in this subject. As for practical
knowledge, he used different methods of teaching according to the level of the pupil.
He gave every pupil the type of knowledge that matched his abilities (al-Kindl, 1993:
127-128).
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From this madrasah (from about 1890 to 1914) graduated more than fifty
scholars, each ofwhom was pious and a mujtahid (al-Salml, n.d.: 24).
Between 1871 and 1930 many other madrasahs appeared in Muscat, such as
Madrasat Masjid al-Khuwayr, al-ZawawI, Madrasat Masjid al-Wakil and Madrasat
Budhayna. In these madrasahs the pupils studied Islamic science and Arabic
language. However, Madrasat Budhayna followed a set timetable of six class hours
per day. Pupils were taught the Holy Qur'an, Arabic language, history, geography
and mathematics (Wizarat al-Tarbiyah wa al-Ta'lIm, 1985: 33-47.
It should be noted here that in the mosque and other madrasahs pupils also
studied mathematics and history, though not as separate subjects. Mathematics was
taught as part offiqh in m Tr ath (heritage) and in branches of zakat.
3.2.3 Nomination of the Sheikh and His Remuneration
Because of the academic and social prestige of the teacher in the mosque, many
conditions were applied to his selection. They were divided into two categories.
Those reiaiing to the person's character were as follows:
1. Godliness: this meant that the teacher must be a pious and righteous person who
fears Allah and abstains from all kinds of sins and evil deeds forbidden in Islam,
who loves Allah and performs all kinds ofgood deeds ordained by the Qur'an
and the Prophet (al-Hilall & Khan, 1404 A.H: 3).
2. The teacher must be a good example not only to his pupils but also to everyone
in society.
3. His aim in education should be to propagate knowledge and teach people their
religion.
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The other conditions were professional. The teacher was required to be
learned in the Arabic language and proficient in Islamic science. Therefore, the
nomination of the sheikh depended on his reputation and ability to attract pupils to
study under him. The nomination was made by the leader (the imam or sultan) and
seconded by the wali (administrative official) of the town. The sheikh was also
required to compile a timetable for teaching pupils at the mosque.
It was the government which usually paid the sheikh a monthly salary.
However, sometimes his fees were paid by the endowment ofmany areas of the
town, each area paying a set amount monthly. Mertz states "In Nizwa, for example,
the post-primary schools are supported primarily by the sale offalaj [small channel is
used to irrigate gardens] water. But they also have lands bequeathed to the schools at
all levels" (Mertz, 1972: 64).
3.2.4 The Status of the Sheikh and His Roles in Society
The sheikh in Islam has always displayed a strong personaiiiy and been accorded
great respect by pupils. This is clearly shown in the traditions of the mystics:
O brother, know that your teacher is the begetter of your soul just as
your father is the begetter of your body. Your father gave you a
physical form but your teacher gives you a spiritual one. Your teacher
nourishes your soul with learning and wisdom and guides it to attain
everlasting bliss. Your father brought you up and trained you to make
a living in this transient world. (Tibawi, 1972:39)
The same message is also stressed in the following lines, which are attributed
to one of the king's sons:
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(Yakun, 1999:59)
I prefer my teacher to my father, even though I got my prestige and dignity
from my father, for a teacher takes care of spirit and the spirit is an essence,
whereas, a father takes care of the body and the body is merely a shell.
The sheikh was highly respected by people in general, which signified the prestige
and importance of scholars and their position in society.
Besides teaching pupils, scholars played many roles in society. From their
memoirs and information gathered from those who have great knowledge and
experience of the subject, we can see that the sheikh played the following roles:
1. He took on some of the responsibilities held by the mu 'allim.
2. He took care of the religious requirements and helped to solve the problems
confronting society.
3. He gave advice on religious affairs.
4. He offered guidance to people.
5. He took part in the selection of the imam (ruler) and in making homage to him.
6. He supported the imam or the ruler and advised him.
3.3 Education in the Mosque and Other Madrasahs
From the discussion so far, we can say that the education in these institutions had the
following characteristics:
1. A small number of pupils studied under the sheikh. This enabled him to give
each pupil sufficient time and attention. It also gave every pupil the opportunity
to discuss aspects of the lesson with the sheikh and the rest of the class. In
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addition, the small number of pupils helped the sheikh to recognise the
individual differences among the pupils and know their strengths and
weaknesses.
2. There was nothing to distract the pupils, because at that time life was very
simple and the atmosphere was very quiet.
3. Muslims at that time took up studying neither to find employment nor to gain
promotion, but for the sake ofAllah and knowledge itself.
4. Although at that time there were no teacher-training programmes, most of the
sheikhs were learned men. Also, in dealing with the pupils, many of them used
educational methods based on guidance in the Holy Qur'an, the biography of the
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) and the writings of earlier Muslim
scholars. This is clearly stated in their biographies (see al-RashdT, 1993; al-
Kindl, 1994).
On the other hand, this type ofeducation could be criticised for the following
reasons:
1. It had no definite aims nor teacher-training programmes.
2. It had a narrow focus on Islamic subjects and Arabic language, with no
reference to other subjects such as medicine and agriculture.
3. It was available only to male pupils, usually those from rich families.
4. There was no state education in the country.
5. The usual method of teaching was dictation, which had many negative effects
on the pupils' ability to learn. This is confirmed by Ibn Khaldun in his Tarlkh:
When Morocco lacked good teachers, it was difficult for pupils to
acquire knowledge. For this reason, they remained silent in the study
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circles and did not say or discuss anything. They were only given
information to memorise.
He cited the following evidence in support of his statement: "The period required for
the pupils' course of study was stated to be fifteen years, whereas in Tunisia it was
five years" (Ibn Khaldun, n.d.: 431—432). Certainly pupils took much longer over
their studies in Morocco than in Tunisia, and we can conclude that the reason for this
was the low standard of teaching.
It is clear, therefore, that education in the madrasat al-Qur 'an, the mosque
and other madrasahs remained unregulated and narrow.
3.4 The Development of Education in Oman between 1930-1970
In 1930 the first Royal School was opened and thus began a period of transformation
in education in Oman. The changes were as follows:
1. In this school the pupils studied many more subjects: the Holy Qur'an, tawhld
(dogma of the Oneness of God), fiqh, Arabic language, science, history,
geography, health and national education (Tarbiyah Wataniyyah).
2. Learning in the school was based on clearly defined courses of study.
3. The school consisted of classrooms, an administration office and teachers.
(Wizarat al-Tarbiyah wa al-T'allm, 1985: 48)
Between 1930 and 1970 education in Oman was developed gradually. This
can be seen in the courses of study in the schools that were opened during this
period. In 1935 the second Royal School was opened and its curriculum offered the
additional subjects of singing (religious songs and the national anthem), English
language and sports. Education was divided into a preliminary stage of one year,
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followed by a second stage of three years. Furthermore, the pupils had the
opportunity to continue their studies for a third stage to increase their knowledge
(ibid.: 55-56).
However, the year that witnessed a real change in education in Oman was
1940 with the opening of al-Sa'idiyyah School. This school was purpose-built, so it
contained numerous rooms for administration, staff accommodation and class
teaching. Its curriculum included many activities such as sports, Scouts, and school
outings. Since the school catered for all the pupils in Muscat, most of the other
schools were closed.
The educational system was divided into a preliminary stage of two years,
followed by a primary stage of six years. When pupils graduated, they received a
certificate from the Department of Information. The teachers usually came from
other Arab countries such as Egypt and Palestine. The school also employed Omani
teachers who had graduated from the mosque, the second Royal School and, later, al-
Sa'idiyyah School itself. The textbooks were brought from Egypt, Palestine and
Lebanon. The old Omani book, Talq Tn al-Sibyan, was still used as a basic text for
Islamic education. It should be noted here that Islamic education continued to hold
an important place in the school curriculum (ibid.: 63-71).
A few years earlier another school was founded in Salalah in the south of
Oman. This school passed through three stages:
1. From 1936 to 1942 the curriculum was limited to the study of the Holy Qur'an,
the basics of Islam, reading and writing the Arabic language, and mathematics.
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It should be noted here that in this period, owing to the increase in pupils and
the small number of teachers, Sultan Sa'Td bin Taymur - the father of Sultan Qaboos
- decided to dispatch an Omani mission to study in other Arab countries. The aim
was to enable Omanis to train teachers for the Sa'idiyyah schools in Muscat and
Salalah (ibid.: 83).
2. From 1943 to 1950 the number of teachers was increased and the number of
subjects was raised to twelve: the Holy Qur'an, fiqh, al-hadTth al-shar If,
Arabic language, geography, history, mathematics, art, health, physics, biology
and sports. Education consisted of a preliminary stage of two years, followed by
a primary stage of four years.
3. Between 1951 and 1971 a new school of the same name was built. This was
accompanied by other changes: Egyptian textbooks were replaced with
Lebanese textbooks and the number of classes was raised to five.
In 1969 another Sa'idiyyah school was opened in Matrah (also in the south of
Oman), which followed the same system as that in Muscat (ibid.: 91).
The question is: Why were there only three modern schools in Oman before
1970? al-Salmi explains as follows:
Those who have written about the different aspects ofOmani life
during this period [1900-1970] and have discussed briefly this theme
have attributed this phenomenon directly and totally to the attitude of
the former Sultan who ruled the country for nearly four decades. (al-
Salmi, 1994: 106)
In my opinion we cannot accept this explanation because Sultan Sa'Td bin Taymur al-
Busa'Idl was unable to unite the country until 1959. Before that date he ruled only
part of the country, while the rest - the interior - was ruled by an imam. In addition,
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the political situation was unstable owing to the existence of two governments and
the interference by foreign powers in Oman's affairs. Of course, these factors had a
negative effect on the national economy, which, in turn, had a similar effect on
education and health services. Even in the absence of these factors, the responsibility
for the delay in establishing modern education during this period cannot be laid
directly and totally on Sultan Sa'Id alone. Every ruler has counsellors who advise on
the implementation of internal and external policies and who must bear their share of
the responsibility for the decisions taken.
3.4 Conclusion
In conclusion it may be said that education in Oman before 1970 was available in
four types of institution: madrasat al-Qur'an, the mosque, the sheikhs' schools and
modern primary schools. In each of these institutions, pupils passed from the
simplest to the highest level.
Before the establishment of modern schools, there was no department or
ministry of education to regulate, finance and supervise educational institutions. This
meant that most such institutions were supported and financed by the general public.
Not surprisingly, this had a negative effect on the quality of the teachers, teaching
methods and facilities.
Before 1970 there were only three towns in Oman which had a modern
primary school, which meant that the rest of the country was deprived ofmodern
education. The textbooks came from other Arab countries, particularly Egypt and
Lebanon, and likewise the teachers. Omani teachers were few, and were usually
graduates from the mosque who taught Islamic education and Arabic language, or
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recent graduates from the modern schools themselves. Since they had not graduated
from a teacher-training college, their standard was not sufficiently high to be
employed as teachers - especially the primary-school graduates.
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Chapter Four
Training Programmes for Islamic Education Teachers in
Oman after 1970
As was described in Chapter Three, until 1970 general education in Oman was
limited to the primary stage. This chapter examines the changes that were made to
the system of education between 1970 and 1984. First, it describes its organisation.
Then the quality of the Omani teachers of Islamic education during the 1970s is
discussed. The chapter details the development of training programmes for Islamic
education teachers in Oman, and finally, describes the basic elements of these
programmes.
4.1 Oman after 1970
In the modern history ofOman, 1970 represented a point of transition, for this was
the year when Sultan Qaboos came to power. With his reign began a new era which
marked the opening up ofOman to the world, the beginning ofprosperity, and social
and economic progress (Ministry of Information, 1996:24). Before 1967, Oman's
economy was based on the export of dates, limes, cotton and fish. However, since the
discovery of oil in that year, the economy has been radically transformed. From that
time the export of oil continued to increase, and in 1986 formed 99 per cent of the
country's total exports (Ministry of Information, 1996:74). The high price of oil
before 1986 financed the fast pace ofOman's social and cultural development. If the
situation of the country before and after 1970 is compared, immense differences can
be seen, especially in education, health and social services. For example, in 1970
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there were only 10 kilometres of paved roads and 1,700 kilometres of unpaved roads,
whereas towards the end of the twentieth century they covered thousands of
kilometres. There was only one post office - in Muscat, the capital ofOman - and
none anywhere else in the country (Ministry of Information, 1996:143). There was
just one state hospital - again in Muscat - whereas today there are dozens of state
hospitals and over a hundred health clinics (Ministry of Information, 1996:166).
Before 1970 there were only three modern state schools with a total of 909
pupils and 30 teachers compared with over a thousand state and private modern
schools at the end of the twentieth century (Ministry of Information, 1996:150).
During the last thirty years of the twentieth century, education has received
great attention, despite the fall in the price of oil after 1986. However, owing to the
harsh geographical nature of the country, the spread ofmodern education has not
been an easy task and continues to be difficult. Oman needs a new road system
linking villages and towns. It also needs a large and specialised teaching staff for the
schools. These are needs that require enormous financial input (Morsi, 1990:281).
The large oil revenue has enabled the government to achieve a
comprehensive transformation in education. It has been through education that
Omani society has endeavoured to fulfil the ambitions and aspirations rooted in its
Islamic and Arabic awareness and affiliations. The main objective of education has
been to create a generation ofOmanis faithful to their religion and capable of bearing
their responsibilities within the national structure, while at the same time keeping up
with the progress of contemporary life in the world (Morsi, 1990:282). Therefore, it
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might be helpful to give a general picture of the educational system in Oman before
discussing the training of the new Islamic education teachers.
4.2 The Organisation of State Education
Although there were three modern state schools in the country before 1970 (as
described in Chapter Three), education was limited to a preliminary stage of one to
two years, followed by a primary stage of five to six years. Moreover, it was
available only to male pupils. In this regard Hawley indicated that "prior to 1970 no
state education had been provided for girls; the very first school for girls was opened
in the 1970/71 academic year with 650 pupils." A year later intermediate schools
were introduced followed by secondary school in 1973 (see Hawley, 1977:225).
There were, of course, many reasons for this attitude, such as the newness of the
educational system and kind of subjects, such as sports, science and English, offered
by the schools. However, after 1970, four kinds of state education were introduced:
general, Islamic, technical, and further education.
4.2.1 General Education
The period of study is 12 years, divided into three stages: primary, intermediate and
secondary (see Morsi, 1990: 284).
4.2.1.1 Primary Stage
Since there were no state or private nursery schools in the country before 1970 (see
Chapter Three), pupils attended the madrasat al-Qur'an before joining the modern
schools at the age of 6. New education in the primary school lasts for six years.
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It should be noted that the curriculum of this stage is similar to most curricula
in other Arab countries. Pupils study the same basic subjects, which include Islamic
education, Arabic language, science, mathematics, social studies and English.
English is taught only in the last three years.
4.2.1.2 Intermediate Stage
The real beginning of this stage was in the 1970/71 academic year (Bahwan, 1985:
27). Education in intermediate schools lasts for three years, and pupils attend from
the ages of 12 to 15. The same subjects as those of the primary school continue to be
taught, although at a more advanced level.
4.2.1.3 Secondary Stage
The academic year 1973/74 saw the establishment of secondary schools. Until 1976
this stage was available only in two regions ofOman, in Muscat (the capital) and in
Salalah (south of Oman) (Bahwan, 1985: 27). Pupils attend secondary school for
three years liuiu the age of 15. The curriculum includes born scientific and iiterary
subjects, but, after the first year, pupils have the opportunity to choose the type of
specialisation that they wish to study,1 according to the results of an entrance
examination (Ministry of Information, 1996:153). However, pupils who are not
scientifically inclined usually opt for literary subjects.
It should be noted that the Ministry of Education wanted to modernise
education to meet the needs of the twenty-first century. Thus, in the academic year
1998/99 the Ministry introduced a new educational system based on a primary stage
1 There are two specialisations: scientific, which focuses on subjects such as mathematics, chemistry
and physics, and literature which concentrates on subjects such as Arabic language, history and
geography (see Bahwan, 1985: 28).
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of ten years and a secondary stage of two years. The system has been gradually
introduced into 17 schools in different regions around the country, but covering only
the first four years. It places great emphasis on science, mathematics and information
technology. In addition, the teaching of English now begins in the first year of
primary school (Ministry of Information, 1999:207).
There is no doubt that this system will require the introduction ofmany
changes in, for example, the content of the curriculum, the number of schools, and
the length ofattendance. Therefore, the Ministry has planned to end the double shift
system (one in the morning and one in the afternoon) and extend the number of hours
in the classroom. This change will also demand the creation ofnew schools, new
facilities and an increase in the number of teaching and non-teaching staff.
4.2.2 Islamic Education
This kind ofeducation is given in the Sultan Qaboos mosques and Islamic institutes.
It was established in the academic year 1972/73 (Bahwan, 1985: 28). It is available
only to male pupils and consists ofan intermediate secondary and university stage.
4.2.2.1 INTERMEDIATE STAGE
During this stage pupils attend intermediate institutions of Islamic studies for three
years from the ages of 12 to 15. They study the same subjects as are taught in the
state primary schools, but there is a greater emphasis on Islamic science and Arabic
language. Morsi mentions that in 1990 there were seven of these institutes catering
for about 500 male students (Morsi, 1990: 288).
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4.2.2.2 Secondary Stage
This is a three-year period at the Secondary Institution of Islamic Studies, which was
opened in the academic year 1972/73 in Muscat (Bahwan, 1985: 28). The age of its
pupils ranges from 15 to 18. The curriculum is similar to that of the state secondary
schools (Islamic education, Arabic language, English, history, geography,
mathematics, chemistry, biology and physics), but again, more attention is given to
Islamic education and Arabic language (Morsi, 1990: 288). In 1983 the institute
contained about 171 male students (Wizarat al-Tarbiyah wa al-TaTlm, 1983: 27).
4.2.2.3 University stage
This is a four-year period at the Institute of Islamic Sciences which was established
in 1986. It accepts student who has a secondary school certificate. The number of
students in the academic year 2000/2001 was 264 (Ma'had al-'ulum al-Shar'iyyah,
2001: 1-2).
4.2.3 Technical Education at Secondary Level
This description comprises commercial, agricultural and industrial secondary
education (Morsi, 1990:288). However, agricultural and industrial secondary
education are currently suspended and some of the institutions have been converted
into colleges. The reason could be that the government has decided that the country
has no further need of graduates in this subject at this stage. It may also wish to raise
the level ofqualification for such graduates.
4.2.4 Further Education
This began in the academic year 1979/80 with the establishment of the Institutions of
Male and Female Teachers, which accepted only students who had a secondary
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school certificate. Four years later, in the academic year 1984/85, an intermediate
college for male and female teachers was opened in Muscat, followed by the Sultan
Qaboos University in 1986. In 1997 a new college of SharT'ah and Law was founded
in Muscat for training future judges and legal experts. In addition, the Ministry of
Higher Education also intends to establish other institutions of higher education such
as a college of marine science in Salalah, a higher institution of arts in Suhar and a
higher judicial institution inNizwa (Ministry of Information, 1999: 210).
4.3 The Role of the Private Sector in Education
The first private school in Oman was opened in 1973. Since the private sector plays
an important part in the development of any society, it received active
encouragement from the government during the last years of the twentieth century in
the field of education. Pupils who attend private schools pay monthly or annual fees.
These schools follow the same curriculum as government schools and hold the same
examinations (Ministry of Information, 1999:208 & 209). In the academic year
1998/99 the number ofpupils in 118 private schools had risen to 23,560, comprising
about 23.43 per cent of the total number of pupils in the country. This could be
regarded as a low proportion for the following reasons:
1. Private schools are usually concentrated in the towns.
2. Many people cannot afford a private education for their children, especially if
there are five or more children in the family.
3. Many of the teachers employed in private schools are women and are not
graduates of a college of education.
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However, with the encouragement of the government, the private sector has
established further education. There are now seven private colleges offering post-
secondary education in business administration, commerce, computer science and
economics and they cater for about 1,311 students (Ministry of Information,
1999:211). Nevertheless, this is still a small number and they are mostly
concentrated in the capital. Tuition fees are high and for this reason, many students
who cannot continue their studies at the state colleges find it difficult to attend the
private institutions.
4.4 Teachers of Islamic Education in the Modern Schools
Since the accession to power of Sultan Qaboos in 1970, modern schools have been
opened everywhere in the country and free education has been made available to
everyone. As a result the need for teachers has greatly increased, but the number of
Omanis qualified to teach has been small. In response to this need, the government
has decided to attract teachers from other Arab countries, such as Egypt and
Palestine. According to Mertz "The teaching corps had risen to 435 by early
February 1972: 364 Omanis, 71 foreigners (45 Egyptians, 23 Palestinians and
Syrians on contract and 3 Englishmen" (1972: 73).
Because Islamic education is closely linked to the knowledge of the Arabic
language and Arab Islamic history, the teaching of this subject was entrusted to Arab
graduates of Islamic education institutions such as al-Azhar in Cairo and Omani
graduates of mosque schools. It could be said that this situation created a number of
difficulties:
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1. The absence of specialists. The Arab teachers employed were originally
qualified to teach Arabic. This adversely affected the pupils' attainment in
Islamic education and their attitude towards their teachers. The problem may
have been aggravated by the behaviour of some of the teachers (for example,
shaving the beard and smoking), which contrasted strongly with what they
taught the pupils. This was due to the teachers'lack of knowledge of certain
branches of Islamic education. To embarrass them, pupils used to ask them
simple questions, to which they gave the wrong answers. Of course, this led to
the pupils' loss of faith in their teachers.
2. Although, generally, the Omani graduates of the mosques and schools were
specialists in Islamic education, they were not as well qualified in education as
the graduates of teacher-training colleges. As Mertz points out: "The Omani
teachers, with rare exceptions, boast no such qualification" (Mertz, 1972: 73).
In addition the Egyptian graduates of al-Azhar, who taught Islamic education in
Oman during the 1970s, did not have this kind ofcertificate either, because al-
Azhar at that time did not offer training courses. This was reflected in their
teaching methods, which were mostly based on lectures. It also affected their
evaluation of pupils, which was based on the ability to comprehend and recall
information.
4.4.1 Omani Teachers of Islamic Education: 1970s
It should be noted that at the beginning of the 1970s there were only three or four
Omani women teachers of Islamic education in the schools, for they were not well
qualified in the subject. At that time, when girls had completed their attendance at
the madrasat al-Qur'an, they had no opportunity to continue their studies at the
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mosque or in schools. This was because there were no schools for girls and no
women teachers qualified to teach beyond the stage of the madrasat al-Qur'an.
Although some girls were taught Islamic education by their families and some
studied on their own, it was rare to find a family well versed in all the branches of
Islamic education and having knowledge of the relevant textbooks. What were the
standards set for the selection of Islamic education teachers at that time? Up to now
no accurate nor confirmed list of standards has ever existed. Generally, some Islamic
education teachers were recruited at the time on the basis of the recommendation of
certain scholars, and others after being tested by officials at the Ministry of
Education.
Thus, at the beginning of the 1970s there were no teacher-training
programmes for Omanis in the country. Also the teachers of Islamic education did
not have educational qualifications. Therefore, it was necessary to create suitable
programmes, which developed gradually in various stages over twenty years between
1976 and 1995.
4.5 Development of Training Programmes for Islamic Education
Teachers
The following describes the developments in training Islamic Education teachers
from 1976 to 1995, beginning with the first stage in the academic year 1976/77 and
ending with the seventh stage from 1995 to 2001.
4.5.1 Stage 1: The First Programme
The first programme was established in the academic year 1976/77. The length of
study was one year for students who had completed the seventh grade. However,
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only one group (25 students) graduated from this programme (Wizarat al-Tarbiyah
wa al-Ta'lIm, 1983: 51 and Bahwan, 1985: 29).
4.5.2 Stage 2: Male and Female Secondary Teachers
The Male and Female Secondary Teachers institutes were established in 1977/78,
and accepted students who had completed the intermediate stage (after grade/class
9). The length of study was three years, at the end ofwhich students received a
certificate in primary-school education (A.Razik & El-Shibiny, 1986: 42).
In response to the needs of both students and specialist teachers, the Institutes
of Male and Female Secondary Teachers followed a branching system as well as
general studies. One of the branches was designed to train teachers for Islamic
education and Arabic language (Muhammad, 1987: 64).
From Table 4.1 it is clear that student teachers of Islamic education studied
many different subjects with the aim of enabling them to teach all subjects in the
lower three primary classes and a specialist subject (Islamic education) in the upper
three primary classes. Methods of teaching Islamic education were also included in
the programme.
Table 4.1
Courses of training programme for Islamic education teachers at the
Institute of Male & Female Secondary Teachers
Subject
Class hours per week






English language 2 2 2
Social studies 3 2 2
Mathematics 2 2 2
General science 2 2 1
School health & nutrition 1 1 1
Art & crafts 2 2 2
Physical education 1 1 1
Practical activities 2 2 2
Social development 1 1 1
Educational theory 5 3 2
Teaching methods & practice - 4 6
Total 40 40 40
Source: Muhammad, 1987:64-66
4.5.2.1 Stages of Practice
The practice in these institutions started in the second year and was divided into four
stages as follows:
1. Observation: The aim here was to give student teachers the opportunity to see
how teachers taught and dealt with pupils in the class. Student teachers were
divided into groups, each of which was assigned to a specific school. In the
school, student teachers were distributed among different classes to observe a
particular teaching position over a period.
2. Observation and Criticism: Student teachers were required to record on a
special card their opinion of the teaching position, and discuss it later with their
supervisor.
3. Trial: Each student teacher was required to teach one lesson in a class while
the others observed and recorded their opinion of the teaching of the lesson for
discussion with him/her later.
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4. Practice: Student teachers started actual teaching in the lower three primary
classes under the supervision of a qualified teacher. This stage contains two
parts:
a. Disconnected practice: This part lasted at least six weeks. The student
teachers were divided into groups distributed among different schools.
b. Block Practice: This was divided into two parts. The first part consists of
block practice for one week at the end of the third and fourth terms, and the




Two days per week
Four class hours per day
Figure 4.1 Teaching practice: class hours at school
4.5.2.2 Evaluation of Training
Only supervisors from the teacher-training institutions were allowed to evaluate
student teachers in the second year and in the first term of the third year. In the sixth
term, however, a commission from the examination department in the Ministry of
Education participated in the evaluation (Muhammad, 1987:74).
Fifth term
Six weeks
Tvra days per week
Six^lass hours per day
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4.5.3 Stage 3: Institutions for Male and Female Teachers
These institutions were established in 1979/80 and accepted only students who had a
secondary school certificate. The period of study was one year, after which students
received a diploma in primary education.
1976-77 1977-79 1979-84
Figure 4.2 Development of teacher-training programmes: 1976-1984
Figure 4.2 shows thai there was a change in teacher-training during this period.
Nevertheless, the programmes were unsuitable for training teachers for the following
reasons:
1. The standard of the students who joined these programmes - in the first and
second stages - was not appropriate for the teaching profession.
2. The length of the programmes was insufficient for training student teachers
fully.
3. The subjects taught in the programme were insufficient and unsuitable for
training primary school teachers (Tsan, 1995:46).
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For these reasons the Ministry ofEducation decided to improve the programmes both
quantitatively and qualitatively. This was implemented in the academic year
1984/85, when the Intermediate College for Male and Female Teachers was opened.
In addition, the Ministry decided that the minimum standard for teaching must be a
diploma from the Intermediate College for Teachers. Thus, in 1988 the Ministry
introduced a teachers' qualification programme, in which the period of study was
three years (Tsan, 1995:138). Some Islamic education teachers who had graduated
from mosques or other institutions were also given the opportunity to join this
programme.
4.5.4 Stage 4: Intermediate Colleges for Male and Female Teachers
These colleges were introduced in the academic year 1984/85. From 1984 to 1993/94
the number of these colleges rose to nine. Their system of study included credit hours
based on specific courses over four terms (two years), each lasting 16 weeks
(Wizarat al-Tarbiyah, 1985: 10-11). The credit hours were distributed as follows:
1. General culture requirements: 20
2. Vocational culture prerequisites and special methods: 22
3. Primary educational specialisation: 12
4. The demands of specialisation in academic research: 21
However, in the present programmes the requirements for (2) and (3) fall
under professional training, while the requirements for (4) are called specialisation
training. The programme in these colleges was designed to train student teachers to
teach all subjects in the lower three primary classes and to specialise in one subject in
the upper three primary classes (Tsan, 1995:59).
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Table 4.2
General comparison between institutions and intermediate colleges
Institutions of male & female teachers
Subject of ^ ^ Intermediate colleges of
comparison 3-year system 1-year system male & female teachers
Stage of acceptance Post-intermediate Post-secondary Post-secondary
Length of programme 3 years 1 year 2 years
Hours of theory & 40 class hours 36 class hours 107 hours over
practice per week per week 2 years
Separate training:
begins 3rd term 3rd term 3rd term
3rd term 5th term 3rd term 4th term
Weeks per term 6 6 12 11
Days per week 2 2 1 1
Class hours
per day 4 6 3 4
Block training:
begins End of 3rd term End of 1 st half-year End of 3rd term
3rd 5th & 6th 1 st 2nd
term terms half- half-year 3rd term 4th term
Weeks per term 1 2 year 1 o 1 ^i J
Evaluation system 40%: students' Final exam at end 50%: final exam
activities & of year 20%: mid-term
reports exams





Participants in Supervisors; Supervisors;
training Ministry ofEducation co-operating
commission teachers & head
teachers of schools
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In 1988 some changes took place in the programme of these colleges as a
result of the following deficiencies:
1. There was no information technology before 1987, as shown by Muhammad's
research (1987:89-95).
2. Before 1987 the practice module began in the third, not the second term, as
happened later.
3. Before 1987 head teachers did not participate in evaluating student teachers
during the practice at school. This system was changed as the result of a study
carried out by 'Awad and Bahjat (1989: 262).
From the above discussion a general comparison can be made between the
institutions for male and female teachers and the colleges for male and female
teachers, as shown in Table 4.2. It is clear from the table that some progress was
made in the teacher-training programme in Oman during this period.
4.5.5 Stage 5: Sultan Qaboos University
This university was opened in the academic year 1986/87. More details of its
teacher-training programme are given in chapter 5.
4.5.6 Stage 6: Institute of Educational Orientation
This institute was established in 1991 to train graduates who wanted to be teachers
but did not have a certificate of education. It also gave other students an opportunity
to complete their qualifications. The period of study in it was one year (Tsan, 1995:
130 and al-Qatabl, 1995: 54-56).
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Indeed, the graduates from Sultan Qaboos Institution of Islamic Studies,
which was established to train students as preachers, religious advisers and imams in
the mosques rather than schoolteachers, also had the opportunity to train in this
Institute as Islamic education teachers.
It could be said that students who were trained during this stage were more
capable than the graduates of the other stages. The former had to study for five years,
with the focus in the first four years on Islamic sciences and Arabic language and in
the fifth year on educational or professional training. It should be noted that some of
the Islamic education teachers who graduated from the College ofEducation and
Islamic Sciences at SQU studied general education and a special subject for four
years in addition to courses in the occupational module in the summer terms.
Figure 4.3 Training of Islamic education teachers: 1984-1995
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4.5.7 Stage 7: 1995-2001
At the time of writing (2001) this is the final stage of training Islamic education
teachers according to figure 4.4. The figure indicates that there are currently two
institutions providing the appropriate training programme: the College ofEducation
(formerly the College of Education and Islamic Sciences) at Sultan Qaboos
University and the colleges of education under the supervision of the Ministry of
Higher Education. Although the graduates from both types of institutions have
reached the same level, there are some important differences in the training
programmes. These differences are explained in the following chapter.
^ years: College ofEducation SQU 4^ears: colleges of education
3 years secondary stage
t
TI
6 years primary stage
Figure 4.4 Present system of training Islamic education teachers
4.6 Basic Elements of Teacher-Training Programmes in Oman
These programmes consist of three basic elements: general culture, specialisation and
occupational training, all ofwhich are considered very important in teacher-training.
According to al-Shaybanl, it is impossible for education to achieve its objectives
unless the teachers are of good character, have sufficient knowledge of religion and
general culture, and are well trained educationally and occupationally. So if the
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teachers can meet these requirements, they can surely cover the other elements of
education (al-ShaybanT, 1982:57)
— 2
Ibn Jama'ah" (AD 1241-1333) also considers a qualified teacher to be one
who can fulfil many functions, who possesses an abundance of knowledge and is
well versed in general culture and is familiar with the nature ofpupils ('Abd al-'Al,
1985:110-120).
Because of the importance of these three elements in teacher-training, it is
necessary to describe them in detail.
4.6.1 General Culture Field
This means that teachers should have a wide general knowledge of the humanities so
that they can easily adapt to the demands of social life and morals. Otherwise they
would be living in a dark cave, unable to see and know what is happening in the
world ('Abd al-'Al, 1984:71).
Ibn Jama'ah also thinks that teachers need a good knowledge of general
culture, because their function is to teach pupils for their society and to offer the
culture of their society to them. This requires teachers to know the culture of the
society as well as their pupils ('Abd al-'Al, 1984:85). Al-ShaybanT says that in turn
the teaching profession is one which needs a wide general culture for many reasons:
1. It purifies the teachers' souls and rectifies their behaviour and morals.
2. It develops their minds and refines their sense ofbeauty and public tradition.
3. It enables them to discover their artistic and creative abilities.
One of the famous scholars in Islam who wrote about various aspects of Islamic sciences and
education (see 'Abd al-'Al, 1984: 74-76).
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4. It makes them living examples of their virtuous ancestors or the history of their
country and nation.
5. It enables them to understand the warnings and lessons ofhistory.
6. It informs them of the problems of their society, nation and the world.
7. It refines their speech and makes them familiar with the basics of the Arabic
language. (al-Shaybanl, 1982: 328-329)
From what al-Shaybanl says, we can see that general culture should include the
knowledge of ethics, arts, Islamic culture, history, geography and Arabic language.
General culture can consolidate the subjects of specialisation because it
enables teachers to relate them to the other subjects taught to the pupils. It also helps
to inform teachers of contemporary problems. Therefore, it can be said that the
teachers' success in teaching and influencing both pupils and society depends to a
considerable extent on their cultural consciousness. Before specialisation became a
profession, Muslim scholars such as Ibn Slna' and Abu Ishaq were well versed in
many different sciences.
In fact, Islam urges every Muslim to continue seeking knowledge. This is
clearly stated in the Holy Qur'an, where Allah (He exalted) says: "And of
knowledge, you have been given only a little." (17:85). Ibn Jubayr also said: "A man
can still be knowledgeable as long as he keeps seeking knowledge. When he
abandons that and thinks that what he has is quite sufficient, then he will be the most
ignorant person alive" (al-Surl, 1987: 71).
What are the ingredients of general culture? The answer is the humanities and
natural sciences (Hajjaj & al-KhudarT, 1982:31). To be well versed indifferent
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branches of knowledge enables teachers to hold discussions in the class on any
matter related to the subject of specialisation (al-QatabT, 1995:45). It is also
necessary to achieve a degree of balance between literary and scientific courses in
relation to general culture (Hilml, 1974:43).
4.6.2 Specialisation Field
Because of the expansion of knowledge and its many different branches in modern
times, it has become difficult for anyone to be sufficiently acquainted with more than
one branch or field. This is why specialisation has become necessary. Hilml
(1974:45) says that specialisation in education enables teachers to master then-
subjects and to fulfil their function successfully. It also provides teachers with the
grounding required for renewing and deepening their knowledge of the subjects of
specialisation (Hajjaj, 1985:293).
It is impossible for people to set themselves up today as teachers, guides and
instructors without a firm academic basis. The Holy Qur'an warns us against
installing ourselves in such a position without knowledge:
And say not concerning that which your tongues put forth falsely "this
is lawful and this is forbidden", so as to invent lies against Allah.
Verily, those who invent lies against Allah will never prosper.
(16:116)
And follow not that of which you have no knowledge. Verily, the
hearing, sight and heart will all be questioned. (17:36)
But none knows its hidden meanings save Allah. And those who are
firmly grounded in knowledge say, "We believe in it, the whole of it
is from our Lord. (3:35)
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The phrase "And those who are firmly grounded in knowledge" means that no one
knows the explanation ofunclear verses except Allah and those scholars who are
well versed in such knowledge (al-HimsI, n.d.:50).
The Sunnah of the Prophet (God's blessings and peace be upon him) is also
full of sayings warning those who set themselves up as teachers and advisers without
knowledge. On one occasion the Prophet said:
Verily, Allah does not take away knowledge by snatching it from
people, but He takes away knowledge by removing scholars [from
them], so that when He leaves no learned person, people turn to
ignorant ones as leaders. So when they are asked to deliver religious
verdicts, they go astray and lead others astray. (Muslim, n.d.: 1404)
The ancestors also realised that not everyone was capable of being a teacher
or of giving advice. Al-Qasim bin Muhammad Ibn Abl Bakr said: "By God, it would
better for me to have my tongue cut out than for me to speak about things that I do
not know" (al-Shaybanl, 1982:72). Holmes (1986:12) also stated: "We emphasise
that no teachers should be allowed to teach a subject they have not studied deeply."
The detailed study in specialisation helps teachers to win the respect of their
pupils by giving them sound guidance and enables teachers to have fruitful
discussions with them as well as with other specialists in the field. Therefore,
Muslim educators stipulate that those who want to be teachers must be fully
conversant with the subject or field of knowledge that they intend to teach (al-
ShaybanT, 1982:173). Ibn Jama'ah also considers an abundance ofknowledge to be
necessary for teachers, because they cannot be described as qualified and good at
teaching unless they have all the available knowledge of the subjects that they teach
('Abd al-'Al, 1984:79).
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Al-AbrashT (1993) mentions many benefits of specialisation:
1. It creates an attachment to one's work. Capable teachers are those who inspire
their pupils and motivate them to make the effort to acquire knowledge.
2. It enables teachers to establish a system in the class, to draw and hold the
attention of their pupils to the subject, and inspire them with a sober and
effective manner.
3. It creates trust by the pupils in their teachers. If teachers lose the trust of their
pupils, it will be impossible for them to succeed in their task. Thus, if teachers
are not knowledgeable in their subjects, they will face many difficulties and
make many mistakes. As a result, pupils will lose faith in them.
4. It stimulates sincerity in the pupils' souls and pleasure in making an effort.
Pupils come to admire those teachers who are highly qualified and very
knowledgeable, and try to follow in their footsteps. (al-AbrashT, 1993:174-175)
To improve education in academic subjects, Holmes (1986: 16-17) made
three suggestions for universities to follow:
1. A drastic revision of the undergraduate curriculum, so that in future teachers
can study the subjects that they will teach;
2. Clearly defined requirements for academic courses;
3. Major changes in schools and the Department ofEducation.
4.6.3 Occupational Field
The general aim of this module is to train teachers in dealing with situations in the
classroom and to increase their understanding of the nature of these situations
(Hajjaj, 1985:293).
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Majault (1965) says that student teachers are given training divided into two
parts: a general training to improve their knowledge of literary and scientific
subjects, and a professional training comprising theory and practice (see Majault,
1965: 17). This confirms Ibn Khaldun's statement that teaching is a craft consisting
of both knowledge and technique. We can define the theoretical courses in teacher-
training as knowledge, and teacher-training as practical work whose success depends
greatly on the theoretical module.
Long ago Islam highlighted the relationship between theoretical and practical
knowledge on the grounds that it is impossible for an action to be successful unless
these two aspects are combined. According to the Holy Qur'an:
But if they had done what they were told, it would have been better
for them and would have strengthened their (faith). And indeed We
should then have bestowed upon them a great reward from Ourselves.
And indeed We should have guided them to the straight way. (4:66-
68)
Here "if they had done " represents the practical aspect, while "what they were told"
represents the theoretical aspect. So the result of the combination of the two parts is
blessing, firmness, guidance and the receipt of a great reward (see al-KaylanT, 1987:
56 & 57 and Ibn Kathlr, 1996: 9).
The two principles were well established in the lives of the Companions of
the Prophet (peace be upon him), and this can be seen in what Ibn Mas'ud (may God
be pleased with him) said: "When one of us men has learned ten verses [from the
Qur'un], he will not move on until he has learnt what they mean and does what they
order." Ibn Taymiyyah wrote that it was impossible for teaching to be limited to
offering information without the opportunity to put it into practice. Either one would
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produce a negative result because the first situation would lead to misapplication, and
the second to misunderstanding (al-Kaylanl, 1987:207).
It is worth mentioning here that because of the importance of educational
training in teaching, Syria's universities have resorted since 1995 to requiring new
teachers to take an intensive course in education before they qualify ('Ammar.
1997:201). In turn, the Cairo and 'Ayn Shams Universities (in Egypt) decided that no
one could be a faculty member - at any college - unless he/she had successfully
completed the necessary teacher-training programme (al-Afandl & Baloch,
1984:264).
The three elements discussed above match the recommendations made at the
special conference arranged by UNESCO in Paris in 1966 on the status of teachers.
The recommendations stressed that any teacher-training programme must aim at
developing in each student general and personal culture, ability to educate and teach
others, awareness of the rules governing human relationships and responsibility for
his/her social, cultural and economic progress (Wizarat al-Tarbiyah wa al-TaTlm
1977: 7). However, the level ofefficiency of these elements in the training of a good
and effective teacher depends in the end on the extent of correlation and integration
between them.
4.7 Conclusion
The above discussion clearly shows that since 1970 great attention has been focused
on education in Oman. In the last thirty years the country has made a strenuous effort
to improve the quality and level of teachers. Developments have passed through
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several stages, beginning with the First Programme in 1976, then the institutions for
male and female teachers and the intermediate colleges for male and female teachers,
and finally the colleges of education. Between 1985 and 1995 Islamic education
teachers were trained under one of two systems. One was the study of the general
culture, academic and professional modules in the intermediate colleges for male and
female teachers. The other was the study of general culture and a specialisation
subject for four years following some courses in the occupational module for a year
at the Institute of Educational Qualification or during the summer at the College of
Education and Islamic Sciences.
Further details of the current training programme for Islamic education




Training of Islamic Education Teachers at SQU and CoE
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part describes the training
programme for Islamic education teachers in Sultan Qaboos University (SQU). It
begins with the definition of the College of Education at SQU, its aims and
conditions of admission, and then examines the practical and specialisation modules
in the programme. The second part describes the training programme in the other six
colleges of education that are controlled by the Ministry ofHigher Education. The
chapter ends with a comparison of the two programmes.
5.1 Training Programme at SQU
As mentioned in Chapter Four, the SQU programme was established as the fifth
stage of the development of teacher training programmes in Oman, beginning in
1986 when the Sultan Qaboos University was opened. Initially, the University
comprised five colleges: Education and Islamic Sciences; Medicine; Sciences;
Engineering; and Agriculture. Later two more colleges were added: Arts in 1987 and
Commerce and Economics in 1993 (Ministry of Information, 1999: 156). The
number of students expected was around 3,000. However, in 1999 the total exceeded
6,000, two-thirds ofwhom were female (Ministry of Information, 1999: 215).
The University has offered Master's Degrees in Education and Arts since the
academic year 1992/93. In 1995 Environmental Sciences was added, and in 1996 a
graduate programme in Agricultural Economics (Ministry of Information 1999: 214).
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The system of study followed in the University is based on credit hours, in
which students take a specific number of credit hours in each term. The academic
year is divided into two basic terms comprising fifteen weeks each plus an
examination period: autumn from September to January, and spring from February to
June. In addition, there is a short summer term of seven weeks plus an examination
period.' In the spring and autumn terms students usually register for five or six
concurrent courses (15-18 credit hours). However, the normal load in the summer
term is two concurrent courses (6 credit hours) (Sultan Qaboos University, 1996: 6-
8).
The system of evaluation in the University is divided into five grades, each
carrying a numeric value as indicated in figure 5.1. Students are placed under
academic observation if they produce one of the following results:
1. The cumulative GPA (grade point average) falls below 2.0.
2. The cumulative GPA is 2.0 or above but the current term GPA falls below 1.0.
3. The cumulative GPA is 2.0 or above, but the term GPA is below 2.0 for two
consecutive terms.
In each case students are required to reduce their courses to 12 or fewer credit hours
{Sultan Qaboos University, 1996: 24).
1
Normally it is an optional term. It also gives students the opportunity to take courses that they
deferred from the basic terms.
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Table 5.1
Duration of study and credit hours in the SQU
Total Usual Maximum
credit hours duration duration
120-144 4 years 6 years
150-180 5 years 7 years
MD (medicine) 7 years 9 years
4 4 4 4 4
A B C D F
Minimally
Exceptional Very good Satisfactory acceptable Unacceptable
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D F, FSP
Figure 5.1 The system ofevaluation at SQU
Source: Sultan Qaboos University, 1996: 18 & 19
The University offers segregated accommodation on campus for both male
and female students whose homes are 100 or more kilometres distant. However,
because the proportion of female students has reached two-thirds of the total number,
the University has recently decided to allocate them some accommodation blocks
formerly occupied by male students. Meanwhile, male students are offered a monthly
allowance for accommodation off campus. The University also provides transport for
students whose homes are less than 100 kilometres distant.
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5.1.1 College of Education at SQU
It was originally called the College of Education and Islamic Sciences because it
trained specialists in usul al-d Tn (principles of religion) and the Shari'ah (Islamic
law). It is considered the biggest college of the University in terms of the annual
number of graduates (al-Shiblnl, 1990: 1). Like the other University colleges, the
College ofEducation accepts only applicants with a high pass mark in the secondary
school certificate. The programme lasts for four years, at the end ofwhich students
are awarded a Bachelor's degree with specialisation in education.
The College consists of four departments: Islamic Sciences; Curriculum and
Teaching Methods; Home Economics; and Education. The Department of Education
itself comprises two units: Educational Psychology and Principles of Education.
5.1.1.1 Objectives of the College of Education
The general aims of the College are as follows:
1. To train teachers and educational administrators to the levels of intermediate
and secondary education.
2. To carry out research in Islamic and educational studies to help in the
development of the country.
3. To compile - in collaboration with the Ministry of Education - training
programmes for teachers and educational administrators to improve then-
knowledge and professional skills.
4. To participate in programmes aimed at developing state education.
5. To support and promote national culture (Tsan, 1995: 80).
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5.1.1.2 Conditions of Admission
The College accepts students who meet the following admission requirements as
specified by the University:
1. Students must have the required pass mark in the general secondary school
certificate or equivalent, as defined by the University.
2. Students must be ofgood conduct.
3. Students must pass a personal interview and meet the conditions specified by
the College.
4. Students must be aged under 25, except those admitted by the Academic
Council.
5. Priority is usually given to the most recent secondary school-leavers (Tsan,
1995: 81).
5.1.1.3 The College Training Programme
A person's reputation and knowledge are certainly not enough to entitle him/her to
enter the teaching profession. In this respect, Ibn Jama'ah warns against selecting
teachers on the basis of their reputation without considering their ability to teach
('Abd al-'Al, 1984: 77).
On the other hand, we can say that those who do not have a good knowledge
of their subject, no matter what other knowledge and skills they possess, are unlikely
to make a success of their teaching career. It is important that the teacher-training
programme contains three basic elements: academic, professional and general
cultural.
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However, since 1986 some changes have been made to the programme as
shown in table 5.2.
Table 5.2
Changes to the teacher-training programme since 1986
Total No. of No. of No. of No. of
Teaching credit Total specialisation occupational cultural courses
plan hours courses courses courses courses per term
Until 1991 138 71 45 20 6 8-10
From 1991 132 51 30 14 7 5-7
to date
Source: Academic Transcript, Office of Admissions and Registration; teaching plan
groups 1994 and 1998.
The table shows the differences between the two plans in the number of
courses and credits. The number of credit hours required for graduation has been
reduced from 138 to 132, and the number of courses containing 3 credit hours has
been increased from 10 to 39. Two of the reasons for these changes were the
reduction in the studying week from six to five days, and the removal of some
courses because they were considered less important, or their amalgamation into one
course. The distribution of credit hours among the three elements is shown in Figure

















Figure 5.2 Islamic education: distribution of credit hours in teacher-
training programme at SQU
In the College the following three departments participate in the training of
Islamic education teachers:
1. Education and Psychology, comprising:
(a) Psychology Unit, which teaches psychology and statistics; and
(b) Educational Basics Unit, which teaches the fundamentals of education,
educational administration and teaching systems.
2. Department of Islamic Sciences, comprising:
(a) Wihdat Usui al-Dln (Principles of Religion Unit), which teaches, for
example, recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an, Hadith (the
Prophet's Traditions) and 'aqTdah (creed);
(b) Wihdat al-Sharl'ah (Sharl'ah Unit), which teaches Islamic law.
3. Department of Curricula and Teaching Methods, which teaches curriculum,
teaching methods and teaching media. It also administers teaching practice.
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5.1.1.4 Teaching Practice in the College
Teaching practice comprises less than 10 per cent of the whole teacher-training
programme in the College. It is divided into two parts, the first of which takes place
in the College, beginning in the sixth term, when student teachers practise basic
teaching skills. Allen & Ryan define it as micro-teaching and describe it as "a
method for the systematic practice and critique ofdirectly observable teaching skills"
(Millman, 1981: 196). It gives student teachers an opportunity to practise various
teaching skills such as introduction, presentation, use of examples, asking questions
and concluding the lesson. It also helps supervisors and student teachers to evaluate a
teaching position and try to improve it in the light of feedback (Millman , 1981: 196;
Hasan & al-Junayd, 1990: 4). In micro-teaching, a student teacher focuses on one
skill until it is mastered before moving on to another (al-Jawwad & Mitwalll, 1993:
103). McGarvey and Swallow also stated: " The students then practised these skills
by preparing and teaching short lessons (5-10) minutes to small classes (6-8) pupils
or peers" (McGarvey & Swallow, 1986: 2). The College ofEducation allocates 2
hours per week for micro-teaching, concentrating in the sixth term on skills for
intermediate education and in the seventh term on skills for secondary education.
The system of micro-teaching followed in the College consists of the
following five stages:
1. Student teachers watch videotapes of some teaching positions of former
student teachers. They are then required to write down comments and questions
for discussion at the end of the film.
2. The supervisor of each group gives individual students the subjects that they are
required to practise during the term. However, the number of opportunities that
each student is given for this task depends on the size of the group.
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3. Student teachers are required individually to prepare a plan for the subjects that
they are to practise and give it to the supervisor for checking.
4. Each student teacher gives a 20-minute lesson to the rest of the group.
5. Each student teacher is given the feedback from the videotape, colleagues and
supervisors (al-Muslihi, 1995: 37; Alhinai & Aljadldi, 1997: 437).
However, it has been noticed that this system ofmicro-teaching is rather
different from that described in educational literature. In the latter, trainees give a
whole lesson containing all the basic skills, whereas in micro-teaching they
concentrate on mastering one particular skill before moving on to the next. The
difference may be due to either, or even both, of the following reasons:
1. The large number of student teachers in each group can prevent individuals
from having sufficient opportunity to master the basic skills.
2. Supervisors might not understand fully the system ofmicro-teaching and its
meaning or implications.
Although student teachers normally have two opportunities to practise during
the term, it can be said that they copy one another. The lecture method allows them
to become fully familiar with the content of the textbooks used. It also helps them to
realise the relative importance of the different areas of their subjects. Finally, it gives
them more confidence when they begin teaching practice in schools.
The second part of the teaching practice module begins in the seventh term,
during which student teachers spend one day per week in state intermediate schools.
In the eighth term, two days per week are allocated to teaching practice: one day in
intermediate schools and the other day in secondary schools.
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This part of the module normally consists of two stages:
1. Student teachers are required to observe experienced Islamic education teachers
in the classroom. The aim is to see some educational skills and activities, and
learn about the personalities and capabilities of the teachers, classroom
interaction, teaching methods, instructional media and evaluation methods
('Abd al-'Aziz, 1997: 73-78).
2. Student teachers begin teaching practice in some of the classes. Each has to
teach at least two lessons per day, observe at least two lessons given by other
student teachers and record their comments on a form prepared for this purpose.
5.1.1.5 The Evaluation of Teaching Practice
To fulfil the aims of educational supervision of student teachers in the College, and
evaluate their performance in micro-teaching and teaching practice in schools, four
evaluation cards have been designed as follows (Tsan, 1993: 269-271):
1. A card used by supervisors of teaching practice to evaluate the reaction of the
class to the student teacher. This card contains 30 items distributed among six
sections (introduction of the subject, its presentation, the quality of the
information, relating to and controlling the class, the clarity and
comprehensiveness of the evaluation questions, and teaching media). The card
includes five levels of achievement: excellent, very good, good, acceptable and
weak.
2. A card for observing the performance of student teachers. It is used by the
student teacher when he/she observes the performance of his/her colleague in
the class. The card consists of four columns. The first column contains five
sections: introduction of the subject, its presentation, the clarity and
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comprehensiveness of the evaluation questions, teaching media and the
conclusion of the subject. The observer writes the positive points of his/her
colleague's performance in the second column and the negative points in the
third column. In the fourth and final column the observer writes his/her own
view of the trainee's performance.
3. A card for use by participating teachers. This card evaluates the trainee in five
sections: preparation of the subject, performance, teaching media used, method
of controlling the class and level of co-operation with the participating teacher.
4. Head teachers' evaluation card. This card evaluates the trainee in five sections:
appearance, diligence at school, participation in the school's activities,
adherence to the school's instructions and level of co-operation with teachers
and colleagues ('Abd al-'AzTz, 1997: 106-122).
From the above we can see that five people evaluate teaching practice. With
the exception of the students, each of the others has a share in the total marks, as
shown in table 5.3. The Table shows that only 20 per cent of the total marks are
allocated to the head teacher and participating teacher.
In my view this is not right, because the participating teacher has a greater
opportunity than the others of observing trainees. I suggest therefore that the
distribution be modified and the share ofmarks allocated to the participating teacher
be increased.
Table 5.3
The division of marks among evaluators of
teaching practice in the SQU
Evaluator of teaching practice Mark (%)
Lecturer in teaching methods 30
Supervisor of teaching practice 50
School head teacher 10
Participating teacher 10
Total 100
Source: 'Abd al-'Aziz, 1997: 87.
5.1.1.6 Academic Study (Specialisation)
The academic part comprises 54 per cent of the whole training programme. The
allocation of its credit hours is shown in table 5.4, from which the following
conclusions can be drawn:
1. The number of credit hours allocated to fiqh is 27, which equals the total credit
hours allocated to tafsir, HadJth, 'aqidah and sirah.
2. There is no compulsory course for sirah. Maybe that is because it is not
considered a separate unit in Islamic education.
3. There is only one compulsory course in nahw (grammar) and one optional
course in balaghah (rhetoric) in Arabic language.
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Table 5.4
Allocation of credit hours to academic courses in the SQU
Subject
Credit hours: Credit hours:
compulsory optional
courses courses
Recitation & memorisation of the Holy
Qur'an
Tafs Tr (commentary on the Holy Qur'an)
HadTth (the Prophet's Traditions)
'Aq Tdah (creed)
Fiqh (Islamic law)
STrah (the Prophet's biography)
Methods of research in Islamic sciences
Grammatical studies













Source: Jami'at al-Sultan Qaboos, 1999, al-Muqarrarat wa al-Sa 'at al-Tadr Isiyyah
li Qism al-'Ulum al-Isl amiyyah.
As shown in the table there are 66 compulsory credit hours for the
specialisation module. These credits are distributed among 26 courses, each ofwhich
is allocated 3 credits except the courses in the recitation and memorisation of the
Holy Qur'an (1 credit for each). These courses are distributed among seven sections
of the module as follows.
1. Six for the recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an.
2. Three for tafsTr. al-tafslr wa 'ulum al-qur'an (interpretation and sciences of
the Holy Qur'an), al-tafs Tr al-mawdii ' J (interpretation of the subject matter)
and al-tafs Tr al-tahl 11T (analytical interpretation).
3. Three for HadTth: al-hadTth wa 'ulumuh (HadTth and its sciences), takhr Tg
al-hadTth (explanation of HadTth) and HadTth tahlTlT (analysis of
HadTth).
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4. Three for 'aqidah: al-'aqidah al-islamiyyah (Islamic doctrine), al-tawhi d
(theology) and al-tayyarat al-fikriyyah (ideological trends).
5. Nine for fiqh: al-madkhal ila al-fiqh al-IslamT (introduction to Islamic
jurisprudence), fiqh al-'ibadat (law of worship) parts 1 and 2, fiqh al-
mu'amalat (jurisprudence of inter-personal relationship) and ahkam al-
mawarTth (jurisprudence of wills), us ill al-fiqh (principles of jurisprudence),
al-tashrT' al-jina'T (Islamic criminal law) and nizam al-hukm fT al-Islam
(system of government in Islam).
6. One for methods of research in Islamic sciences.
7. One for grammatical studies.
In addition, there are three optional courses, each of which has been allocated 2
credits, totalling 6. Students can choose from the following courses: al-slrah al-
Nabawiyyah (the Prophet's biography), al-fikr al-IslamT (Islamic thought), al-
Qasas al-NabawT (the Traditions of the Prophet), tafslr ayat al-ahkam
(interpretation of Qur'anic verses on law), gharTb al-Had Tth ("strange" HadTth),
al-maqasid al-' ammah li al-tashr I' al-Islami (general aims of Islamic law) and
ahkam al-usrah fT al-Islam (family law in Islam), al-nizam al-mal T fT al-Islam
(system of Islamic finance) and al-qawa'id al-fiqhiyyah (principles of
jurisprudence).
It should be noted that at the end of the academic year 1999/2000 the
Department of Islamic Sciences issued a new curriculum, which was not greatly
different from the previous version. The changes were as follows:
1. The course in analytic commentary was replaced with one in objective
commentary.
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2. One of the Had ith courses was transferred from the eighth to the third term.
3. The course in analytical Had Tth was transferred from the eighth to the fourth
term.
4. There were some changes and additions made to the optional courses.
5.2 Training Programme at the CoE
Since the establishment of the training programme for intermediate and secondary
Islamic education teachers in the College ofEducation at SQU in 1986, there have
been some changes. In the academic year 1995/1996 the Intermediate Colleges for
Male and Female Teachers were upgraded to colleges ofeducation. The main aim of
this development was to standardise the training and examination of student teachers
for all educational levels in the country (Wizarat al-Ta'lTm al-'AlT (1), 1995: 10).
There are six of these colleges, all controlled by the Ministry ofHigher
Education. Two are for male students (Suhar and Nizwa), two for female students
(al-Rustaq and lbri), and two, in Salalah and Sur, are coeducational. Figure 5.3
shows the regional distribution of these colleges across the country. The Ministry
offers accommodation for female students whose homes are distant from the college.
Male students, however, receive a monthly token grant.
al-Rustaq Suhar 'Ibri Nizwa Sur Salalah
South Batinah North Batinah al-Zahirah Interior al-Sharqiyyah South
Figure 5.3 Regional distribution of colleges ofeducation in Oman.
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5.2.1 The Objectives of the Colleges
1. To standardise at university level the facilities for training Omani teachers for
all stages ofeducation.
2. To respond to the needs of intermediate and secondary teachers.
3. To upgrade the teaching of science subjects to keep pace with scientific and
technological progress.
4. To provide the necessary staffand materials for in-service training ofqualified
teachers.
5. To carry out research into education and use the results for its development.
6. To establish enterprises and programmes for use in the development of the
country (ibid.: 1995: 16).
These colleges follow a four-year integrated system in training primary,
intermediate and secondary teachers as well as a professional programme for
postgraduates. Two kinds of programmes are offered at university level. One is for
primary education, in which students are trained as class and subject teachers in
Islamic education, Arabic language, sciences, mathematics or social studies. The
other trains students for intermediate and secondary education. The latter programme
is divided into two parts. One trains student teachers in a specialist subject (for
example, Islamic education) and the other trains student teachers in a basic specialist
subject plus a subsidiary (for example, geography as the basic subject and history as
the subsidiary). A student trained under this system will teach geography - as the
specialist subject - as well as history (ibid., 1995: 16). Yet, because the Ministry of
Education wished to put greater emphasis on science, maths and information
technology, a new educational system was introduced in the 1998/99 academic year,
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under which ten years of basic education are followed by two years of secondary
education. Consequently, the Ministry of Higher Education introduced a new
programme for training teachers of basic education (Ministry of Information, 1999:
207). This is gradually to replace the first programme. However, the system of
evaluation in the colleges is similar to that which is followed in the College of
Education at SQU.
5.2.2 The Structure of the Programme
The structure of the teacher-training programme is shown in Figure 5.4.
1
Specialist skills Professional skills
1. Basic courses related 1. Learning and teaching strategies
to the specialist subjects 2. Educational evaluation
2. Specialist courses 3. Practical activities and technology
3. School curriculum 4. Administration
Continual development Culture Environment and social development
Figure 5.4 Structure of current teacher-training in the colleges of education
Source: Wizarat al-TaTlm al-'AlI (1), 1995:27-34.
From the figure it is clear that this programmes requires students to master five
general skills.
However, I have some remarks to make upon this structure. Specialist skill
(3) is related to Islamic education; it is achieved and evaluated during the period of
training (ibid.: 28). Therefore, I suggest that it should be transferred to the
professional skills. In addition, it is difficult to evaluate the level of achievement of
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some of these skills because of the lack of specialists in Islamic sciences in practical
education. Professional skills (2) and (3) are considered compulsory for students.
This, of course, is not possible unless it is integrated into practical education.
Although competence in the Arabic language is part of other skills, such as
Culture and practical education, it has been not given enough attention in the
programme. The evidence is that the programme contains only two relative courses:
one under specialist skills - called lughawiyyat (linguistics) - and the other under
general culture called nusus adabiyyah (literary texts). Therefore, the question here
is: how can students of general and Islamic education (particularly the latter) achieve
the skills without sufficient knowledge of the Arabic language?
On the other hand, English language is established as a general cultural
course in the first three terms and as a specialisation course in the next three terms.
This is surprising, not because English language is not important, but because it is
not classified as a specific skill in the teacher-training programme. I think that the
content of the programme should be revised.
The credit hours of the programme total 132 and they are divided as shown in
figure 5.5. From this figure we can see that the credit hours for General Culture do
not appear. In my view this is due to the confusion in the classification of this part of
the course as shown below.
I I 1
Specialisation Professional Practical Education
73 33 26
Figure 5.5 Allocation of credit hours in the teacher-training programme at CoE.
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1. English language courses, which are studied in the first three terms were
classified in the previous training programme of 1995 under Professional
courses, whereas they were described as a General Culture course (see Wizarat
al-Ta'Um al-'AlI (1), 1995: 42). In the new training programme of 1999/2000,
they are classified under specialisation (see Wizarat al-Ta'lTm al-'AlI, 1999: p.l:
a, b, c and d). These courses are considered a general requirement. Hence, I
think they should be classified under General Culture because the other three
English language courses, in the fourth, fifth and sixth terms, are treated as
specialisation courses, as shown in the new training programme.
2. The course in Omani and Islamic Civilisation was categorised in both training
programmes as a professional course. However, its title suggests that it is
historical rather than Professional. In fact this course has been established at the
SQU as a university requirement and it is taught by specialists from the
Department of History. Thus, in my view, it should be included in the General
Culture courses.
3. The Introduction to Computers course was classified as a specialisation,
whereas it was described as a General Culture course (Wizarat al-Ta'Um al-'AlI
(1), 1995:42). In the new programme, it has been classified as a Cultural and
Specialisation course. In reality, it seems to be as a General Culture course
because it has no connection with specialisation.
4. Al-nusus al-adabiyyah (literary texts) course was formerly classified under
specialisation, but in the new programme it has been reclassified under
Specialisation and Cultural courses. Yet, this course corresponds to the Arabic
language course in the SQU programme, which has been considered a General
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Culture course. Therefore, I should like to give it the same classification in the
new training programme.
5. The course in Basics of Research and Statistics was formerly classified under
Specialisation, but has now been reclassified as a Professional course. This
seams to be appropriate.
6. The course in Omani Contemporary Society was classified in both training
programmes as Professional. However, its title indicates that it is a historical
course and it is taught by specialists from the Department ofHistory. It is also
described as a General Culture course (ibid.: 42).
From the above evidence we can say that no specific and clear standards have been
used to classify the courses in the teacher-training programmes. In addition, the
practical courses have been classified separately although they are considered part of
the Professional skills. Therefore, in my view, the allocation of the 132 credit hours
should be as shown in Figure 5.6.
i I
Professional Specialisation
56 hours 64 hours
f1 4
30 hours theory 26 hours practical
Figure 5.6 Author's suggested allocation of credit hours in CoE programme
5.2.3 Practical Education in the Colleges
Figure 5.6 shows a total of 26 hours, spread over six terms for practical education.




education contains three basic elements as follows:
1. Disconnected educational practice containing:
(a) micro-teaching;
(b) field training (in schools).
2. Integrated educational practice.







"I III f J-!
3/7 4/10 5/10 6/10 7/10 8/6 4/10 5/10 6/10 7/10 8/6
four hours per day two hours per day
Figure 5.7 Disconnected educational practice: allocation of time at CoE
The disconnected educational practice, described earlier, is covered from the
third to the eighth term, as shown in figure 5.7. The integrated/block educational
practice is also allocated a long time: 270 teaching hours over 9 weeks -five days per
week and six hours per day- that is, 35 per cent of the practical education.
Nevertheless, the training in the college forms 25 per cent of the practical education
with a total of 194 teaching hours. It is distributed among seven skills over six terms
(ibid.: 175-193).
From this figure we can extract the following points:
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1. Field training starts in the third term. The question here is: what are the student
teachers of Islamic education doing in the school during the seven days, spread
over seven weeks? They do not study more than thirteen courses during the first
year: seven in special subjects, four in professional skills and two in English
language. Perhaps the answer is that they do not go to school to teach but to
observe some lessons with Islamic education teachers and learn about the
teacher's functions and activities in the school. I think that this is a good idea.
However, there is another question that needs to be asked here: are the school's
administration and Islamic education teachers aware of their duty in practical
education? Until now I do not think so.
2. The total teaching hours of the serial practical is 304, that is, 40 per cent of
practical education: 92 hours for micro-teaching and 212 hours for field
training.
From the description above, it is clear that the total teaching hours in practical
education over four years is 768. Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of these hours
among the six terms.
"Third term (90 hours) (62hr) training in the college
(28hr) school visit
-Fourth term (118 hoursf^ (88hr) disconnected practice (20hr) micro-teaching
(40hr) field training
(30hr) integrated practice —(28hr) training in the
college
-Fifth term (118 hours)—r-(88hr) disconnected practice —r- (20hr) micro-teaching
— (30hr) integrated practice
(40hr) field training
_(28hr) training in the
college
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_(26hr) training in the
college
-Seventh term (146 hours) (86hr) disconnected practice —r~(20hr) micro-teaching
-(40hr) field training
(60hr) integrated practice
Eighth term (150 hours) (60hr) disconnected practice
_(90hr) integrated practice




_ (24hr) training in the
college
Figure 5.8 Distribution of teaching hours in practical education in CoE
programme
It is worth mentioning that field training and integrated educational practice
both take place in the school. The former is allocated one day per week, and the latter
a longer block of time, rising from one week in the fourth term to three weeks in the
eighth term.
5.2.4 Supervision of practical education and its evaluation
The Department of Curriculum and Teaching Methods is responsible for the
supervision ofall practical education and its efficiencies. Supervisors are required to
fulfil the following specifications:
1. Supervisors must be specialists in the subjects in which the students are to be
supervised.
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2. They must have a Special General Diploma in Education with not less than ten
years' experience as teachers and directors.
3. Or they must have a Master's degree in Education with not less than six years'
experience as directors (ibid.: 198). However, in my opinion, during the present
year and the next five years it will be difficult to apply the second part of this
condition to Omani employees. It means that no Omani can be employed as a
supervisor for at least thirteen years after achieving a Bachelor's degree: five
years as a teacher, six years as a director and two or three years for a Master's
degree. Nevertheless, there have been some Omanis with a Master's degree who
did not have six years' experience as directors, but who have been employed as
supervisors in practical education.
Practical education is divided into four sections: practical education in the
college, disconnected educational practice (micro-teaching and field training) and
integrated educational practice. Eleven people participate in the evaluation as shown
in figure 5.9.
— two in practical education in the college
— one in micro-teaching (supervisor)
— five in disconnected educational practice
Figure 5.9 Participants in the evaluation of practical education in CoE Programme
co-operating teacher head teachers director
the supervisor





As mentioned previously, the total credit hours allotted to specialisation is 64. The
hours are distributed among the different courses of this section as shown in Figure
5.10.
Interpretation and memorisation
of the Holy Qur'an 12
Sirah English language
3 3











Figure 5.10 Distribution of credit hours among specialisation courses in CoE
programme
From this figure, there seems to be equality in the distribution of credit
hours among the sections of Islamic sciences. The 60 compulsory credit hours are
equal to 20 courses, because each course is given 3 credits, while each selection
course is given 2 credits. Therefore, the total number of courses in the specialisation
module in this programme is 22 and they were distributed as follows.
1. Four for Qur'an: madkhal ila 'uliim al-Qur'an wa hifzuh (introduction to
Qur'anic sciences and its memorisation), tafslr al-qur'an al-Karim
(interpretation of the Holy Qur'an) parts 1, 2 and 3.
2. Three for Had1th: madkhal ila 'ulum al-HadTth (introduction to Had Tth
sciences), takhr Tg al-had Tth (explanation ofHad! th) parts 1 and 2.
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3. Three for 'aq idair. madkhal il a al-'aqidah al-Islamiyyah (introduction to
Islamic doctrine), al-ta wh Td (theology) and muqaranatal-adyan (comparative
religion).
4. Five for fiqh\ al-madkhal il a al-fiqh al-IslamT (introduction to Islamic
jurisprudence),////// al- 'ibadat (jurisprudence ofworship) parts 1 and 2,fiqh al-
mu'amalat (jurisprudence of inter-personal relationships) and jiqh al-wasaya
wa al-mawar Tth (jurisprudence ofwills and inheritance).
5. One for s Trah: al-s Trah al-nabawiyyah (the Prophet's biography).
6. One for al-nuzum: al-nuzum al-Islamiyyah (Islamic systems).
7. One for al-Islam wa al- 'ilm al-hadTth (Islam and new knowledge).
8. One each of: English language and Arabic language.
9. Two options from seven courses: al-adab al-NabawT (the Prophet's etiquette),
al-fikr al-Islam T (Islamic thought), a yat al-ahkam (Qur'anic verses of law),
al-akhlaq al-Islamiyyah (Islamic morals), al-maqasid al-'ammah li al-
tashrT' al-IslamT (general aims of Islamic law) and ahkam al-u.srah fT al-
• 7
Islam (rules of family life in Islam) .
The Ministry of Higher Education compiled a curriculum for Islamic
education courses. We can describe the curriculum as generally inclusive because it
contains many items: objectives, contacts, teaching strategies, methods of evaluation
and many sources for each course [Wizarat al-Ta'lTm al-'Ali (2), 1995: & ibid.
: 1998].
2
For further details, see Wizarat al-Ta'lTm al-'Ali, 1998, TawSif al-Muqarrarat: Majal al-Tarbiyah al-
Islamiyyah: Muscat.
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5.2.6 Teacher-Training Programme for the First Group of Basic Education
This programme was established in the colleges of education for male and female
teachers as a result of the introduction of the new educational system. The basic
education is divided into two groups: the first group covering classes 1-4 and the
second classes 5-10.
The basic aim of the programme is to train teachers for the first group in one
of three fields: (1) Islamic education, Arabic language and social studies; (2)
sciences and mathematics; (3) English language (Wizarat al-Ta'lTm al-'AlI, 1999:1).
The period of study in this programme is four years divided into eight terms
of 15 weeks plus two or three weeks for the final exam. The total number of credit
hours is 122, distributed among the three parts as shown in Figure 5.11.
26 hours/ 21.31% 33 hours/ 27.05% 63 hours/ 51.64%
professional practical specialised & cultural
courses education courses
Figure 5.11 distribution of credit hours for the first group of basic education
Source: Wizart al-TaTrm al-'AlI, 1999: 20-22)
Nevertheless, it could be said that although students are trained in three fields
(Islamic education, Arabic language and social studies), their credit hours are fewer
than the credit hours of the occupational courses (professional courses and practical
education). If we subtract 11 hours for cultural courses, 6 hours for general courses
and 6 hours for English language, there remain only 40 hours for the three fields,
whereas the credit hours for the occupational courses are 59. It could be said that this
is normal, because, in general, the main aim in the classes 1—4 of basic education is
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to teach pupils the basics of each subject, especially Islamic education, Arabic
language and mathematics. Therefore, this programme gives particular attention to
the occupational part because of its importance at this stage. On the other hand, it
provides student teachers with a basic knowledge ofother subjects.
There are many differences between this programme and the training
programme for intermediate and secondary stages. For example, training in the
college and micro-teaching have been discontinued. As a result, their credit hours
have been transferred to other courses: 3 hours to the course on teaching methods (2)
and the remainder to practical education (ibid.: 52). In addition, the skills that were
taught separately in the college have been included in related courses. Therefore,
professional skills are included in the course on teaching methods (2), evaluation
skills in the course on educational evaluation, and class administration skills in the
course on class and school administration.
It is worth mentioning here that although practical education at school starts
in the third term, student teachers begin to practise in the classroom in the fifth term.
In the third term they are required to know many things, such as the teacher's duties,
the school building, its contents, rules and activities. In addition, they watch lessons
given by different teachers and compile yearly, quarterly and daily timetables.
However, in the fourth term they are expected to have acquired knowledge, such as
the duties of the parent-teacher association, methods of evaluation and students'
output. Furthermore, they analyse some daily timetables and see some student record
books (see ibid.: 56-59).
The other distinguishing feature ofpractical education in this programme is
that trainees have the chance to do numerous tasks beside planning and teaching
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during the period of practice. For instance, they are required to compile a daily
report, choose an educational problem and suggest solutions, and create a teaching
unit in a specialisation.
5.2.6.1 Specialisation Field
According to the programme we can say that the distribution of40 credit hours
among the three fields is adequate, as shown in Figure 5.12.
Arabic language Social studies
1 ^
1 hours compulsory courses 3 hours optional 9 hours compulsory
r courses courses
Islamic education
15 hours 2 hours
compulsory courses optional courses
Figure 5.12 Distribution of credit hours among the fields of specialisation in the first
programme of basic education
Although the description of the Islamic education courses is clear and
comprehensive, I should like to make a general comment. Every course contains a
practical module which, in some courses, is allocated twice as much time as is
allocated to the theoretical module, such as the course on Hadlth, sirah and
'aq Tdah (see ibid.: 112-122). The total teaching hours of each course for one term is
45 (3 hours per week over 15 weeks): 30 for the practical module and 15 for the
theoretical module. If we subtract 2.30 hours from the theoretical - because the
length of each lecture on culture is 50 minutes - only 12.30 hours remain. The
question that should be asked here is: how can the content of these courses be
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covered in this short time? In other words, how can student teachers achieve the
objectives of these courses? Also, what constitutes the practice module of 30 hours,
especially in courses on s Trah and 'aq Idahl
In my view, the practical module is included in these courses merely as a
matter of form. The evidence is that 10 per cent of the marks are allocated to the
practical module, whereas 90 per cent are allocated to the theoretical module. In that
case, why is the practical module allocated triple the time of the theoretical module?
Even supposing that the practical module is necessary, it does not require this
number of hours. Consequently, I suggest that this situation should be reviewed.
5.3 Comparison of SQU and CoE Programmes
Table 5.5 shows the similarities and differences in the training programmes for
intermediate and secondary Islamic education teachers at SQU and the other colleges
ofeducation. From the table we can make the following observations:
1. The two programmes have the same period of study and credit hours.
2. The second programme has three times as many credit hours of practical
education as the first programme. This is due to the absence of integrated
practical education in the first programme.
3. Practical education in the second programme starts earlier (in the third term)
than the first programme (seventh term).
4. Micro-teaching is allocated more hours in the second programme (92 hours)
than in the first programme (60 hours). This is because the course is spread over
five terms (fourth to eighth) in the second programme but over only two terms
(sixth and seventh) in the first programme.
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5. In the first programme there is no training in the college, whereas it is allocated
194 teaching hours in the second programme.
6. In the first programme, the course on recitation and memorisation of the Holy
Qur'an runs for all the terms, but only as part of the course on Qur'anic
interpretation for three terms in the second programme.
7. The first programme has nine courses on fiqh, whereas the second programme
has only five.
8. Although English language courses are given six credit hours in each
programme, they run for six terms in the second programme, but for three terms
in the first programme.
Table 5.5





Introduction of programme 1986 1995
Period of study 4 years 4 years
Total credit hours 132 132
Professional courses:
Credit hours 36 30
Practical: credit hours 9 26
Specialisation: credit hours 72 64
Culture: credit hours 18 12
Practical module begins in term 7 term 3
Disconnected practical:
teaching hours 45 53
Integrated practical: weeks - 9




No. of specialised courses
Recitation & memorisation of
























It can be said that there are similarities between the training programmes for Islamic
education teachers at SQU and other colleges of education. For example, both of
them follow a system of integrated courses and their basic aim is to train
intermediate and secondary school teachers over four years with a total of 132 credit
hours. Furthermore, the specialised courses in both programmes seem to be similar.
Perhaps that is attributable to the wish to standardise the training of Islamic
education teachers in the specialisation module or because two of the six members on
the committee that compiled the CoE courses were from the College of Education at
the SQU.
However, there are some differences, for instance, the distribution of credit
hours among the three basic modules of the programmes (professional, specialisation
and culture). Consequently, the number of courses for each module in each
programme is different. For example, the number of courses in the specialisation
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module of the SQU programme is 30, compared with 23 in the CoE programme.
Because of this difference, we see that recitation and memorisation of the Holy
Qur'an in the SQU programme has been given more attention than in the CoE
programme. Therefore this section in the first programme is better than that in the
second.
There is also a difference in teaching practice between the two programmes.
This section has been allocated 26 credit hours in the CoE programme, compared
with 12 in the SQU programme. Therefore this section of the CoE programme is
better than that of the SQU.
Of course there are strengths and weaknesses in both programmes, which are
analysed in greater detail in Chapters Seven, Eight and Nine.
Chapter Six describes training programmes for Islamic education teachers in
three Gulf countries: United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Bahrain.
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Chapter Six
The Training of Islamic Education Teachers
in the Gulf Countries
Chapter Five described the similarities and differences between the training
programme for Islamic education teachers at SQU and the CoE. The main purpose of
Chapter Six is to give an outline of the training programmes for Islamic education
teachers in three Gulf countries paying particular attention to the specialisation
module in these programmes. The chapter begins with the programme that has been
established at the University of the United Arab Emirates. Then it deals with the
programme at Qatar University, followed by that at Bahrain University. It ends with
a comparison between the programmes at the four universities (Sultan Qaboos,
United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Bahrain).
There are numerous similarities between the Arab Gulf countries, for
example, religion (Islam), the Arabic language, culture, climate, geography and
history. The traditional education in these countries, as well as in Oman, was given in
a Kutt ab (Qur'anic school), where pupils studied the Holy Qur'an, Arabic language
and principles of Islam. However, the beginning of modern education varied from
one Gulf country to another, as did the establishment of teacher-training institutes
and colleges.
6.1 United Arab Emirates
In 1971 the Trucial States were formed into a federation of seven independent
sheikhdoms called the United Arab Emirates, the capital ofwhich is Abu Dhabi. It is
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in the south-eastern corner of the Arabian peninsula and its total area is about 83,600
square kilometres. The federation is bounded by the Arabian Gulf to the north, Oman
and the Gulf of Oman to the east and Saudi Arabia to the west. Oil, gas and trading
are the mainstays of its economy. The population of the UAE was estimated to be
2,386,472 in 2000. The official language of the federation is Arabic and its official
religion is Islam (An Encarta Encyclopaedia, UAE, 1993-2000).
Although there were three private schools1 in 1903 in three of the Emirates
(al-Sharjah, Dubai and Abu Dhabi), the first modern school was opened in al-Sharjah
in 1953. Two years later the first school for girls (al-Zahra') was founded. Further
education became available in 1966 when two teacher-training colleges were built in
al-Sharja (Morsi, 1990:193-195). "There was no proper system for the training of
primary and secondary school teachers in the state until the establishment of the
faculty of education at the University of the Emirates" (ibid.: 203).
6.1.1 University of the United Arab Emirates
The University is located in al-'Ayn city, near the frontier ofOman. It was opened in
1977 with four colleges: Education, Arts, Sciences, and Economics and
Administration. During the next nine years, four more colleges were opened:
SharT'ah and Law in 1978, Agricultural Science and Engineering in 1981, and finally
Medicine and Health {Jami'at al-Imarat al-'Arabiyyah al-Muttahidah,
1989/90:33).
The basic aims of the university are as follows:
1 Private schools are those which are established by the private sector and which charge monthly or
annual fees.
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1. Training Emirates students in theory and practice to the level of specialists,
researchers and experts.
2. Examining human civilisations, particularly the Arab and Islamic.
3. Carrying out theoretical and practical research and publishing the results,
especially research linked to the economic, social and cultural development of
the country.
4. Giving advice and information on science and technology to the government
and private sector organisations, (ibid.: 37)
The University has formulated many policies for achieving its goals and
carrying its message to society. Some of the policies are as follows:
1. The acceptance of students is based on the development plans of the state
regarding its manpower.
2. Classes are segregated between men and women.
3. Special subjects are provided according to the needs of the state's development
plans.
4. A limited proportion of chairs and scholarships are available to foreign
students.
5. Facilities for graduate studies, research and publication are provided.
6.1.1.1 College of Educationat the University
It is considered one of the original colleges because it was established as part of the
University in 1977. Like the other colleges of education, it has three basic objectives
as follows:
1. to produce graduate teachers trained to a high standard;
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2. to train specialists in various aspects ofeducation, such as administration and
planning;
3. to serve society in many ways, for example, the provision of lectures, training
courses and scientific research (ibid.: 4).
The College trains teachers for four stages of education: kindergarten,
primary, intermediate and secondary. The Colleges of Arts and Sciences also
participate in the training programme. The College of Sciences trains teachers for the
intermediate and secondary stages in scientific subjects such as mathematics, biology






6. social studies and philosophy
All graduates in these subjects are awarded the bachelor's degree in
Education and Arts (ibid.: 406).
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Table 6.1
Changes to the teacher-training programme in 1987: UAEU
Credit hours Credit hours
Module Pre-1987 post-1987
General culture 15 30
Professional 24 33
Specialisation 75 63
Practical education 3 6
Total credit hours 123—126a 132
Source: Ibid.: 451; Hasan, 1987:17-19.
Note:a College ofArts: 123 credit hours; College of Sciences: 126 credit hours.
However, the teacher-training programmes for intermediate and secondary
schools were changed in 1987. These changes are shown in Table 6.1. From the table
we can see that the following took place:
1. The total credit hours were increased from 6 to 9.
I think that 123 credit hours was not enough for training teachers for intermediate
and secondary education, especially when most of the courses were allocated 3 credit
hours. This situation created some weak points in the programme, which adversely
affected the standard of teaching.
2. The total credit hours allocated to general culture (University requirements) was
increased from 15 to 30.
In my view 15 hours was not enough for this subject, especially when the time was
divided between 5 courses, allowing only 3 hours per course. This subject is very
important for daily life generally, and particularly for practical teaching.
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3. The total credit hours allocated to the specialisation was reduced by 12. On the
other hand the total credit hours allocated to the professional module was
increased by 9. This could have been done to create a better balance between the
two modules.
6.1.1.2 Training Programme for Islamic Education Teachers
The training programme for Islamic studies in the scholastic year 1990/1
incorporated many changes to the distribution of credit hours among its modules as
shown in figure 6.1. If we consider that the programme comprises three basic
modules - general culture, professional and specialisation - the total credit hours for
each is as follows:
1. General culture: 36 hours (including University requirements)
2. Professional: 30 (classifying College requirements as professional)
3. Specialisation: 60 hours.













39: compulsory 21: optional
courses courses
Figure 6.1 Distribution of credit hours in teacher-training programme for Islamic
education: UAEU.
Source: Kulliyyat al-Tarbiyah, 1990: 1-3.
Note: the university guide book (1989-90: 453) showed that this section was
allocated 63 credit hours.
b The college guide book (1986-90:13 & ibid., 1989-90: 406) showed that this
section was allocated 6 credit hours.
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It is worth mentioning that although the student teachers of Islamic education
did teaching practice in schools for two terms, no credit hours were allocated to it in
this programme. Therefore, one could ask: Where was the incentive for the students
to make the effort to do well in this course when they knew that it would not be
evaluated?
In my opinion, this situation shows that the compilers of the programme did
not have enough experience of training teachers. The proof is in Table 6.1, in which
we see that this course was allocated 3 credit hours in the pre-1987 programme, then
6 in the academic year 1989/90, but none at all according to the programme for
1990/1. Furthermore, it seems that practical education is considered to be of
secondary importance and, hence, is not given enough attention.
6.1.1.3 Specialisation Field
As mentioned above, this module was allocated 60 credit hours distributed among 13
compulsory courses and 7 optional courses as shown in Table 6.2. The distribution of
credit hours between fields of Islamic studies is detailed in Table 6.3, from which we
can see that they do not seem to be equally allocated. For example, the recitation and
memorisation of the Holy Qur'an are allocated 3 credit hours, which means that
student teachers study only one course in this field in four years. This situation is
likely to result in graduate teachers weak in this skill and unable to teach Islamic
• • 2
education. Such a weakness has been highlighted in some previous studies."
Furthermore, fiqh is allocated only 6 credit hours, allowing students to study only 2
2
Yusuf, 1988:173; 'Abd Allah & Ban! Khalid, 1991: 136; and Kulliyyat al-Tarbiyah wa al-'Ulum al-
Islamiyyah, 1995: 69.
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courses in four years. In my view, the number of hours is too small, for this field is
considered a broad one in Islamic studies. In addition, s Trah has not been given
enough attention either pre- or post-1987, for it has been allocated only 3 optional
hours.
Table 6.2
Islamic studies courses: UAEU
Credit Credit
Compulsory courses hours Optional courses hours
Recitation of the Analytical interpretation 3
Holy Qur'an 3
Qur'anic sciences 3 Inimitability of the Holy Qur'an 3
Interpretation of rules: Interpretation of laws: verses 3
verses 3
Analytical interpretation 3 HadTth al-ahkam 3
Had Tth sciences 3 Islamic doctrine II 3
HadTth al-ahkam I 3 History of religions II 3
Analytical Had Tth 3 Islamic doctrine & contemporary
though 3
Takhr Tj al-ah ad Tth 3 Foundation of Islamic
jurisprudence 3
Islamic doctrine I 3 Jurisprudence of s Trah 3
History of religions 3 Morals & educational thought 3
Islamic groups 3
Jurisprudence ofworship I 3
Jurisprudence ofworship II 3
Source: Jami'at al-Imarat al-'Arabiyyah al-Muttahidah, 1989/90: 3.
It should be noted that the United Arab Emirates University (UAEU) has
established a new system for training subject teachers with a strong academic
background for intermediate and secondary education. Student teachers follow a
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four-year bachelor degree course in the faculty of humanities and social sciences or
the faculty of sciences. Then they take a one-year course in the faculty ofeducation
leading to a professional diploma of education. This means that student teachers are
trained for five years with a total of 162 credit hours (Faculty ofEducation, 1997: 1).
The increase in the number of study years and credit hours could have been the result
ofweak points observed in the standard of teaching.
Table 6.3




Recitation of the Holy Qur'an 3 —
Qur'anic sciences 9 9
Had Tth science 12 3
' Aq Idah 9 9
Fiqh 6 3
Sirah - 3
So the University has tried to remove these weaknesses by introducing a
more academic background to teaching in general as well as in the specialisation.
The change could also have been made because the University wanted to experiment
with another system of training teachers. Consequently, under this system Islamic
education teachers study 132 credit hours over four years at the College of
Humanities,3 followed by 30 credit hours of study over one year at the College of
3
During this period student teachers follow three courses (9 credit hours) in the College of Education
as general education requirements.
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Education. The allocation of credit hours under the new system is shown in Table
6.4, and a comparison between the old and new systems in Table 6.5.
Clearly there are many differences between the two systems. For example,
the length of the course is increased from four years under the old system to five
under the new one. Therefore, the total credit hours are increased to 30. However, 21
of these hours have been added to the specialisation. This amendment could have
been made owing to the poor standard in Islamic studies of the graduates under the
old system. The Ministry of Education in the UAE would have noted this result.
However, the small number of credit hours may not have been responsible, for the
programme contains numerous elements affecting the quality of student teachers.
Furthermore, what is important is the quality rather than the quantity. There could be
a sufficient quantity, but of poor quality. In other words, ifwe wish to solve the
problems in this programme, we need to examine it as a whole process, not in
separate sections.
Table 6.4









Source: Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, 1997, pp. 1 & 2; Faculty of
Education, 1997: 1.
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It should be emphasised that the important difference between the two
systems is the method of training. Under the old system the concurrent method was
followed, whereas the new system uses the consecutive method. Nevertheless,
although the fifth year is earmarked for the professional diploma in education,
student teachers also study professional modules during the first four years (bachelor
degree course).
Table 6.5
Comparison of the old and new teacher-training
systems for Islamic education: UAEU
Old system New system
credit hours Per cent credit hours per cent
University requirements 36 27.27 27 16.66
Faculty requirements 12 9.09 9 5.55
Specialisation requirements 60 45.45 81 50.00
Professional requirements 18 13.64 30 18.52
General education - - 9 5.55
Optional courses 6 4.55 6 3.70
Total credit hours of the
programme 132 162
6.2 Qatar
Qatar is an independent sheikhdom occupying a peninsula on the Arabian Gulf. It
covers an area of 11,427 square kilometres4 and its southern side is bordered by
Saudi Arabia. The capital is Doha. The main sources of the state's income are oil and
4
According to Unwin, 1982: xi, the area is 11,400 square kilometres; according to Whelan, 1983: 1, it
is about 10,437 square kilometres.
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gas. According to a 1998 estimate, the population ofQatar was 697,126. Arabic is
the official language although English is widely used in government and commerce.3
Prior to the 1950s, education in Qatar, as in other Arab countries, was
provided by the kuttab. The move from this traditional type of education began
around 1948/9 when the first modern school was opened in Doha. Modern education
for girls began in the academic year 1956/7 (al-Misnad, 1985:35, 36).
Before the establishment of teacher-training institutes and colleges, Qatar,
like other Gulf states, employed teachers from different Arab countries such as
Egypt, Palestine, Jordan and the Sudan. However, the academic year 1967/8 saw the
first group ofmale Qatari teachers graduating from Dar al-Mu'allimln al-Qatariyyah.
About three years later, the first group (46) of female teachers graduated. Those
teachers were employed in primary education (Turk!, 1988: 302). Owing to the
increasing number of schools and pupils and the lack of teachers, the Ministry of
Education was compelled to employ unqualified teachers (secondary school
graduates) in primary education and graduates from the colleges of arts and sciences
in intermediate and secondary education. There was, therefore, a need to train those
teachers to a professional standard, and so the Ministry ofEducation, in conjunction
with Qatar University, compiled a programme leading to the appropriate
qualifications (ibid.:306).
6.2.1 The University ofQatar
In 1973 there were two colleges for male and female teachers. In 1977 they were
upgraded as part ofQatar University, which now contains four colleges: Education,
3
An Encarta Encyclopaedia, 1993-2000: 1 of 3; Unwin, 1982: xi-xviii.
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Sciences, Humanities and Social Sciences, and Sharfah and Islamic Studies. Since
then, two more have been added: Engineering, and Economics and Administration.
(Jami'at Qatar, 2000:5).
Evaluation at the University is based on three considerations:
1. The students' own efforts in research, homework and attendance at lectures,
which account for 25-30 per cent of the total marks for the course;
2. The mid-course examination, which carries 25-30 per cent of the marks;
3. The final examination, which carries 40-50 per cent of the marks.
6.2.1.1 College of Education at the University
Since its establishment in 1973, the College has made every effort to achieve the
following goals:
1. to train teachers academically and professionally in all specialisations for all
stages ofeducation;
2. to train all employees in education to qualification level in conjunction with the
Ministry ofEducation;
3. to participate in the development of the state education system;
4. to carry out education research in collaboration with research centres within and
outside the University (Jami'at Qatar, 1991:7).
The College awards a bachelor's degree in four specialisations: arts and
education, sciences and education, art and education, and sport and education. The
total credit hours are 135.
Some changes have been made to the teacher-training programme for Islamic
education. A comparison of the old plan with the new is given in table 6.6, which
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shows that the credit hours of the University and College requirements have been
reduced, whereas those of the specialisation have been increased.
Table 6.6
Changes to the teacher-training programme for
Islamic education: Qatar
Old plan New plan
credit hours credit hours
University requirements 24 20
Specialisation requirements 76 79
College requirements 38 36
Total credit hours 138 135
Source: Jami'at Qatar, 1991: 49 and 2000: 15.
6.2.1.2 Specialisation Field
This module is taught by the College of SharT'ah. As shown in table 6.6, it was
allocated 76 credit hours under the old plan, which were increased to 79 under the
new version.
Although generally there does not seem to be much difference between the
two plans, there is a marked variation in the distribution of credit hours among the
fields of Islamic studies, which is shown in table 6.7. It is important to emphasise
that the credit hours allocated to fiqh have been increased in the new plan by 18 to
36, that is, double the previous allocation. This could have been because the
compilers of the plan regarded this field as the most important and widest-ranging in
Islamic studies, or that they considered that other aspects of Islam were included
under its heading. This assertion can be answered as follows:
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1. Although fiqh is a wide and important field - and is treated as such in the
programme- it is not logical to give it so many credit hours at the expense of
other Islamic fields.
2. The objectives and aspects of other fields are different from those offiqh.
3. Aspects of other fields included in fiqh are supporting evidence for Islamic
rules and the standard of Islamic law. Analysing these aspects gives student
teachers an opportunity to extract the guidance, wisdom and rules contained in
them. However, this cannot be achieved without a thorough study of the
interpretation and analysis of the Qur'an and HadTt h.
Table 6.7
Distribution of credit hours in the specialisation field:
old and new plans: Qatar
Old plan New plan
Recitation - -
Interpretation 10 5
Had Ith 10 5
' AqTdah 10 7
Fiqh 18 36
STrah - a
Arabic languag 8 15
Islamic culture 2 9
Optional courses — 8
Source: Jami'at Qatar, 1991: 20, 21; Ibid. 2000: 67, 68.
Note\a S Trah has been allocated 2 credit hours as an optional course only.
It should also be noted that the new programme neglects two fields: the
recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an and s Trah. This situation lowers the
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standard of Islamic education teachers and weakens the effectiveness of their
teaching.
Table 6.8
Islamic studies courses in the College of SharT'ah: Qatar
Credit Credit
Compulsory courses hours Optional courses hours
Qur'an
Analytical interpretation a 3
Qur'anic sciences 2
Introduction to the Qur'an &
Had7th 3
HadTth
Had ith sciences 2
Had7th analysis 3
'Aqidah
'Aq Tdah (doctrine of Islam) I 3
'Aq Tdah (doctrine of Islam) II 2
Comparative religion 2
Fiqh
Introduction to Islamic law 3






Fiqh al-mu'amalat I 3
Fiqh al-mu'amalat\\ 2
Food and sacrifices 2
Basics of interpretation 2
Analytical interpretation 3
Takhr Tj (Had Ith) 3
Islamic philosophy 2
Mission & its methods 3
Sources of Islamic knowledge 2
Fiqh al-mu'amalat 3
Islamic family law II 2
Contemporary financial
transactions 2




Basics of Islamic law
3
3






al-nahw al-wafl (grammar) 3
Grammar II 3
'Ilm al-ma 'an i wa al-Badi ' 3
al-adab fT al- 'asr al-jahil T 3
Notes: aRecitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an are included in this course.
bFrom this section student teachers can choose only 3 courses (9 credit
hours).
In this programme great importance is attached to the Arabic language. It has
been allocated 21 credit hours: 15 for the specialisation (6 for basic and 9 for
auxiliary courses) and 6 for the University's and College's requirements (see Jami'at
Qatar, 2000: 50, 67 & 68). It may have been given a high priority because it is
considered the basis of Islamic studies. Since it is the language of the Holy Qur'an
and the HadTth, those who do not have a good grounding in it will have difficulty in
understanding aspects of Islam, speaking classical Arabic and explaining in detail the
subject that they teach.
The compulsory and optional courses in Islamic studies in the College of
SharT'ah are listed in Table 6.8. It should be noted that only 8 credit hours are
allocated to the optional courses.
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6.3 Bahrain
Bahrain is a sheikhdom of 35 islands, totalling about 675 square kilometres, halfway
along the length of the Gulf off the coast of Saudi Arabia (Unwin, 1984:xiii). The
capital of the state is Manama, its official language is Arabic and the state religion is
Islam. The population of Bahrain in 1998 was 633,000 (ibid.: xii; Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 2000: 1 of 5). The economy of Bahrain is based on oil, gas and
aluminium (United Nations Development Programme, 1998:30, 31).
Although the first school in Kuwait was opened in 1912, Bahrain is
considered the first Gulf country to introduce a modern system of education when the
first state school was opened in 1921. This school was more advanced in its
organisation and teaching curriculum. The first school for girls was opened in 1928
(al-Misnad, 1985: 32, 33).
Higher education began in 1966 when the first teacher-training institute for
men was opened, followed a year later by a teacher-training institute for women. The
main aim of these institutes was to train teachers for primary and intermediate
schools. In 1969 the Gulf College of Technology was opened and in 1978 the
University of Arts, Sciences and Education (United Nations Development
Programme, 1998:57).
6.3.1 University of Bahrain
The University was established in 1986 and contains five faculties: Arts, Sciences,
Engineering, Education, and Business and Administration (ibid.: 57; University of
Bahrain, 1993/94: 227). The academic year at the University is divided into two
terms comprising 16 weeks each and a summer term of 8 weeks. The academic load
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for full-time students is between 12 and 19 credit hours for one term with a
maximum of 6 courses (University ofBahrain, 1993/94:27).
The teacher-training programme for Islamic education teachers is shared
between two colleges: the professional module is covered by the College of
Education and the specialisation module by the College ofArts. The length of the
programme is four years with a total of 131 credit hours distributed among the
University requirements (24), professional module (30), specialisation module (69)
and optional courses (8). In the professional module, 6 of the 30 hours are allocated
to practical education, which takes more than 45 days, equalling 270 lecture hours.
These hours form only 4.58 per cent of the total credit hours of the programme, so it
could be argued that this percentage is very low compared with the length of the
practical course. On the other hand, regardless of the length of the practical course, it
could be said that the lack of any objective assessment of ability in its evaluation
means that 6 credit hours is enough. It is actually in the student teachers' interests
because such an evaluation has a negative effect on their grades and on education
itself. If a good student teacher achieves a low mark on this course, it will have only
a small influence on the final grading. However, if a weak student teacher achieves a
high mark, it will have a negative effect on education because it will give an untrue
picture ofhis/her overall standard of teaching. This problem has arisen in many Arab
countries as shown in studies evaluating teacher-training (see Ibrahim, 1999: 156-9;
al-Hashil & Muhammad, 1990: 224-7 and Muhammad, 1990: 184).
Nevertheless, I think that it is possible to combine these views. If the number
of credit hours could be increased to match the number of lecture hours at the same
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time, the objective assessment of ability could be ensured as far as possible by
following the suggestions listed below:
1. Accurate evaluation cards to be made for each specialisation.
2. Everyone taking part in the evaluation to be given the opportunity to complete
these cards.
3. A meeting to be arranged of all the contributors to the course to discuss the
method of using these cards.
4. Regular meetings to be arranged of all those taking part in the evaluation of the
course in each specialisation to discuss procedure and progress.
5. Student teachers to be informed about these cards and their feedback requested.
Therefore, we can say that two aims will be achieved. First, the course will be
allocated credit hours consistent with both its lecture hours and the student teachers'
efforts. Second, the student teachers will be made to feel more confident because
they will know that the evaluation will be objective.
6.3.1.1 Specialisation Field
The credit hours allocated to Islamic studies are divided into 57 for core courses and
12 for optional courses. Table 6.9 shows the distribution of these hours among the
various fields of study. As can be seen from the table, tajwTd has been excluded.










Qur'an sciences and interpretation 6 9
HadTth 6 6
'
Aq Tdah 12 -
Fiqh 21 9
STrah (Prophet's biography) 3 -
Introduction to research methodology 3 -
Arabic language 6 3
Table 6.10
Courses of the specialisation field: Bahrain
Credit Credit








Interpretation ofHad Tth 3
'Aqidah
Islamic doctrine I 3





Methods of interpretation 3
Manahij al-muhaddith In 3




Introduction to SharT'ah 3
Fiqh al-'ibadat 3
Basics of fiqh I 3
Islamic family law 3
Islamic law of transaction 3
Basics offiqh II 3
Contemporary juristic issues 3
SIrah (biography of the
Prophet) 3
Arabic language





Ayatwa ahad i th al-ahkam 3
Islamic government law 3
Islamic economics 3
Crime & punishment in Islam 3
al-Mantiq (speech)
Education in Islam
Source: University of Bahrain, 1993/94:100-103 & Kulliyyat al-adab, 1999: 63-65
6.4 Comparison of Programmes in the Four Universities
There are clearly similarities and differences between these programmes. First, I
shall discuss them from a general viewpoint as they are shown in Table 6.11, and
then examine them in detail in the specialisation module.
From the information given in Table 6.11 and in Chapter Five the following
similarities between these programmes can be extracted:
1. The programmes in Bahrain and the UAE began earlier - in 1966.
2. The length of the programmes in Oman, Qatar and Bahrain is four years.
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3. In all the programmes the academic year is divided into two terms of 16 weeks
each and a summer session.
4. The normal load for full-time students ranges from 12 to 19 credit hours.
Table 6.11
Comparison of all four programmes
General Total
Specialisation Professional culture credit
credit credit credit hours
Country hours (%) hours (%) hours (%)
Oman (SQU)
a 72 (54.5) 42 (31.8) 18 (13.6) 132
Emirates 81 (50) 39 (24.07) 27 (16.66) 162b
Qatar 79 (58.5) 36 (26.6) 20(14.8) 135
Bahrain 69 (52.67) 30 (22.9) 24 (18.32) 13 lc
Notes:a Sultan Qaboos University.
b9 credit hours (5.55%) for faculty requirements; 6 credit hours (3.7%) for
free optional courses.
c 8 credit hours (6.1%) for optional courses.
However, there are differences between them, as shown below:
1. The length of the programme in the UAE is five years, compared with four in
the other three countries. This increase could be due to any or all of the
following reasons:
(a) The University and the Ministry of Education realised that a shorter
programme was not enough to train teachers for intermediate and secondary
education.
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(b) The aim was to give students an opportunity to choose a career after
graduation. If they wished to be teachers, they would need to study for
another year to gain a professional diploma in teaching.
(c) The University also gained an opportunity to select students who were doing
well in their studies and seemed suitably inclined towards a career in
teaching.
The total credit hours range from 131 in Bahrain to 135 in Qatar and 162 in the UAE.
2. The percentage of credit hours for the professional module ranges from 22.9 per
cent in Bahrain to 31.8 per cent in Oman. In my opinion, the proportion should
be no less than 30 per cent so as to allocate more time to practical education,
which is one of the basics of teacher-training.
3. The percentage of credit hours allocated to general culture (University
requirements) varies from 13.6 per cent in Oman to 18.32 per cent in
Bahrain. I think that this allocation should form between 20 and 25 per cent of
the programme because of the rapid growth in knowledge in modern times.
6.4.1 Similarities and Differences in the Specialisation Field
Before examining these in detail, it might be more helpful to give a general picture of
them in the four programmes as shown in Table 6.12. From the table the following
similarities can be seen:
1. In all the programmes the specialisation module is allocated at least 50 per cent
of the total credit hours. This is the normal proportion allocated to all
specialisations.
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2. The recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an are not given their due
attention in the programmes of Qatar and Bahrain. The proof is in the Table,
which shows that they have not been allocated separate compulsory credit hours.
3. STrah is apparently neglected in all four programmes.
4. Fiqh is given priority in all the programmes. However, items 2, 3 and 4 have
been discussed earlier.
5. Generally, the courses of Islamic studies are similar in all four programmes.
This is probably due to three factors:
(a) These countries are members of the GulfCo-operation Council'1 and so they
co-operate in higher education.
(b) The fields of Islamic studies are similar and so are their titles and contents.
(c) The compilers of the programmes just follow one another's ideas. This might
be the strongest factor, since there are numerous differences between this
specialisation and the others in the programmes.
6
The GCC was established in 1981. It comprises six countries: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.
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Table 6.12
Credit hours allocated to specialisation field: all four programmes
Total Total Recita- Interpre-
credit no. of tion tation Had Tth 'Aqldah Fiqh Sirah Arabic
hours courses CaObCO CO CO CO CO CO
SQC 72 30 6 - 9 3 9 3 9 - 27 9 - 3 3 3
EU 81 27
QU 79 29 - - 5253 75367-29
BU 69 23 - 3 6 9 6 6 12 - 21 9 3 - 6 3
Notes:a C = compulsory courses.
b O = optional courses.
c
SQ = Sultan Qaboos University; EU = Emirates University; QU = Qatar
University; BU = Bahrain University.
However, there are some differences between the countries in the
specialisation module. For example, in Qatar Universityfiqh has been allocated more
credit hours (39) than in the Universities of Sultan Qaboos and Bahrain, in which it
has been allocated a usual level of 27 and 21 respectively. In addition, Arabic
language has been allocated 3 credit hours in the Sultan Qaboos University compared
with 9 in Qatar University and 6 in Bahrain University.
Although the specialisation module in the UAEU programme has been
allocated the highest number of credit hours (81), its total number of courses (27) is
lower than that of the SQU and Qatar University (30 and 29 respectively). This is
because in the Emirates University's programme all courses in the specialisation
module are allocated 3 credit hours, whereas in the other programmes some of the
courses are allocated only 2 credit hours.
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6.5 Conclusion
It can be concluded that the teacher-training programmes in the three Arab Gulf
countries have passed through different stages, beginning in 1966 in the United Arab
Emirates and Bahrain and in 1973 in Qatar. Teachers are currently trained to
university level. The training programmes for teachers of Islamic education have
been changed in all these countries. For example, the length of the teacher-training
programme in the UAEU has been increased from four years (132 credit hours) to
five years (162 credit hours).
There are similarities between these programmes, such as their length - four
years in Oman, Qatar and Bahrain - and their courses of Islamic studies. On the other
hand, there are differences, such as the total credit hours and their distribution among
the modules of the programmes and the fields of Islamic studies.
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Chapter Seven
Assessment of the Training Programmes for Islamic
Education Teachers
A description of training programmes for Islamic education teachers in Oman as well
as in United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Bahrain has been already given in Chapters
Five and Six. The purpose of Chapter Seven is to assess the SQU and CoE
programmes in areas which were not included in the questionnaire and which are
related to the specialisation module. It also assesses certain aspects of these
programmes in some of the other Gulf states.
7.1 Training Programme at SQU
From the description of this programme in Chapter Five, we can assess the following
aspects.
7.1.1 Conditions for Admission
In Chapter Five we have seen that SQU applies a set ofentrance requirements that
are largely similar to those of the CoE and the other three universities (Jami'at Qatar,
2000: 9-11 and University of Bahrain, 1993: 23-24). However, because of the
importance of these requirements in the teacher-training programmes, they are
discussed in greater detail below.
These conditions are laid down for all applicants to the University. However,
in my view they are not sufficient for those wishing to be teachers in general and
teachers of Islamic education in particular, because not all the applicants who meet
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these criteria are suitable for this profession. Indeed, some have selected it because
there has been no alternative. Others who have met the conditions have abandoned
their studies in their chosen subjects and have been requested to choose another
course of study. However, some of them have been transferred against their wishes to
Islamic education. One student in my group remarked: "I told them that my
appearance and face were not suitable for an Islamic education teacher." He may
have used the reference to his appearance and face to mean his behaviour. In this
regard, al-Abrashl says:
No one whose aim is to gain wealth and glory is suited to teaching,
nor is the one in whose face the door to material gain was closed and
who saw the door to teaching alone opened to him, and he entered it
unwillingly. On the other hand, the one who is suited to teaching is he
who, owing to his upbringing and character, sees the pleasure of
teaching as outshining all other pleasures, and therefore feels happy
with teaching as a profession. (al-AbrashT, 1993: 150)
From this quotation the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. Those whose aims are wealth and fame should not take up the profession of
teaching because they will not be suitable for or loyal to it.
2. Those who enter the profession unwillingly will not be happy, for their thinking
and interest will be directed towards a different occupation and therefore they
will not be successful teachers.
3. The only suitable candidates for this profession are those who prefer it to any
other vocation. They will therefore put into it all their energy, time and ability
and try to develop it to the highest level.
Majault wrote in this regard: "In some countries candidates are tried out by
means of tests and interviews, whose object is to discover whether they have a
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natural aptitude for teaching" (1965: 17). Hodenfield & Stinnet made the same point:
"The one sure means of improving the quality of teacher education is to institute,
universally, highly selective procedures for admission into teacher education" (1961:
146).
However, the quality of the candidates for the teaching profession in the Arab
countries appears to be that as described at the conference held by the Arab
Organisation of Education, Culture and Sciences:
The quality of the students who are accepted by the training
institutions is generally that of the middle and low levels. There is no
doubt that the absence of objective standards for selecting students
creates different problems in education. (al-Munazzamah al-
'Arabiyyah li al-Tarbiyah wa al-Thaqafah wa al-'Ulum, 1979: 289)
Although this statement was made more than twenty-one years ago, there
does not seem to have been much change or any marked development in this area in
many Arab countries.
The College of Education at the SQU should reconsider its selection
procedures for admission to teacher-training, particularly when choosing students to
train as teachers of Islamic education. The importance of Islamic education is shown
in the objectives agreed by the First World Conference on Muslim Education which
held in Makkah in 1977 by the Arab Organisation of Education, Culture and
Sciences. Some of these objectives were as follows:
1. To produce a good man.
2. To educate people to have a proper attitude towards legitimate authority, and that
is reverence, love, respect and humility.
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3. To instill in people that they are all the same as human beings, cast in flesh and
blood (al-Attas, 1979: 1, 3 & 7).
MursT and al-KaylanT also stated that Islamic education aims to achieve the following
objectives:
1. The ultimate aim set by Allah for Himself, namely, the creation of people
dedicated to the worship ofHim alone.
2. To develop the wholeness ofpeople by providing them with noble aims, morals
and principles and guiding them to this goal.
3. To achieve a balance between the requirements of the body and the soul and
between this present life and the hereafter.
4. To develop and strengthen the Islamic relationship between Muslims.
5. To educate people both socially and psychologically, and to help them
surmount their social and psychological problems by giving them guidance for
life and clarifying their rights and duties.
6. To implant the belief in the unity and equality of human beings (see al-KaylanT,
1987: 34-36 and MursT, 1991: 57 & 58).
These objectives plainly highlight the importance of Islamic education
teachers and their function in Islamic society. Therefore, I suggest that the College of
Education set clearly defined criteria for the selection of students for training as
teachers of Islamic education. The following points could be borne in mind:
1. Ethical standards: good conduct, truthfulness and Godliness.
2. Personal qualities: patience, willpower and charisma.
3. Good knowledge of Islamic sciences and general culture.
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4. Mental abilities: clarity of reasoning, depth of imagination, originality and
capability to solve problems.
5. Physical fitness: freedom from severe physical and social disabilities such as
deafness, blindness and stammering.
6. Social skills: social interaction, co-operation and companionship.
7. Natural inclination towards teaching.
How could the College of Education or the Admissions Office in the
University acquire sufficient information on all these requirements? The admissions
procedure, which has been followed since the opening of the University, is not
suitable for obtaining such a wide range of information. The following suggestions
might help to solve this problem:
1. Making a file on each pupil during his/her school years, especially for the
intermediate and secondary stages, and recording all the important points
regarding conduct, preferences, opinions, relationships and academic progress.
2. Inclusion of career guidance in the first year of the secondary stage to cover the
following points:
(a) definitions and objectives of certain careers;
(b) personal qualities required of those who wish to follow such careers and the
definition of their role in society.
(c) conditions of admission to these careers;
(d) training required.
3. Conducting interviews for all candidates before admission to the Department of
Islamic Education. These interviews should include clearly defined standards.
4. Intelligence tests.
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These conditions comply with the recommendations of conferences such as
the Special Conference on Teachers' Circumstances, which was held in Paris in
1966, and which stated:
The politics which control the selection of students for the teaching
profession should be based on the need of society for suitable teachers
who possess the right moral, mental and physical qualities and who
have professional knowledge and skills. Furthermore, this selection
should depend on personal characteristics. These things will help
them to be deserving members of the vocation. (Wizarat al-Tarbiyah
wa al-TaTTm, 1977: 6)
7.1.2 Educational and Instructional Objectives Course
The Educational and Instructional Course is divided into theoretical and practical
modules. The theoretical module is taught by the Educational Basics Unit and the
practical module by the Department ofCurricula and Teaching Methods. However,
students always complain about the lack of co-ordination between the two modules.
The theoretical module begins with the philosophy of education and general
educational aims. This takes most of the period allocated and leaves insufficient time
for the lecturer of the practical module, who is obliged to wait, and who then
concentrates on teaching the students about educational aims. Consequently, students
find that there is much repetition and sometimes conflict of opinion. To remedy the
situation, some of the Islamic education faculty members tried to transfer the
theoretical module to the Department of Curricula. However, their attempt faced
strong opposition from the Educational Basics Unit,1 so the problem still exists. In
my view the situation could be remedied in one of two ways:
1
Possibly because those who worked in this unit wanted to have more teaching hours to fulfil this
requirement in their timetables or because they felt that the theoretical part of this subject was too
closely related to their specialisation.
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1. Since the main aim of the course is to help students form an educational
objective, some specialists in the Department of Curricula could teach the
course in its entirety.
2. The theoretical module could be taught by specialists from the Educational
Basics Unit and the practical module by specialists from the Department of
Curricula.
The first suggestion seems to be the better solution. It will prevent repetition
of information and free students from the occasional duality and conflict in the
formation of goals on different levels. It will also ensure co-ordination between the
two modules and remove any obstacles. Furthermore, it will put both modules under
the control of the Department of Curricula.
7.1.3 Teaching Practice
There is no doubt that the teaching practice programme has many advantages. It
gives student teachers the opportunity to put into practice the skills that they have
studied in theory. They also acquire other educational skills, which will help them to
practise their profession to the highest possible standard.
However, the existing teaching practice (in the SQU) has many
disadvantages, ofwhich the following are examples:
1. In my view the period of teaching practice is too short for training students to
be successful intermediate and secondary schoolteachers (see Table 5.6 at the
end of this chapter).
2. The absence of the block teaching practice, in which student teachers spend the
whole or part of a term practising in schools. This type of teaching practice is
important for the following reasons:
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(a) It gives the trainees an opportunity of integrating with the educational system
in the school so that they come to feel that they are members of its staff. It
also solves the problem of separation between the universities and the
schools. In fact, this problem prevents student teachers from benefiting from
teaching practice and achieving its objectives. This was confirmed by the
results of Jurjas' study (1976), which examined this aspect of teaching
practice (AdTbl & Badr, 1990: 119).
(b) It gives student teachers more confidence.
(c) It encourages the pupils to accord to student teachers the same respect as that
shown to qualified teachers.
Therefore I suggest two ways of solving this problem: (1) earmarking the last
four weeks of the eighth term; or (2) earmarking the whole of the final term for
teaching practice.
3. On the first day of teaching practice in schools, student teachers are confused
because they are not given a timetable of that day's activities. All they know is
that they are going to observe two or three lessons with participating teachers.
There is no mention of this in the guidebook to teaching practice which was
published in 1997. Therefore, I suggest that the timetable for the first day
should include the following items:
(a) An introductory meeting should be held at the beginning of the day between
head teachers, participating teachers and student teachers so that they become
acquainted with one another. In addition, it gives the student teachers an
opportunity to learn the school system and their own role and responsibilities.
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(b) Student teachers should be shown round the school and informed of its
facilities.
(c) Student teachers should be given the opportunity to observe some classes
held by participating teachers.
(d) At the end of the day the participating teachers should discuss the student
teachers' comments with them, answer their questions and inform them of
the next day's schedule.
4. The roles and responsibilities of head teachers and participating teachers are not
well defined. Many head teachers do not know the trainees and never meet them
during the period of teaching practice. In addition, many participating Islamic
education teachers regard the teaching practice as an opportunity to take a break,
so their role is limited to informing the student teachers of the subject to be
taught the following day. On the other hand, some of them perceive trainees as
an unwelcome burden or as supply teachers to take over part of the regular class.
Consequently, the relationship between participating and student teachers is
frequently uncomfortable and can result in misunderstandings. Such a situation
can have a negative effect on the student teachers and their grades.
5. The role of student teachers in a school is limited to teaching the subjects
allocated to them by the participating teachers.
7.1.4 Teaching Practice Evaluation Cards
As indicated in Chapter Five, there are three cards used to evaluate student teachers
in teaching practice as follows:
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1. The supervisor's card: The generality of its content is designed to evaluate
students in various specialisations in the College, for example, Arabic language,
Islamic education, history and geography ('Abd al-'AzTz, 1997: 107-109). Of
course some specialists in Islamic education curricula and its teaching methods
have tried to adapt the card for use in Islamic education. Unfortunately, the
attempt was opposed by some members of the department and the changes were
not adopted.
From my experience, I believe that this card is not suitable for evaluating the
practical performance of student teachers of Islamic education for the following
reasons:
(a) It focuses on general teaching skills and does not give enough attention to the
academic aspect of the subject.
(b) Islamic education consists of different subjects: Qur'an, HadTth, fiqh
(jurisprudence), 'aq Tdah (creed) and s Trah (the Prophet's Biography). Each
subject needs specific teaching skills.
(c) Some supervisors also feel that the card is not suitable for evaluating the
practical performance of student teachers and devise their own methods of
evaluation. This of course creates problems and results in differences in the
assessment of student teachers.
On the other hand, it is difficult to fit a large number of items on one card. So
I suggest making two evaluation cards: one for professional skills, and the other for
academic knowledge. The former could be used by supervisors and lecturers from
the Department of Curricula and the latter by lecturers from the Department of
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Islamic Sciences. It should be noted here that some Islamic Sciences lecturers tried to
take part in the supervision of the teaching practice of trainee Islamic education
teachers. However, the project was unsuccessful because the lecturers went to the
schools without any clear aims.
I think that these two cards will give a more detailed and clearer picture of the
level and abilities of student teachers. They will also give supervisors and others a
better means of knowing the strong and weak points of student teachers'
performance in the classroom.
2. A participating teacher's card: This is also not suitable because it contains
only five items. Therefore I suggest that the participating teachers use the two
cards already described, for they have a greater opportunity than anyone else to
observe trainees. This will give the participating teachers a more important role
in teaching practice. Furthermore, the student teachers will receive more
feedback and more opportunities to discuss educational matters with the
participating teachers, who will thus be enabled to make a more accurate
assessment of their trainees. Moreover, Table 5.3 shows that 10 per cent of the
total marks were allocated to the participating teacher. In my view this is not
right, because the participating teacher has a greater opportunity than the others
of observing trainees. I suggest therefore that the distribution be modified and
the share ofmarks allocated to the participating teacher be increased
3. The card for use by head teachers: This is only partly adequate, for there is
a problem with the marking. Most head teachers give marks to student teachers
of Islamic education without knowing them or even meeting them during the
teaching practice. As a result, the marking is not accurate. As a supervisor, I
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found on many occasions that some student teachers of average ability had been
given higher marks than those who were ofan excellent standard in both their
study and teaching.
The card which is used by student teachers when observing the performance
of a colleague in the classrooms does not seem to be useful. In my experience, many
of the student teachers of Islamic education did not attach any importance to this
card. They wrote anything on it, and sometimes completed it at home and then gave
it to the supervisor for marking. This was because they thought that the card was of
no benefit to them or to the student teachers whom they observed, and because the
supervisors seldom discussed with them or with the other student teachers the
comments recorded.
7.1.5 The New Curriculum
Upon examination of the new curriculum (in 1999) for training Islamic education
teachers the following conclusions may be drawn:
1. The aim ofmost courses seems to be neither clear nor well defined.
2. The courses are divided into three levels: basic - 2 courses; intermediate - 23
courses; and advanced level - 12 courses. Nevertheless, student teachers did not
study the basic level of some of the intermediate courses such as al-tayyar a t
al-fikriyyah (trends of thought) and al-hadith al-tahlTlT (analytical
explanation of HadTth). Nor did they study the intermediate level of some of
the advanced courses such as al-takhr Tj wa dirasat al-asan Id (explanation
and studying of naration). In addition, all the courses in the recitation and
memorisation of the Holy Qur'an were classified at intermediate level.
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However, this subject is proffered throughout the training programme and is
assumed to follow a progression from basic to intermediate and finally to
advanced level.
3. It is remarkable that the objectives ofmemorisation - in all the courses in the
recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an - are expressed in one sentence:
"To inculcate into the students some verses of the Holy Qur'an which will guide
them in their lives." In my opinion, it would be better to have a clearly defined
objective for each memorisation module in each term.
From the above observations, the courses in Islamic sciences are clearly not
selected according to well-defined standards - if any standards exist. Indeed, in 1999
I sent questions on these matters to some teaching members of the Department of
Islamic Sciences. So far, I have not received a single reply. Furthermore, from my
discussions with teaching members of the department, it has become clear to me that
the selection of some courses is based on the views and wishes of the lecturers who
are to teach them.
7.2 Training Programme at the CoE
Training programme at the CoE was described in Chapter Five. Nevertheless, it
could be useful to analyse it in greater detail as in the following sections:
7.2.1 Practical Education
There is no doubt that field experience is considered an important part of the teacher-
training programme (Holmes, 1986: 11; al-Barwani, 1997: 135). Chapter Five shows
that in the CoE programme this module has been allocated a long time (98 days),
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which is more than 16 weeks, (practice at school) alongside 194 teaching hours for
training in the college and 92 teaching hours for micro-teaching.
Nevertheless, the following points need to be considered:
1. In my view, it is not strictly accurate to classify micro-teaching as disconnected
educational practice, because it is an artificial situation in which student teachers
are trained in basic teaching skills to help them carry out real-life education in
schools (McGarvey & Swallow, 1986: 2; al-Jawwad & Mitwalll, 1993: 103). In
addition, its concept is different from that ofpractical education (ibid. 1993:
168). So, we can say that the content ofmicro-teaching is different from that of
practical education. Therefore, it would be better to classify micro-teaching as a
practical part of teaching methods, as has been done at the College of Education
at the SQU ('Abd al-AzTz, 1997: 68-70).
This also applies to (b) field training. Here, student teachers are trained in
seven skills during the period of study, such as making teaching plan, use ofmedia
and technology in instruction, and constructing the school curriculum.
2. In view of the fact that the trainees spend a whole day at school - in
disconnected educational practice - why is this day counted as four teaching
hours, whereas it is counted as six teaching hours in integrated educational
practice? If we take this fact into account, the total teaching hours of practical
education are increased from 768 to 804.
3. The credit hours of practical education total 26. Ifwe subtract 11 hours for
training in the college and micro-teaching (Wizarat al-Ta'lTm al-'all, 1995:
177), only 15 hours remain for practice at school. I think that the reason is the
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small number of credit hours allotted to practice at school: two hours in each of
the fourth and fifth terms, three hours in each of the sixth and seventh terms and
five hours in the eighth term.
4. I think that the number of practical education credit hours (26) and teaching
hours (768) is not given prominence in the programme, not because this part is
unimportant but because it has led to the removal of some important courses
from the training of Islamic education teachers, such as educational aims and
instructional objectives, and Arabic rhetoric. In addition, it has led to the
reduction of other important courses such as the recitation and memorisation of
the Holy Qur'an, which as part of the Qur'anic interpretation courses, has been
allocated only three terms. Therefore, I suggest making the following changes
to the credit and teaching hours of practical education:
(a) Reducing the credit hours of practical education from 26 to 18: 12 for
integrated practice, 2 for disconnected practice and 4 for training in the
college.
(b) Reducing the hours ofmicro-teaching from 92 over five terms to 60 over two
terms.
(c) Reducing the hours of training in the college from 194 to 120, distributed
among the seven skills as shown in Figure 7.1.
I J J 1
Teaching plan School curriculum Teaching strategies Instructional media
16 30 16 16
f ^ ^
Language skills Evaluation Teaching administration
14 14 14
Figure 7.1 Distribution ofhours of training in CoE programme.
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5. Although practical education at school has been allocated a long time, in my
opinion it is not so helpful in enabling student teachers to achieve some basic
objectives of the programme, such as setting questions, preparing examination
papers and analysing the results of examinations. Also, it does not give them
much opportunity to take part in school activities, for example, organising
exhibitions, seminars and excursions. In my view, this is related to the short
time allocated to integrated practice, which is spread over five terms. Therefore,
to increase the efficiency of this part of the programme, I suggest the following:
(a) Allocating disconnected practice of 10 days for a field visit in the seventh
term instead of 53 days: 5 to intermediate schools and 5 to secondary schools.
(b) Allocating the whole eighth term to integrated practice.
6. The evaluation of practical education is distributed among about eleven people.
If each subtracts one mark from the specified individual total, no student could
achieve an honours grade (A). If each subtracts two marks, no student could
achieve even a very good grade (B). This, of course, has a negative effect on the
general credit of the student teacher. Furthermore, the number of people
participating in the evaluation of practical education doubtless causes many
difficulties for student teachers because of their different opinions.
7.2.2 Specialisation Field
The Ministry of Higher Education compiled a curriculum for the Islamic education
courses. We can describe the curriculum as generally inclusive because it contains
many items: objectives, contents, teaching strategies, methods of evaluation and
many sources for each course (Wizarat al-Ta'lTm al-'all, 1995 & 1998).
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However, I should like to make the following comments:
1. Only a small number of the verses of the Holy Qur'an was included in the
period of study.
2. Recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an part was included only in the
courses of interpretation of the Holy Qur'an. It was allocated only one hour a
week as a practical hour (ibid., 1998: 4, 21 & 98).
3. The methods of teaching and learning are the same for all courses.
4. There are no subjects related to contemporary issues, especially in 'aqidah
(doctrine) and fiqh (law) such as the high cost ofwedding receptions and the
wife's marriage settlement, life insurance and drugs.
5. Some objectives are not clear and they are included in some courses as follows.
(a) Objective (5) in the course on the Prophet's Biography, which is as follows:
"Student teachers should be able to attain skills in this technique by knowing
how to use sources to create the basis of self-learning."
(b) "The course on ta wh Td (monotheism) aims to enable students to achieve the
following: "
(i) "Belief in the invisible generally and in greater detail, especially Paradise,
Hellfire and so on" (ibid., 1995: 1). This suggests that the students did not
believe in these things before they started this course.
(ii) "Practising the results of learning by following this course of study." I think
that this objective is extremely obscure, especially in this context.
(iii) "Achieving self-learning by connecting with books and sources and
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mastering the skills of scientific research" (ibid., 1995:1 & 1998: 59). Ifwe
take the second part of this object we can ask this question: how could this
course enable students to master research skills? Does it contain information
about skills in research? Or does it train students in these skills? I do not think
that there is any connection between this part of the objective and the content
of the course.
(iv) Among the aims of the course on Islamic systems is this statement: "This
course is intended to achieve the following aims: Opposing the tendencies to
thoughts by arming with the knowledge of and the belief in the morality of the
soul itself, which flows from Islam." How could this course achieve that?
(v) One of the aims of the course on Islamic thought was as follows: "Enabling
students to be acquainted with Islamic thought in general and in detail" (ibid.,
1995: 1). The question here is: how could that be achieved by one course
during one term?
There is a course called "Islam and new knowledge". In my view, however, its
title and content suggest that it is closer to culture than specialisation. Therefore,
I suggest substituting it for the course on family law and transferring the latter to
specialisation because of its importance and relevance to Islamic education in
intermediate and secondary schools.
The number of teaching hours specified for the course ayat al-ahkam
(verses on law) is 30, spread over 15 weeks at the rate of two hours per week.
How can this course achieve its objectives and cover the full content, which is
divided into five parts? Indeed, even one part is a course in itself. For example,
part four contains the following topics:
(a) Virtues, ayat al-ahkam (verses of laws) and antiquity, which are listed
under Fasting.
(b) Laws regarding blood, the consumption of carrion, pork and anything
consecrated to other than Allah.
(c) Laws regarding the death penalty.
(d)Laws regarding testament ayat and whether they are invalidated or give a
clear judgement.
Part five contains different topics as follows:
(a) Laws regarding the Hajj (pilgrimage to Makkah), its variation and the ruling
regarding warfare, namely, the types of fighting and the judgement of
fighting during the inviolable months.
(b) Definition of alcohol, its prohibition and the prohibition of gambling.
(c) Laws regarding hayd (menstruation), Tla' (a husband's vow to abstain from
sexual relations with his wife), zihar (divorce of the wife by the husband,
who swears that she is like his mother's back), divorced spouses, weaning of
babies, 'iddat al-talaq (the waiting period after a divorce) and dddat al-
wafah (the waiting period after the death of the husband).
(d) Spending wealth in the Way ofAllah, prohibition of rib a and its variations
and laws regarding debt (ibid., 1995: 1, 3).
Indeed, it is impossible to cover all these topics and others in 30 teaching
hours. An examination of the topics grouped in each part shows that there is no
connection between them and this can distract students. Therefore, I think that it
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would be more helpful if related topics were grouped together. For example,
prohibitions could include alcohol, carrion, blood and so on; worship could include
fasting and the Hajj. Nevertheless, although in 1998 some changes were made to the
content of this course, it still contains the same problems (ibid., 1998: 90-92).
There is a general comment to be made about teaching hours. Although the
number of credit hours allocated to the specialisation is 64, the number of teaching
hours specified for it is only 1,065. On the other hand, the number of credit hours
allocated to the professional skills is 56 with 1,278 teaching hours. In my opinion
this situation prevents the coverage ofmuch of the content of courses in specialist
subjects, which means that students cannot achieve many of the specialisation's
objectives.
7.3 The Training Programme at Qatar University
As indicated in Chapter Six, this programme has placed great emphasis on the Arabic
language. Some would even say that the Arabic language has been given priority
over other important courses in the professional field, such as forming educational
objectives and practical education.
Such an assertion could be true to some extent. In my view, the situation has
arisen because in this programme the Arabic language courses were selected four
times for University and College requirements, and twice for the specialisation
module. This shows that the programme was incorrectly compiled. This can happen
if specialists include subjects that they consider important without taking into
account the aims of the programme and regarding it in its entirety. Furthermore,
some of the Arabic language courses are less important for teachers of Islamic
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education, for example, Introduction to the Study of the Arts and The Arts in the Pre-
Islamic Period, for they are designed as a specialist subject.
Table 6.7 shows that the recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an is
included only in the interpretation courses and that it is neglected in thc sir ah
section. In my view, this lowers the standard of Islamic education teachers and
weakens the effectiveness of their teaching.
7.4 The Training Programme at the University of Bahrain
Table 6.9 shows that the tajw Id module in this programme has been excluded. I
believe that this is a weak point in the programme because it will result in a graduate
weak in an aspect of Islamic studies and thus a weak person in society. A specialist
who inspects Islamic education teachers in practical education confirmed this point.
He said: "Many student teachers of Islamic education in the College ofEducation are
• 2
weak in the recitation of the Holy Qur'an."
The Islamic studies programme comprises 23 courses divided among eight
terms. However, it could be said that this is not enough to produce suitably qualified
teachers of Islamic education at intermediate and secondary levels.
Although I respect this viewpoint, it seems that quality is more important than
quantity. In other words, a few courses containing good and sufficient knowledge
that is well taught is a better option that numerous courses containing superficial
knowledge. In addition, under the current system, it is difficult to move credit hours
from other parts of the programme because that can also cause problems. It is also
2
interview with the writer, September 2000.
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difficult to add Islamic courses because the maximum academic load is 19 credit
hours per term. Therefore, if 6 credit hours are subtracted - from 131 - for practical
education, which comprises most of the eighth term, that leaves 125. Therefore, each
term can be allowed about 18 credit hours. Therefore, to increase the number of
courses in Islamic studies, the number of credit hours of some of them will have to
be reduced from 3 to 2.
7.5 Conclusion
It could be concluded that training programmes for Islamic education teachers
generally face different problems in the three Gulf states and particularly in Oman.
There are problems common to all the programmes in the four states, such as the
unsuitable conditions of admission, the distribution of credit hours among the
programmes' modules, lack of attention to some modules such as si rah and the
recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an.
We have seen that in Oman the period of teaching practice at SQU is too
short and at the CoE is it too long. In addition, the cards used to evaluate student
teachers in teaching practice are not suitable.
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Chapter Eight
Presentation of Findings and Data Analysis
One of the basic aims of this study is to investigate the quality of the specialisation
module of the programme for training Islamic education teachers in the Sultanate of
Oman from the point of view of the fourth-year student teachers. The evaluation was
made by conducting a questionnaire on five aspects of the specialisation module:
goals, content, teaching and evaluation methods, general section and general
questions.
However, the questionnaire contained 112 items, which was too large a
number for practical purposes. To reduce it to a more manageable size, it was decided
to divide the items into two questionnaires.1 One comprised the goals of the
specialisation module with the other four aspects: a total of 75 items. The other
comprised the content of the specialisation module with the other four aspects: a total
of 76 items. In applying the questionnaire, the following steps were taken:
1. An equal number of copies was made ofeach questionnaire.
2. The copies were distributed among the respondents.
3. Each respondent answered the questions in only one questionnaire.
'The problem was discussed with specialists in research design and statistics at Sultan Qaboos
University.
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This chapter presents and analyses the findings from the questionnaires distributed
among the SQU and other colleges of education.
8.1 The Statistical Treatment of Data
Two statistical methods were followed in the analysis of the data. One was the
2
mean, which was used to analyse the answers of the respondents in four sections:
goals, content, teaching and evaluation methods, and general aspects. The
achievement in these sections was recorded on a scale of five levels: very high, high,
average, low and very low. Each level was given a value number in descending order
from 5 to 1. The other method was the frequencies of the responses to the general
questions. These two methods were utilised with the computer to evaluate the items
of the questionnaire.
In presenting the findings of the questionnaire, the following steps were taken:
1. The findings were divided into two groups: those of the respondents at SQU and
those of the respondents at other colleges of education.
2. The findings of each group were divided into two parts. Part 1 comprised five
sections: achievement levels of goals, content, teaching methods and learning
procedure, methods of evaluation, and general aspects. Part 2 consisted of general
questions, ofwhich there were two types:
(a) Multiple-choice questions (Nos. 30-36), which were set in two forms:
- Questions 30, 32, 33, 35 and 36 offered a choice of rating at five possible
2
In statistics, a form of average (indeed, what most people think of as 'the average') is obtained by
adding up a set of values and divining by the number of values contained in that set (Rowntree,
1981:172).
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levels: very large/high, large/high, average, low/small and very low/small.
- Question 31 contained nine multiple-choice answers and Question 34
contained five. If the item was chosen by the respondent, it was given the
number 1, and ifnot, it was given the number 0.
(b) Open questions (Nos. 37-39), to which respondents gave their answers.
3. The achievement levels of goals and content were divided into seven sections:
Qur'an, HadTth (the Prophet's Traditions), 'aqTdah (Islamic doctrine), fiqh
(jurisprudence), sirah (the Prophet's biography), Islamic system and morals, and
Arabic language.
4. The findings were divided into three levels of achievement, depending on the value
of the mean:
(a) High, if the value of the mean was 3.5 (70 per cent) or more.
(b) Average, if it was around 2.5 (50 per cent) to less than 3.5.
(c) Low, if it was less than 2.5.
8.2 Descriptive Statistics
8.2.1 Findings from Student Teachers' Responses to the Questionnaire
8.2.1.1 Findings from Part 1 from SQU
Part 1 was divided into five sections as follows:
1. Achievement level of goals: This was illustrated by the answers to research
Question 6: To what extents are the objectives of the specialisation module of
the training programme for Islamic education teachers at the College of
Education at Sultan Qaboos University achieved in the view of final-term student
teachers? The achievement is shown in table 8.1.
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Table 8.1
Means and percentages of the specialisation goals' level of
achievement in the programme at SQU
Goal N Mean %
3 Enabling students to memorise numerous surahs of the
Holy Qur'an.
40 4.1 82
1 Teaching students the science ofQur'an recitation and its
terminology.
43 4.0 80
22 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of
Islamic worship by adhering to it.
43 3.8 76
21 Giving students accurate knowledge of the jurisprudential
rules on obligatory Islamic worship.
43 3.7 74
6 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of the
Holy Qur'an for both individuals and society.
43 3.7 74
2 Teaching students the efficient application of the
terminology ofQur'anic recitation.
43 3.5 70
24 Teaching students the rules of family life in Islam. 43 3.5 70
18 Developing students' appreciation of Islamic doctrine and
its importance for both individuals and society.
43 3.4 68
23 Giving students sufficient knowledge of the rules of al-
mu 'amalat(inter-personal relationships).
42 3.4 68
8 Giving students sufficient examples of the Prophet's
Sayings.
43 3.4 68
16 Instilling in students the genuine belief in the six pillars of
Iman (faith).
43 3.4 68
14 Giving students the basic concepts of Islamic doctrine. 43 3.3 66
33 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of
moral standards for Muslims as individuals and as a
society.
42 3.3 66
17 Enabling students to explain some of the cosmic marvels
that prove the existence and Oneness ofGod Almighty.
43 3.3 66
11 Developing students' appreciation of the important role of
the Sunnah in person-rearing and forming a society.
43 3.3 66
15 Enabling students to differentiate between Islamic and
other doctrines.
43 3.2 64
10 Enabling students to analyse the texts of the Prophet's
Sayings and explaining their meaning and connotations.
42 3.2 64
25 Teaching students the similarities and differences between
the orthodox trends of Islamic jurisprudence.
43 3.1 62
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13 Enabling students to differentiate between types of hadTth. 42 3.1 62
31 Informing students of Islamic moral values. 40 3.0 60
30 Recommending to the students the Prophet's life as the
best example of behaviour and speech.
42 2.9 58
26 Informing students of the methods of derivation of Islamic
law from the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah.
43 2.9 58
9 Enabling students to memorise numerous Sayings of the
Prophet.
43 2.8 56
19 Enabling students to face and combat widespread heresies
and superstitions in Omani society.
43 2.8 56
32 Enabling students to distinguish between divine standards
and human traditions ofmorality.
42 2.7 54
34 Enabling students to differentiate between Islamic
economic and social systems and al-nuzum al-wad'iyyah
(manmade systems).
43 2.7 54
7 Enabling students to use the books of interpretation of the
meaning of the Holy Qur'an.
42 2.6 52
4 Enabling students to analyse the text of the Holy Qur'an
and explain its meaning and connotations.
43 2.6 52
20 Informing students of social problems that occur from
time to time and relevant legislation.
43 2.6 52
12 Enabling students to use the books of interpretation of the
Sunnah.
42 2.5 50
27 Giving students examples from the life of the Prophet. 42 2.4 48
29 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of the
Prophet's Biography in the education ofMuslims.
42 2.3 46
5 Developing students' appreciation of the eloquence of
expression in the text of the Holy Qur'an.
42 2.2 44
35 Teaching students the basic rules ofArabic grammar and
syntax.
43 2.1 42
28 Enabling students to analyse historical events and extract
lessons from them.
42 2.0 40
36 Giving students sufficient knowledge of the basic rules of
Arabic rhetoric.
43 1.6 32
It is clear from table 8.1 that only seven items/goals out of thirty-six (19.4 per
cent) were rated at a high level of achievement (their means were 3.5 or more): four
in the Qur'an section (Nos. 1-3 and 6); and three onfiqh (Nos. 21, 22 and 24). Six
items were rated at a low level of achievement (their means were less than 2.5): three
on sTrah (Nos. 27-29); two on Arabic language (Nos. 35 and 36); and one on the
Qur'an (No. 5). This means that the majority of items (twenty-three or 63.9 per cent)
were rated at an average level (their means ranged from 2.5 to less than 3.5). These
items were distributed as follows: seven on 'aqidah (Nos. 14-20); six on HadTth
(Nos. 8-13); four on morals (Nos. 31-34); three onfiqh (Nos. 23, 25 and 26); two on
Qur'an (Nos. 4 and 7); and one on sTrah (No. 30).
It should be mentioned here that none of the items related to HadTth, 'aqTdah,
sTrah, morals and Arabic language was rated at a high level of achievement.
Furthermore, the highest levels of achievement were allocated to the following three
items: 3, 1 and 22, their means and percentages being 4.1 (82 per cent); 4 (80 per
cent); and 3.8 (76 per cent) in that order. On the other hand, items 36, 28 and 35 were
rated at the lowest levels, as shown by their means and percentages: 1.6 (32 per cent);
2 (40 per cent); and 2.1 (42 per cent) in that order.
2. Achievement level of the content: Table 8.2 lists the answers to Question 7 in the
study: To what extent does the content of the specialisation module of the
training programme for Islamic education teachers at the Sultan Qaboos




Means and percentages of the specialisation content's
achievement levels in the programme at SQU
Section and course N Mean %
4 Contains sufficient surahs of the Holy Qur'an for
memorisation.
44 3.9 78
1 Contains much recitation terminology. 45 3.9 78
21 Gives students sufficient basic information on the sources
and concepts of Islamic jurisprudence.
45 3.7 74
25 Contains sufficient material on worship. 45 3.7 74
3 Includes the reading and recitation of the Holy Qur'an
relevant to the compulsory Islamic education subjects in
intermediate and secondary stages.
44 3.6 72
27 Contains sufficient material on the family. 45 3.5 70
26 Contains sufficient material on al-mu'amalat (inter¬
personal relationships).
45 3.4 68
2 Devotes considerable time to the recitation of the Holy
Qur'an.
43 3.4 68
22 Analyses traditional and rational evidence of issues of
jurisprudence.
44 3.3 66
12 Contains sufficient suitable information on the Prophet's
HadTth and its sciences.
45 3.3 66
23 Recommends students to respect the opinions oforthodox
Muslim scholars on issues ofjurisprudence.
45 3.3 66
28 Includes material relevant to compulsory Islamic education
subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
45 3.3 66
17 Gives students sufficient basic information on Islamic
doctrine.
45 3.0 60
15 Enables students to use the alphabetical index of the
Prophet's HadTth.
45 2.9 58
18 Teaches the importance of Islamic doctrine in this life and
the hereafter.
44 2.9 58
24 Includes modern issues of jurisprudence. 43 2.8 56
14 Contains sufficient Sayings of the Prophet for
memorisation.
45 2.7 54
13 Contains legislative evidence enabling students to deduce
laws from the Prophet' Traditions.
45 2.6 52
35 Informs students of the Islamic economic and social
systems and other al-nuzum al-wad'iyyah (manmade
systems).
45 2.6 52
9 Recommends certain books on Qur'anic interpretation for
use by students.
44 2.6 52
34 Informs students of Islamic morality and its importance to
individual Muslims and Muslim society.
45 2.5 50
16 Includes material relevant to the compulsory Islamic 44 2.5 50
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education subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
20 Contains material relevant to compulsory Islamic
education subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
44 2.4 48
10 Enables students to use various books on Qur'anic
interpretation.
42 2.4 48
5 Contains sufficient material relevant to Qur'anic
interpretation.
44 2.3 46
8 Contains sufficient material relevant to modern life. 45 2.3 46
11 Contains Qur'anic recitation and interpretation relevant to
compulsory Islamic education subjects in intermediate and
secondary stages.
44 2.1 42
19 Includes the study of comparative religion. 45 2.0 40
36 Contains sufficient grammatical teaching 45 2.0 40
7 Informs students on how to extract legislative terminology
from the Holy Qur'an.
45 1.9 38
6 Contains sufficient examples of the famous types of
Qur'anic reading.
44 1.7 34
30 Informs students of numerous events in the history of
Islam.
45 1.6 32
33 Contains material relevant to compulsory Islamic
education subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
45 1.6 32
37 Contains sufficient topics in Arabic rhetoric (eloquence,
semantics and the art ofmetaphor and style).
45 1.6 32
31 Includes warnings and lessons from the Prophet's life and
Islamic history.
45 1.5 30
29 Gives students sufficient material from the Prophet's life. 45 1.5 30
32 Gives students interesting analysis of the Prophet's life and
historical events.
45 1.4 28
According to table 8.2, only six items out of thirty-seven (16.2 per cent) were
rated at a high level of achievement: three on the Qur'an section (Nos. 1,3 and 4);
and three on fiqh (Nos. 21, 25 and 27). Fifteen items (41.7 per cent) were rated at a
low level: six on Qur'an (Nos. 5-8, 10 and 11); five on slrah (Nos. 29-33); two on
'aqTdah (Nos. 19 and 20); and two on Arabic language (Nos. 36 and 37). The
remaining sixteen items were rated at average level and were distributed among the
five sections as follows: five on Hadlth (Nos. 12-16); five onfiqh (Nos. 22-24, 26
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and 28); two on Qur'an (Nos. 2 and 9); two on 'aqidah (Nos. 17 and 18); and two on
morals (Nos. 34 and 35).
The highest level of achievement was found in items 1 and 4, which reached
the mean of 3.9 (78 per cent). The lowest levels were found in items 32, with a mean
of 1.4 (28 per cent); and 29 and 31, each with a mean of 1.5 (30 per cent). As in the
goal items, none of the content items of HadTth, 'aqTdah, sirah, morals and Arabic
language was rated at a high level of achievement.
3. Achievement levels of teaching methods, learning procedures and evaluation
methods: These results are shown in table 8.3.
Table 8.3
Means and percentages of achievement levels in teaching and
evaluation methods and general aspects at SQU
Section N Mean %
15 Evaluation concentrates on the basic mental and cognitive
activities like memorisation and understanding.
87 4.0 80
26 The specialisation subjects instil in the students the
importance of Islamic education in life.
87 4.0 80
25 The specialisation subjects instil in the students the
importance of setting a good example to others.
87 4.0 80
19 Examination questions are extracted only from the
textbooks.
88 3.9 78
11 Essay examinations are used to evaluate students in
suitable subjects.
87 3.9 78
20 Examination questions are based on the textbooks and
information given by the lecturer.
87 3.8 76
23 Teachers of the specialisation subjects are generally
scientifically professional.
88 3.8 76
24 Most teachers of the specialisation subjects give students a
detailed syllabus of every subject at the beginning of each
term.
88 3.7 74
29 The specialisation subjects give information that is
intensive, deep and broad.
88 3.5 70
8 Teachers of the specialisation subjects expect students to
do much research.
87 3.4 68
28 The teaching of the specialisation subjects encourages 88 3.4 68
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individual learning.
22 Teachers of the specialisation subjects are generally
professional.
85 3.4 68
7 Teachers of the specialisation subjects encourage students
to use various sources of knowledge.
88 3.4 68
1 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
lecture method effectively.
88 3.2 64
12 Multiple-choice examinations are used to evaluate
students in particular subjects.
87 3.1 62
13 In evaluation, teachers pay sufficient attention to students'
homework and research.
88 3.1 62
2 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
discussion method effectively.
87 3.1 62
14 Students' participation in class is an important part of
evaluation.
87 3.0 60
9 Teachers of the specialisation subjects encourage students
to participate in activities within and outwith the
classroom.
88 2.9 58
6 Teachers of the specialisation subjects use educational aids
effectively.
88 2.8 56
5 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
teaching facilities available in the college.
87 2.7 54
18 Examination questions are based only on information
given by the college lecturer.
88 2.7 54
27 The teaching of the specialisation subjects allows for
individual differences between students.
88 2.6 52
3 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects apply
the problem-solving method.
88 2.4 48
17 Evaluation concentrates on students' attitude. 88 2.3 46
4 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
inquiry method.
87 2.2 44
10 Oral examinations are used to evaluate students in
particular subjects.
88 2.1 42
16 Evaluation concentrates on the higher mental and
cognitive activities like analysis and sentence structure.
87 2.0 40
21 Examination questions are based on information from
various sources.
88 1.8 36
The table indicates that none of the teaching methods and learning procedures
was rated at a high level of achievement. Most of the items (Nos. 1, 2 and 5-9) were
rated average. The remaining two items (Nos. 3 and 4) were rated low.
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4. Achievement level of evaluation methods: Four items (Nos. 11, 15, 19 and 20) out
of twelve were rated at a high level ofachievement. Items 12-14 and 18 were
rated average. The remaining four items (Nos. 10, 16, 17 and 21) were rated low.
It should be emphasised here that although items 15, 19 and 20 were rated high, it
does not mean that this is a positive result, for they are negative items. This point
will be discussed later.
5. Achievement level of general aspects: Five (Nos. 23-26 and 29) out of the eight
items were rated at a high level of achievement, whereas items 22, 27 and 28 were
rated average. This means that none of the items in this section was rated low.
8.2.1.2 Findings from part 1 from CoE
This part was also divided into five sections as follows.
1. Achievement level of goals: This was Question 7 in the study: To what extent
are the objectives of the specialisation module of the training programme for
Islamic education teachers at the other colleges of education achieved in the view
of final-term student teachers? The answers are listed in table 8.4.
Table 8.4
Means and percentages of achievement level of goals
at other colleges of education
Goal N Mean %
22 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of
Islamic worship by adhering to it.
116 3.7 74
27 Giving students examples from the life of the Prophet. 116 3.6 72
23 Giving students sufficient knowledge of the rules ofal-
mu 'amalat (inter-personal relationships).
116 3.6 72
16 Instilling in students the genuine belief in the six pillars of
Iman (faith).
116 3.6 72
21 Giving students accurate knowledge of the jurisprudential
rules on obligatory Islamic worship.
115 3.6 72
24 Teaching students the rules of family life in Islam. 116 3.6 72
8 Giving students sufficient examples of the Prophet's 116 316 72
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Sayings.
18 Developing students' appreciation of Islamic doctrine and
its importance for both individuals and society.
116 3.6 72
9 Enabling students to memorise numerous Sayings of the
Prophet.
116 3.5 70
15 Enabling students to differentiate between Islamic and
other doctrines.
115 3.5 70
17 Enabling students to explain some of the cosmic marvels
that prove the existence and Oneness of God Almighty.
115 3.5 70
11 Developing students' appreciation of the important role of
the Sunnah in person-rearing and forming a society.
115 3.5 70
10 Enabling students to analyse the texts of the Prophet's
Sayings and explaining their meaning and connotations.
116 3.4 68
6 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of the
Holy Qur'an for both individuals and society.
116 3.3 66
30 Recommending to the students the Prophet's life as the
best example of behaviour and speech.
116 3.3 66
14 Giving students the basic concepts of Islamic doctrine. 116 3.2 64
13 Enabling students to differentiate between types of
ahadTth.
113 3.2 64
29 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of the
Prophet's Biography in the education ofMuslims.
116 3.2 64
7 Enabling students to use the books of interpretation of the
meaning of the Holy Qur'an.
112 3.1 62
12 Enabling students to use the books of interpretation of the
Sunnah.
115 3.1 62
33 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of
moral standards for Muslims as individuals and as a
society.
115 3.0 60
31 Informing students of Islamic moral values. 114 3.0 60
28 Enabling students to analyse historical events and extract
lessons from them.
115 2.9 58
19 Enabling students to face and combat widespread heresies
and superstitions in Omani society.
116 2.8 56
32 Enabling students to distinguish between divine standards
and human traditions ofmorality.
115 2.8 56
25 Teaching students the similarities and differences between
the orthodox trends of Islamic jurisprudence.
115 2.7 54
4 Enabling students to analyse the text of the Holy Qur'an
and explain its meaning and connotations.
115 2.7 54
34 Enabling students to differentiate between Islamic
economic and social systems and al-nuzum al-wad'iyyah
(manmade systems).
115 2.7 54
26 Informing students of the methods of derivation of Islamic
law from the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah.
115 2.6 52
20 Informing students of social problems that occur from 116 2.5 50
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time to time and relevant legislation.
3 Enabling students to memorise numerous surahs of the
Holy Qur'an.
114 2.4 48
5 Developing students' appreciation of the eloquence of
expression in the text of the Holy Qur'an.
115 2.4 48
2 Teaching students the efficient application of the
terminology ofQur'anic recitation.
116 1.9 38
1 Teaching students the science ofQur'an recitation and its
terminology.
116 1.7 34
35 Teaching students the basic rules ofArabic grammar and
syntax.
116 1.6 32
36 Giving students sufficient knowledge of the basic rules of
Arabic rhetoric.
116 1.5 30
The results ofTable 8.4 are as follows. Twelve out of thirty-six items (33.3 per
cent) were rated at a high level of achievement: four on 'aqldah (Nos. 15-18); four
on fiqh (Nos. 21-24); three on HadTth (Nos. 8, 9 and 11); and one on sTrah (No. 27).
Another eighteen items (50 per cent) were rated average. They were distributed
among six sections: four on morals (Nos. 31-34); three on each of the following
sections: Qur'an (Nos. 4, 6 and 7); HadTth (Nos. 10, 12 and 13); 'aqldah (Nos. 14,
19 and 20) and sTrah (Nos. 24, 28 and 30); and two onfiqh (Nos. 25 and 26). The
remaining six items were rated low. They were in two sections: four on Qur'an (Nos.
1-3 and 5); and two on Arabic language (Nos. 35 and 36). It should be noted that
none of the categories of HadTth, 'aqTdah,fiqh, sTrah and morals was rated low.
2. Achievement level of content: Table 8.5 presents the answers to Question 8 in
the study: To what extent does the content of the specialisation module of the
training programme for Islamic education teachers at the colleges of education




Means and percentages of achievement level of content
at other colleges of education
Section and course N Mean %
26 Contains sufficient material on al-mu'amalat (inter¬
personal relationships).
98 4.0 80
25 Contains sufficient material on worship. 97 4.0 80
14 Contains sufficient Sayings of the Prophet for
memorisation.
98 3.9 78
21 Gives students sufficient basic information on the sources
and concepts of Islamic jurisprudence.
98 3.7 74
19 Includes the study of comparative religion. 96 3.6 72
18 Teaches the importance of Islamic doctrine in this life and
the hereafter.
98 3.6 72
28 Includes material relevant to compulsory Islamic education
subjects in intermediate and secondary stage.
98 3.6 72
12 Contains sufficient suitable information on the Prophet's
HadTth and its sciences.
98 3.6 72
27 Contains sufficient material on the family. 98 3.5 70
15 Enables students to use the alphabetical index of the
Prophet's HadTth.
98 3.5 70
20 Contains material relevant to compulsory Islamic
education subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
97 3.4 68
9 Recommends certain books on Qur'anic interpretation for
use by students.
97 3.4 68
17 Gives students sufficient basic information on Islamic
doctrine.
98 3.4 68
33 Contains material relevant to compulsory Islamic
education subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
98 3.4 68
16 Includes material relevant to the compulsory Islamic
education subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
94 3.2 64
23 Recommends students to respect the opinions oforthodox
Muslim scholars on issues of jurisprudence.
98 3.1 62
22 Analyses traditional and rational evidence of issues of
jurisprudence.
98 3.1 62
29 Gives students sufficient material from the Prophet's life. 97 3.0 60
10 Enables students to use various books on Qur'anic
interpretation.
97 3.0 60
31 Includes warnings and lessons from the Prophet's life and
Islamic history.
98 2.9 58
5 Contains sufficient material relevant to Qur'anic
interpretation.
97 2.9 58
13 Contains legislative evidence enabling students to deduce
laws from the Prophet' Traditions.
98 2.9 58
24 Includes modern issues ofjurisprudence. 95 2.8 56
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4 Contains sufficient surahs of the Holy Qur'an for
memorisation.
97 2.8 56
8 Contains sufficient material relevant to modern life. 97 2.8 56
30 Informs students of numerous events in the history of
Islam.
98 2.8 56
32 Gives interesting analysis of the Prophet's life and
historical events.
98 2.7 54
35 Informs students of the Islamic economic and social
systems and other al-nuzum al-wad'xyyah (manmade
systems).
98 2.7 54
11 Contains Qur'anic recitation and interpretation relevant to
compulsory Islamic education subjects in intermediate and
secondary stages.
97 2.6 52
34 Informs students of Islamic morality and its importance to
individual Muslims and Muslim society.
96 2.6 52
7 Inform students on how to extract legislative terminology
from the Holy Qur'an.
97 2.3 46
2 Devotes considerable time to the recitation of the Holy
Qur'an.
97 1.9 38
3 Includes the reading and recitation of the Holy Qur'an
relevant to the compulsory Islamic education subjects in
intermediate and secondary stages.
97 1.8 36
6 Contains sufficient examples of the famous types of
Qur'anic reading.
98 1.7 34
1 Contains much recitation terminology. 98 1.5 30
37 Contains sufficient topics in Arabic rhetoric (eloquence,
semantics and the art ofmetaphor and style).
98 1.5 30
36 Contains sufficient grammatical teaching 98 1.5 30
The results of Table 8.5 are as follows. Ten out of the thirty-seven items (27
per cent) were rated at a high level of achievement. These were distributed among
only three sections: five onfiqh (Nos. 21 and 25-28); three on HadTth (Nos. 12, 14
and 15); and two on 'aqTdah (Nos. 18 and 19). On the other hand, seven items (19
per cent) were rated low: five on Qur'an (Nos. 1-3, 6 and 7); and two on Arabic
language (Nos. 36 and 37). The results indicate that more than half (54 per cent) of
the items attained the average level of achievement. These twenty items were in six
sections: five on Qur'an (Nos. 5 and 8-11); five on sirah (Nos. 29-33); two on
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HadTth (Nos. 13 and 16); three onfiqh (Nos. 22-24); two on ' aqTdah (Nos. 17 and
20); and two on morals (Nos. 34 and 35). It is important to emphasise here that, as in
the goal section, none of the categories of HadHh, 'aqldah,fiqh, sirah, and morals
was rated low.
3. Achievement levels of teaching methods, learning procedures and evaluation
methods: The answers are listed in table 8.6.
Table 8.6
Means and percentages of achievement in teaching and evaluation
methods and in general aspects at CoE
Section N Mean %
24 Most teachers of the specialisation subjects give students a
detailed syllabus of every subject at the beginning of each
term.
232 4.4 88
20 Examination questions are based on the textbooks and
information given by the lecturer.
227 4.2 84
11 Essay examinations are used to evaluate students in
suitable subjects.
230 4.1 82
23 Teachers of the specialisation subjects are generally
scientifically professional.
229 4.0 80
26 The specialisation subjects instil in the students the
importance of Islamic education in life.
230 4.0 80
15 Evaluation concentrates on the lower mental and cognitive
activities like memorisation and understanding.
229 3.9 78
19 Examination questions are extracted only from the
textbooks.
229 3.9 78
8 Teachers of the specialisation subjects expect students to
do much research.
231 3.9 78
25 The specialisation subjects instil in the students the
importance of setting a good example to others.
231 3.9 78
22 Teachers of the specialisation subjects are generally
professional.
227 3.8 76
18 Examination questions are based only on information
given by the college lecturer.
231 3.8 76
12 Multiple-choice examinations are used to evaluate
students in particular subjects.
228 3.5 70
7 Teachers of the specialisation subjects encourage students
to use various sources ofknowledge.
231 3.4 68
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1 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects apply
the lecture method effectively.
232 3.3 66
13 In evaluation, teachers pay sufficient attention to students'
homework and research.
230 3.3 66
28 The teaching of the specialisation subjects encourages
individual learning.
232 3.2 64
29 The specialisation subjects give information that is
intensive, deep and broad.
232 3.2 64
27 The teaching of the specialisation subjects allows for
individual differences between students.
229 3.1 62
14 Students' participation in class is an important part of
evaluation.
230 3.0 60
2 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use
discussion methods effectively.
230 2.9 58
9 Teachers of the specialisation subjects encourage students
to participate in activities within and outwith the
classroom.
231 2.7 54
16 Evaluation concentrates on the higher mental and
cognitive activities like analysis and sentence structure.
230 2.5 50
6 Teachers of the specialisation subjects use educational aids
effectively.
226 2.5 50
21 Examination questions are based on information from
various sources.
231 2.4 48
3 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects apply
the problem-solving method.
230 2.4 48
17 Evaluation concentrates on students' attitude. 232 2.4 48
10 Oral examinations are used to evaluate students in
particular subjects.
229 2.3 46
4 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use
inquiry methods.
229 2.3 46
5 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
teaching facilities available in the college.
230 2.1 42
It should be noted that according to Table 8.6, item 8 was the only one out of
nine items (11 per cent) in the category of teaching methods and learning procedures
to be rated at a high level of achievement. Three (Nos. 3-5) or 33 per cent were rated
low and the remaining five (Nos. 1, 2, 6, 7 and 9) were rated average.
4. Achievement level of evaluation methods: Six items (Nos. 11, 12, 15, 18, 19 and
20) out of twelve were rated at a high level of achievement. Items 13, 14 and 16
were rated average. The remaining three items (Nos. 10, 17 and 21) were rated
low. It should be emphasised here that although items 15, 18, 19 and 20 were
rated high, this does not mean that this is a positive result, for they are negative
items. This point will be discussed later.
5. Achievement levels of general aspects: Five (Nos. 22-26) out of the eight items
(62.5 per cent) were rated at a high level of achievement. The remaining three
(Nos. 27-29) were rated average.
8.2.1,3 Frequencies and Valid Percentages of the SQU and CoE
Responses: General Questions
Since the answers to all the questions (Nos. 30-36) were combined in one table for
both groups, the analysis follows the same pattern.
It should be noted that the findings from the answers to Questions 30, 32, 33,
35 and 36 are divided into three levels as follows:
• high = percentage ofhigh + very high;
• average;
• low = percentage of low + very low.
The reason for the division is that when respondents choose "very high", they
logically also mean "high"; and when they choose "very low", they also mean "low".
Consequently, the level that is given the highest percentage is considered the level of
achievement in the respondents' view.
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Table 8.7
Frequency and percentage of the level of









1 25 28.4 37 16.7
2 19 21.6 37 16.7
3 34 39.5 101 45.5
4 4 7.0 31 14.0
5 5 2.3 16 7.2
Total 86 100 222 100
Table 8.7 shows that the total percentages of levels 1 and 2 is 50. This means
that academic advisers in the Department of Islamic Sciences at SQU are said to
perform their role at a low level. On the other hand, 45.5 per cent - the highest
percentage - of the respondents from the colleges of education chose level 3
(average). This means that academic advisers in the Department of Islamic Sciences at
these colleges are judged to be performing their role at an average level. So what are
the reasons for this situation? They will be found in the answer to Question 31.
It is important to note here that Question 31 comprises 9 items covering the
deficiencies in academic guidance. Table 8.8 shows the frequency and percentage of
the items that were chosen as reasons.
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Table 8.8
Frequency and percentage of the reasons for the deficiencies
in academic guidance (Q 31)
No. Item SQU CoE
n. f. % n. f. %
a The aims of the academic guidance are
absent, unclear and unfocused.
80 14 17.5 179 76 42.5
b The meaning and role of academic
guidance are not clear to most of the
teachers.
80 55 68.8 179 78 43.6
c Students are distributed among the
academic advisers at random.
80 38 47.5 179 66 36.9
d Continued contact between students
and their academic advisers is lacking.
80 50 62.5 178 132 73.7
e Academic guidance is limited to the
period of registration.
80 57 71.3 179 106 59.2
f The teaching schedule of each
academic adviser is overloaded.
80 9 11.3 179 46 25.7
g The academic advisers are asked to
perform numerous administrative
tasks.
80 6 7.5 179 17 9.5
h The academic advisers do not have
specific office hours for giving advice.
80 23 28.8 179 34 19
i Even if the academic advisers have set
office hours, they are rarely available
at those times.
80 42 52.5 179 34 19
Note: n. number of respondents who chose the item as a reason;/frequency; %
percentage
To analyse the results ofQuestion 31, as shown in table 8.8, it was important
to set a standard by which the strong reasons could be measured. It was decided to
set the standard at 50 per cent. Therefore, if the percentage of respondents choosing
that item was 50 or more, then it was classified as a strong reason. Consequently, as
highlighted in the table, items (b) and (i) were considered strong reasons by
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respondents from SQU, while items (d) and (e) were given the same classification by
respondents from both institutions.
However, there were other reasons for this problem, such as those which were
stated by the respondents in table 8.9.
Table 8.9
Other reasons for the deficiencies in academic guidance
No. Reasons SQU CoE
f. f.
1 In general, academic guidance does not give
enough attention to students.
8 9
2 In general, academic guidance does not have
enough experience in this field.
10 3
3 Some students do not understand the meaning
ofacademic guidance.
1 4
4 Some teachers are offhand when advising
students.
1 2
5 In general, academic advisers make the same
statements without any action.
" 5
6 Some female students avoid going to their
academic adviser.
1
According to the table, more than five respondents from SQU and CoE stated
Reason 1, whereas Reason 2 was mentioned ten times by respondents from SQU and
five respondents from CoE mentioned Reason 5.
Table 8.10
Frequency and percentage of the level of









1 2 2.3 24 10.3
2 12 13.6 35 15.1
3 41 46.6 100 43.1
4 26 29.6 65 28.0
5 7 8.0 8 3.5
Total 88 100 232 100
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As highlighted in table 8.10, the highest percentage was 46.6 at SQU and 43.1
at the CoE. It could be said, therefore, that the current training programmes for
Islamic education teachers in both institutions provide an average level of references
and sources for the specialisation module.
Table 8.11
Frequency and percentage of the level of developing








1 16 m 33 14.3
2 27 B 38 16.5
3 35 39.8 107 46.3
4 9 10.2 47 20.4
5 1 1.1 6 2.6
Total 88 100 231 100
Table 8.11 shows that the total percentages of levels 1 and 2 is 48.9, which is
the highest figure. This means that writing research papers for Islamic sciences
courses at SQU is believed to develop students' skills in scientific research at a low
level. However, at the CoE, level 3 achieved a higher percentage of46.3, which
means that this kind of writing develops students' skills at an average level. Table




Frequency and percentage of the reasons for the deficiencies in
writing research papers to develop students' skills in scientific
research (Q 34)
No. Item SQU CoE
n. f. % n. f. %
a Students are required to write few
research papers during the whole
programme.
74 5 6.8 171 6 3.5
b Teachers do not spend enough time in
advising students on the methodology
ofwriting research papers.
74 60 81.1 170 109 64.1
c Students may - sometimes - submit
the same research papers, or part of
them, that were written for other
courses.
74 33 44.6 170 65 38.2
d Students may - sometimes - use the
whole or part of research papers
written by other students.
74 28 37.9 170 77 45.3
e Teachers show little interest in
students' research papers.
74 55 74.3 170 119 70
The results in table 8.12 also need a standard by which to measure the strong
reasons why writing research papers was judged less effective in developing students'
skills in scientific research. Therefore, as in table 8.8, the standard was set at 50 per
cent. According to the highlighted figures in the Table, items (b) (chosen by 81.1 per
cent of the respondents at SQU and 64.1 per cent at the CoE) and (e) (74.3 per cent
at SQU and 70 per cent at the CoE) were considered strong reasons.
It should be mentioned here that although items (c) and (d) did not reach this
standard, they could be accepted as reasons. This is supported by the respondents'
views as shown in table 8.13.
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Table 8.13
Frequency of the reasons for the deficiencies in writing research
papers to develop students' skills in scientific research:
respondents' view
No. Reasons SQU CoE
f. f.
1 In general researches are transferred from
different references.
5 14
2 Large number of research essays and activities
required from students.
7 6
3 Teachers do not discuss the research with
students.
7 6
4 Students do not have enough research writing
skills.
3 2
5 Lack of reference material which students need
for research.
3 18
6 Students are obliged to write research essay on
the subject set by teacher.
5 4
7 Teachers do not give attention to students'
research.
6 5
8 In general students do not realise the
importance of research for developing their
thinking.
3 1
9 Students do not have enough time to write the
research which they are required to do.
1 5
10 Some teachers mark research essays without
reading them.
" 6
According to the highlighted figures in the table - reasons chosen by five or
more respondents - it could be said that respondents from both institutes classified
items 1-3 and 7 as strong reasons why writing research papers was less effective in
developing students' skills in scientific research. Items 5, 9 and 10 were also put into
this category by respondents at the CoE and item 6 by respondents at SQU.
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Table 8.14
Frequency and percentage of respondents'









1 3 3.4 23 10.0
2 18 20.5 62 26.8
3 32 36.4 89 38.5
4 24 27.3 39 16.9
5 11 12.5 18 7.8
Total 88 100 231 100
In table 8.14 the highest percentage was 39.8, being the total of levels 4 and 5.
It means that it was largely true that teaching specialisation courses at SQU was a
continuation of teaching at secondary stage. On the other hand, at the CoE, level 3
was given the percentage of 38.5, which means that it was true at an average level.
Table 8.15
Frequency and percentage of respondents'









1 0 0 7 3.0
2 0 0 27 11.7
3 22 25 66 28.6
4 36 40.9 80 34.6
5 30 34.1 51 22.1
Total 88 100 231 100
From table 8.15, it is clear that the total percentage of levels 4 and 5 in each
institution was the highest (75 per cent at SQU and 56.7 at the CoE). Therefore, it
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could be concluded that it was very true that the teaching of specialisation subjects at
all the colleges encouraged memorisation rather than analysis and practical skills.
The strengths and weaknesses of the specialisation module in the view of the
respondents in both institutions are shown in tables 8.16 and 8.17.
Table 8.16
Strengths of the specialisation module of
the programme: respondents' view
n. Strength SQU CoE
f. f.
1 Recitation of the Qur'an and knowledge of its
terminology are sufficient.
31
2 Some fields such as fiqh, tafsTr and HadTth are
taught in depth.
10 16
3 Specialised knowledge included in all Islamic
education fields.
- 8
4 In general, the specialised knowledge is
plentiful.
- 10
5 In general, teachers are academically proficient. 10 37
6 In general, the courses in fiqh are sufficient. 8 -
7 Teachers encourage students to participate in
the class.
1 1
8 Large amount of research material which
provides student with a wide range of
information.
1
9 Teachers give attention to students' activities. 2 1
10 Teachers have a good relationship with their
students.
3 -
11 Large amount of reference material in the
library.
2 1
12 Teachers set a good example to their students. 1 -
13 Teaching encourages students in self-learning. 1 4
It is clear from table 8.16 that only six items were mentioned by more than five
respondents. This means that the strong points in the SQU programme were item 1
(thirty-one times), items 2 and 5 (ten times) and item 6 (eight times). On the other
hand, the strong points of the CoE programme were item 5 (thirty-seven times), item
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2 (sixteen times), item 4 (tentimes) and item 3 (eight times). The strongest item in the
SQU programme was No. 1, whereas in the CoE programme it was No. 5.
Table 8.17
Weaknesses in the specialisation module of
the programme: respondents' view
n. Weaknesses SQU CoE
f. f.
1 Lack of taught quantity of sirah. 11 21
2 Lack of specialised courses in comparison with
professional ones.
9 B
3 Teaching focuses on memorisation rather than
comprehension.
I H
4 In general, the quantity of taught knowledge is
insufficient.
4 26
5 Some teachers are not sufficiently efficient. 2 17
6 Scarcity of courses related to the terminology of
the Holy Qur'an.
- ii
7 Limited instruction in taught quantity of
recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an.
- i
8 Lack of instruction in Arabic grammar, syntax
and the basic rules of its rhetoric.
15 ■
9 Tests focus on ability to memorise rather than
higher mental and cognitive activities.
8 4
10 In general, the time devoted to teaching
specialised courses is insufficient.
5 24
11 Weakness of connection between specialised
subjects and modern issues.
7 7
12 Insufficient taught knowledge in 'aqTdah. 5 10
13 Scarcity of Islamic reference material in the
library of university/college.
- 22
14 In general, teachers focus on quantity rather
than quality.
- 5
15 Large number of courses during each term. 1 -
16 Lack of encouragement to students to write
research essays.
2 -
17 Difficulty of some subjects. 3 1
18 There is a gap in the relationship between
teachers and students.
3 -
19 There is no specialist for teaching the
terminology of the Holy Qur'an.
1 1
20 The chapters of the Holy Qur'an selected for
recitation and memorisation are not in sequence.
1 -
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21 The current programme is not able to train an
efficient teacher.
1 -
22 Some teachers are not a good example to
students.
- 2
23 Limited use ofmodern means in teaching. - 3
24 Academic year is too short. - 1
According to the highlighted figures in table 8.17. fourteen weaknesses were
mentioned five or more times. There were eight weaknesses in the specialisation
module of the SQU programme: items 1-3 and 8-12. The CoE respondents
mentioned thirteen weaknesses: items 1-8 and 10-14. Nevertheless, seven of these
weaknesses (items 1-3, 8 and 10-12) appear in both programmes.
It should be noted that according to the respondents, the weakest points in the
SQU programme were item 1 (mentioned fifty-two times) and item 3 (thirty-five
times). The weakest points of the CoE programme were item 6 (mentioned one
hundred and thirty-five times), item 8 (fifty-four times), and item 7 (thirty-six times).
8.3 SQU and CoE Responses: Significant Differences
Differences between the means of these two groups have already been shown.
Elowever, Question 10 in the study asked: are these differences statistically significant
or not? The t test was applied to find the statistical significance.
The t test is a statistical test of significance that indicates whether the apparent
difference between two means is a chance or a real difference. So, if the significance
of difference is set at .05 -which is typically used in education research- (see Fox,
1969: 240), this means that there is a probability of 5 per cent or less that the
difference was a chance occurrence. In other words, the probability of the difference
occurring by chance is 5 times in 100 (p = 0.05) or less (see Van Dalen, 1966: 375).
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Table 8.18 shows this kind of difference between the means of the two groups
in the achievement level of the specialisation module's goals in each section. Clearly,
there are significant differences (p = <0.5) in four sections.
Table 8.18
Significance of difference between SQU and CoE responses:





t value Level of
significance
(P)
n. Mean n. Mean
Qur'an 43 3.24 .58 116 2.49 .63 6.82 .000
HadTth 43 3.04 .69 116 3.37 .77 -2.52 .013
'
aqldah 43 3.14 .74 116 3.24 .83 - .66 .513
Fiqh 43 3.43 .69 116 3.32 .76 .791 .430
Sirah 42 2.39 1.01 116 3.25 .96 -4.89 .000
Morals 43 2.91 .83 115 2.85 1.01 .39 .706
Arabic
language
43 1.85 .89 116 1.54 .77 2.16 .032
Firstly, in Qur'an (p = .000), which was less than .05. This means that the
respondents of SQU and the CoE had different opinions on the achievement levels of
the specialisation module's goals in this section. Such a difference was in favour of the
SQU respondents because the mean of this section in SQU (3.24) was greater than
that of the CoE (2.49). Secondly, in HadTth (p = .013), which was also less than .05.
It was in favour of the CoE respondents because their mean in this section (3.37) was
higher than that in SQU (3.04). Thirdly, in sirah (p = .000), which was also a
significant difference. It was in favour of the CoE respondents as highlighted in the
table. Finally, in Arabic language (p = .032), which again signifies that the two groups
had different views, and, according to the table, was in favour of the SQU
respondents. The conclusion is, therefore, that there were statistically significant
differences between the means of the two groups in four sections: Qur'an, HadTth,
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sirah and Arabic language. However, there was none in either of the other two
sections (fiqh and morals).
Table 8.19 shows that there were statistically significant differences between
the means of five sections in the achievement level of the specialisation module's
content.
Table 8.19
The significance of difference between the SQU and CoE responses:





t value Level of
significance
(P)
n. Mean n. Mean
Qur'an 45 2.72 .60 98 2.42 .67 2.58 .011
HadTth 45 2.82 .78 98 3.41 .77 -4.24 .000
'
aqTdah 45 2.61 .83 98 3.51 .82 -6.14 .000
Fiqh 45 3.37 .67 98 3.47 .76 - .77 .451
STrah 45 1.54 .76 98 2.97 .94 - 8.91 .000
Morals 45 2.59 1.03 98 2.64 1.16 - .26 .792
Arabic
language
45 1.78 .87 98 1.47 69 2.28 .024
Firstly, in the Qur'an and Arabic language sections, the levels of significance
were p = .011 and .024 respectively. These differences were in favour of the SQU
group because the means of these sections in the SQU programme were higher than in
those of the CoE. Secondly, in all three sections of HadTth, aqTdah, and sTrah, p =
.000. These differences were in favour of the CoE groups. It should be noted here
that there was no statistically significant difference between the two groups in the fiqh
section, which means that the views of both groups were similar.
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The significant differences between the SQU and CoE respondents regarding
the achievement levels in the teaching and evaluation methods are shown in table
8.20.
Table 8.20
Significance of difference between the SQU and CoE responses:






t value Level of
significance
(P)
n. Mean n. Mean
Methods 88 2.89 .058 232 2.83 .70 .81 .422
Evaluation 88 2.97 .44 232 3.26 .43 - 5.37 1.53
General 88 3.44 .66 232 3.69 .66 -3.04 .002
From the table it can be seen that the opinions of the two groups on this issue
were similar because there were no statistically significant differences between them.
However, their views differed over the achievement level of the general section.
According to the table, there was a statistically significant difference between the two
means in this section (p = .002) and it was in favour of the CoE group.
8.4 Conclusion
The above results led the researcher to conclude that the majority of items in all
sections were judged to have attained an average level of achievement. However, in
the SQU programme there were some items that attained a high level and they were
distributed as follows:
1. Seven in the goal section: four on Qur'an and three onfiqh.
2. Six in the content section: three on Qur'an and three onfiqh.
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3. Nine in the general section: five on general aspects and four in evaluation methods.
However, there were also some items that attained a low level of achievement and
they appeared in the following sections:
1. Six in the goal section: one on Qur'an, three on sTrah, and two concerning Arabic
language.
2. Fifteen in the content section: six on Qur'an, two on 'aqTdah, five on sTrah, and
two in Arabic language.
3. Two in teaching methods and four in evaluation methods.
The CoE programme also contained some items that attained a high level of
achievement and they were distributed as follows:
1. Twelve in the goal section: four each on 'aqTdah and fiqh, three on HadTth, and
one on sTrah.
2. Ten in the content section: five onfiqh, three on HadTth, and two on 'aqTdah.
3. Six in evaluation methods, five on general aspects, and one on teaching methods.
However, the CoE programme also contained items that attained a low level
of achievement, as shown below:
1. Six in the goal section: four on Qur'an and two on Arabic language.
2. Seven in the content section: five on Qur'an and two on Arabic language.
3. Three in teaching methods and three in evaluation methods.
As shown in table 8.16, the respondents in both SQU and the CoE noticed
strong points in the specialisation module of the programme, such as the depth of
knowledge of tafslr, fiqh and HadTth and the expertise of teachers in the academic
subjects. However, the two groups also agreed that there were some weak points in
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the programmes, such as the lack of taught quantity of sirah, overemphasis on
memorisation, and the lack ofArabic language courses.
In the next chapter, the results of the two groups are compared and discussed.
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Chapter Nine
Discussion of the Results
As was stated in Chapter Eight, the majority of goals, content and teaching and
evaluation methods of the specialisation module of the training programmes for
Islamic education teachers (at SQU and CoE) were achieved at an average level. In
addition, there were strengths and weaknesses in both programmes and some
differences between them. In this chapter the results of both groups will be discussed
and followed by conclusions and recommendations.
9.1 SQU Results
The first observation to note is that although the Qur'an section contained seven items
rated at a high level (Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 6 in goal and Nos. 1, 3 and 4 in content), they
were limited to the memorisation and recitation of the Holy Qur'an and knowledge of
its terminology. This result apparently indicates that the respondents found this part of
the course to be of good quality. It was also listed as one of the strengths of the
specialisation module (see table 8.16). It may reflect the fact that the subject is taught
in every term of the four-year training programme, during which students are required
to memorise about twelve juz' (chapters) of the Holy Qur'an.
However, the surahs for memorisation are not in sequence (see Jami'at al-
Sultan Qaboos, 1999: 8-10). This fact was highlighted by one of the respondents (see
Table 8.17). I think that it is an important point, for it could indicate a weakness in the
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course requirements. First, it is a difficult task, for most of the courses require the
memorisation of sections of the surahs. Second, memorising the first or last section of
a surah does not help students to remember it for long. Nevertheless, the compilers of
the syllabus in the Department of Islamic Sciences could maintain that their aim was
to encourage students to memorise all twentyjuz' during the training programme or
after graduation.
In my view, memorisation would be improved if the course in each term
contained one or more complete surahs. This could be achieved by either:
1. including a number of consecutive surahs according to the quantity required
during the four-year training programme; or
2. including a number ofsurahs - regardless of whether they are consecutive or not
- in accordance with the quantity required. However, this method might repeat
the tendencies of the current syllabus.
On the other hand, items 5-8, 10 and 11 were given a low rating because the
respondents considered the content to have the following weaknesses:
1. There was insufficient material related to Qur'anic interpretation. There are two
possible reasons for this view. First, it could reflect the low number of credit
hours allocated to the subject. Second, the courses may not be carefully
organised and their content is unsuitable.
2. Students were not given enough examples of the famous types of Qur'anic
reading. Again, there are two possible explanations. First, as far as I know, the
teachers of this subject are not specialists in the field because they have only a
bachelor's degree in Islamic sciences. Second, the courses on this subject do not
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give enough attention to these types of reading. The evidence is that the content
includes only a summary of the history of such readings (see Jami'at al-Sultan
Qaboos, 1999: 10).
3. Students were given insufficient information on how to extract legislative
terminology from the Holy Qur'an. The reason for this could be that although the
subject is part of two courses, one of them - ayat al-ahkam (verses of laws) - is
optional, and the other - al-tafsir al-tahlTlT (analytical interpretation) contains
only one aspect of the subject (ibid.: 4). Some of the students studied the first
course and others did not, so it is logical that the majority of the respondents
gave this item a low rating.
4. There was insufficient material relevant to modern life (for example, the verses
relating to scientific discoveries). This is actually part of the course al-tafsir al-
tahlTlT (analytical interpretation), so the respondents thought that the information
contained in this part was insufficient.
5. Students were not given adequate training on how to use the various books on
Qur'anic interpretation. There are three possible reasons for this. First, this point
could not be mentioned in the general aims of this section. Second, the teaching
method, which is generally based on lectures - as will be discussed later - does
not give attention to the practical aspect of the subject. Third, teachers normally
concentrate on one or two references for each subject.
In the HadBh section, all the items were given an average rating. This could
indicate that the respondents thought that three courses were insufficient for this field
or that the amount of knowledge taught in them was inadequate.
It could be said that the findings from the results of the 'aqldah section were
similar to those of Hadlih. However, the respondents gave a low rating to the
provision of knowledge ofother religions (see item 19 in the content section). Their
observation seems to be true. The evidence is that ifwe examine the content of the
course in this section, we find that it does not include this subject (see Jami'at al-
Sultan Qaboos, 1999: 2-3). I believe that this issue should be given attention in the
programme and that Islamic education teachers should be provided with such
knowledge. This aspect ofeducation is particularly important in modern times, for the
world has become a global village as a result of technological progress in
communication and one can be in touch with events and ideas anywhere on the planet.
Moving to fiqh, in their answers to the questionnaire the respondents thought
that the programme succeeded in providing students with knowledge of Islamic
worship, the similarities and differences between the orthodox trends of Islam, the
sources and concepts of Islamic jurisprudence and the family in Islam. This result was
supported by ten respondents who indicated that fiqh was taught in depth (see table
8.16). It can be concluded that the respondents found the courses onfiqh useful and
adequate. Indeed, this field is allocated 27 credit hours (nine compulsory courses),
which is 37.5 per cent of the total credit hours (72) of the specialisation module. This
total equals the total credit hours allocated to tafslr, HadTth, 'aqldah and sirah
together. The generous allocation of credit hours may be due to the fact that fiqh is an
extensive subject encompassing other fields of study. However, it does not seem
reasonable to me to give it such a high priority at the expense ofother subjects. When
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students graduate, they have to teach all these subjects, which have more or less the
same status in Islamic education.
As discussed in Chapter Eight which dealt with the questionnaire, all the items
except one in the sTrah section were rated at a low level. This result reflects the list of
weaknesses in this module, in which fifty-two respondents considered the taught
quantity of sJrah to be a weak point (see Table 8.17). In my view it is not surprising,
because although sTrah has been given 6 credit hours, they are only optional according
to the final syllabus (see Jami'at al-Sultan Qaboos, 1999:1). I can see no reason for
this, for sTrah is considered a separate unit in Islamic education and is taught as such
in schools.
Although there was neither a compulsory nor an optional course for akhlaq
(morals) (see ibid.: 2-3), the respondents rated the achievement of its items as
average. The explanation of this result could be that morals are an aspect of any
course in Islamic sciences. Furthermore, morals are part ofhuman behaviour and
relationships, so students could learn about them from their contact with their
teachers.
The findings from the results of the Arabic language section were similar to
those from the results of sTrah. All the items were given a low rating. The reason for
this could be that the respondents considered the knowledge provided to be
inadequate to help them master oral and written Arabic. This result matched that of
al-Sayfs study (al-Sayf, 1990: L). It was supported by fifteen respondents, who
stated that there was a lack of instruction in Arabic grammar, syntax and the basic
rules of Arabic rhetoric (see table 8.17). As stated in Chapter Five, this section was
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taught in two courses, one compulsory and the other optional. Indeed, this situation
will lead to the loss of one of the essential aims of the training programme, that is, to
help students master oral and written Arabic. In my opinion, this is a very serious
matter. If Islamic education teachers do not know the basic rules ofArabic, they will
not be able to speak or write classical Arabic, nor will they be able to read and fully
understand the Holy Qur'an and the HadTth. They are likely then to use slang in their
teaching, which is not suitable for Islamic education. In addition, they will have great
difficulty in understanding their subject, which will lead to weakness in their level of
knowledge and the loss of confidence in them by the pupils. Moreover, they will be
unable to give public lectures on Islam.
With regard to the methods of teaching and evaluation, the respondents gave
an average rating to the use of discussion, but a low rating to problem-solving and
inquiry. This could indicate that the lecture is the most common method used in
teaching specialisation courses, which could be a reflection of their aims. Ifwe look at
their description, we find that the main aim is the passing of information on to
students, which means that the courses focus on only two levels: memorisation and
comprehension (see Jami'at al-Sultan Qaboos, 1999:1-14). Naturally, this is shown in
the teaching methods and the quality and quantity of information. In my experience,
the information given to students was too meagre and did not exceed comprehension
level. It usually comprised:
1. The information given by the lecturer. This was done in either of two ways.
Some lecturers divided the lecture into two parts, first reciting the information
and then dictating it to the students. Other lecturers read the information only at
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dictation speed, so that if the students missed words or phrases, the lecturer
could be asked to repeat them. In this regard Ramsden (2000:3) stated: "He or
she mumbles lifelessly from a set of well-worn notes while half of the class
snoozes or makes desultory jottings."
2. The textbooks set for students.
3. The textbooks and information dictated by the lecturers.
From this knowledge, the quality and quantity of the information given over
fifteen weeks or less can be estimated. It is no doubt poor and shallow, and does not
motivate students to think for themselves. The proof of that can be found in the
answers given by students in exams. They often seem to be a repetition ofwhat the
students wrote in their notebooks or what was contained in the course textbooks.
Ramsden pointed out:
The greatest fault of this sort of "teaching" is not that it is inefficient or
ineffective as a way ofhelping students learn (though it is as well) but
it is a tragic waste of knowledge, experience, youth, time and ability.
(ibid.: 3)
Indeed, many studies produced the same result. For example, 'Awad stated
that the lecture was the most common method used in training programmes for
primary school teachers in Egypt and Saudi Arabia (1995:93). Ibrahim also pointed
out that this method was the usual one in the Colleges of Arts, Education and
Sciences in al-Mawsil University (Ibrahim, 1997: 47). Rashid mentioned the general
observation that the lecture was the method most used by faculty teachers in Arab
countries (Rashid, 1993:68). It also matches that of a study evaluating teacher-
training programmes for the intermediate and secondary stages at Qatar University.
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The study showed that the lecture was the common method of teaching at the
University (see Markaz al-Buhuth al-Tarbawiyyah, 1982:149).
The conclusion could be drawn from al-Sa'Id's statement: it is not logical to
require teachers to use different teaching methods while the lecture is the common
method used in teacher-training programmes (al-Sa'Id, 1995:80).
In Chapter Eight it was emphasised that though items 15, 19 and 20 were
given a high rating, they were negative results because it meant that examination
questions focused on the lower mental faculties, being based on the textbooks and
information given by the lecturers. Eight respondents supported this result, stating
that the tests focused on ability to memorise rather than the higher mental and
cognitive activities (see Table 8.17). This situation seems to be a reflection of the
objectives and teaching methods.
Hasan and al-Jazzar stated that the use of an achievement test (which normally
focuses on memorisation) is a common method of evaluation in most colleges of
education and institutes in Arab countries (Hasan & al-Jazzar 1990:144). Rashid
(1994)1 also pointed out that there were numerous weaknesses in the methods of
evaluating students in three colleges participating in teacher-training programmes in
Saudi Arabia (Rashid, 1996:46).
From the above discussion we can conclude that such methods of teaching and
evaluation are unsuitable for training students to be capable of taking part in a debate,
1
'Ali Rashid, 1994, Ba'd al-'Awamil al-Mu'athirah fT Tdad al-Mu'allimin IT al-Mamlakah al-
'Arabiyyah al-Sa'udiyyah min Khilal Ara'ihim.
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to give their opinions or use cognitive activities like analysis and sentence structure.
As a result, when they graduate and begin to practise their profession, they will be
slaves to the text of their subject curriculum.
In the general section the respondents thought that teachers were highly
scientifically professional and in general quite professional (see items 22 and 23). The
reason could be that the teachers of specialisation courses have not graduated from
colleges of education nor do they have a diploma in education. Nevertheless, the
respondents indicated that teachers provided students with a detailed syllabus ofevery
subject at the beginning of each term. I think that this is a sound policy, for the
syllabus is a plan that guides students throughout the term. It also shows the
requirements of each course. In addition, the respondents stated that the specialisation
module instilled in the students the importance of Islamic education in life and of
setting a good example to others. In my view, it is essential that the programme gives
attention to the psychological and spiritual aspects of knowledge because Islamic
education takes care ofbody, mind and soul at the same time.
Moving to the general questions, though the University provides two
handbooks {Faculty Handbook of Academic Guidance and Students' Handbook of
Academic Guidance and Counselling), 50 per cent of SQU respondents said that the
academic adviser in the Department of Islamic Sciences did not perform his role well
(see Table 8.7).2 There are numerous reasons for this failing, as listed in Tables 8.8
and 8.9, the most important ofwhich are as follows. First, academic advice is limited
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to the time of registration. This means that there is no relationship between the
adviser and the student and therefore the adviser does not know how the student is
progressing. Second, the meaning and role of academic guidance are not clear to most
of the teachers. This could be the result of the teachers' lack of interest in the job or
the lack of time in which to do it and therefore they do not give it priority. McBrierty
and others stated that the problem was that not every competent teacher at SQU was
necessarily a good adviser (McBrierty, 1998:21): "As students indicated, many
members of staff are incapable of advising students" (ibid.). Third, the academic
advisers are rarely available during office hours.
There are three libraries at SQU (the main library, the mosque library and the
Department of Islamic Sciences library), which contain reference material for the
Islamic sciences. Nevertheless, 46.6 per cent of the respondents gave only an average
rating to the provision of reference material for the specialisation module in the
current training programme. Although I do not know the real reason for this view, it
could be that these libraries do not contain reference material for all the fields of
Islamic sciences or that there are too few copies of each reference.
The result of Question 33 showed that writing research papers to develop
students' skills in scientific research was given a low rating. The majority of
respondents gave numerous reasons for their answer. First, the teachers did not spend
enough time in advising students on the methodology ofwriting research papers. The
teachers could argue that it is not part of their job because students are assumed to
2
"The purpose of academic advice is to help students achieve their academic objectives and ensure
that they conform to the various rules and regulations (see Sultan Qaboos University, 1997/98:1).
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study such skills in the course on the methodology of research in Islamic sciences as
well as in the professional courses taught by other departments in the College.
Although this is true to some extent, it does not mean that teachers are not required
to help students and pass on their experience in the subject. Second, research is often
transferred from various references. Students resort to this stratagem because they are
required to carry out numerous activities and produce a large number of research
essays each term.
In answer to Question 35, about 40 per cent of the respondents stated that
teaching a specialisation module was a continuation of teaching in a secondary school.
The likely reason is that the respondents thought that, in general, teachers of
specialisation courses followed a system of instruction similar to that used in
secondary schools. This system has the following characteristics:
1. Teaching concentrates on memorisation.
2. The teacher is a sender and the student a receiver.
3. Knowledge is usually based on the one compulsory textbook on the subject and
the students' notes.
4. The aim of the course is to pass the examination and gain a certificate.
As was shown in table 8.15, the majority of the respondents indicated that the
method of teaching encouraged memorisation rather than analysis and practical
application. It should be noted here that this result corresponds to the results of items
2, 3, 15, 16 and 18-20 in the section on the methods of teaching and evaluation.
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The strengths of the module in the view of the respondents are shown in Table
8.16. According to the table, the strongest points are as follows:
1. Sufficient time and attention are given to the memorisation and recitation of the
Holy Qur'an and knowledge of its terminology.
2. In general, the teachers are academically proficient.
Table 8.17, however, showed the weaknesses, the most important ofwhich
are listed below:
1. The quantity of sirah taught is inadequate.
2. Teaching focuses on memorisation.
3. There is insufficient instruction in Arabic grammar, syntax and the basic rules of
Arabic rhetoric.
4. There is a lack of specialised courses in comparison with the provision of
professional courses.
Points 1, 2 and 3 have been discussed already, so we shall now turn to point 4.
Although the specialisation module is allocated 72 credit hours at SQU - which is
54.5 per cent of the total credit hours (132) of the programme - some of the
respondents indicated point 4. This result corresponds with that of the Islamic
education teachers' workshop, which was held at the College ofEducation at SQU in
1995 (see Kulliyyat al-Tarbiyah wa al-'Ulum al-Islamiyyah, 1995:67).
In my opinion this is not an accurate view. Ifwe compare the credit hours of
the specialisation module with those of the professional module, there is a large
difference. The professional module comprises a total of 42 credit hours, which is
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31.8 per cent of the total credit hours of the programme. The number of the
specialised courses does not seem to be a problem, so why did the respondents
compare these courses with those of the professional module? One possible
explanation is that they considered the quality of the knowledge in some of the
professional courses to be inferior and that they would be better replaced with
specialised courses.
The deficiencies of the specialisation module do not seem to be clearly
defined. The quantity of some courses could be insufficient or the quality of others
inferior. Perhaps the teaching methods used by some of the lecturers do not
encourage students to seek knowledge by themselves, and so the students are satisfied
with the knowledge provided by the compulsory textbooks and lectures. This
conclusion is supported by the above results.
9.2 CoE Results
As was stated in Chapter Eight, none of the items in the Qur'an section was given a
high rating. Nine items (four in goal and five in content) were given a low rating. The
respondents indicated that the programme did not provide them with sufficient
training in the memorisation and recitation of the Holy Qur'an and knowledge of its
terminology. This result corresponds with that of the Islamic education teachers'
workshop (see Kulliyyat al-Tarbiyah wa al-'Ulum al-Islamiyyah, 1995: 66 & 69). Nor
did it enable the students to memorise numerous juz' of the Holy Qur'an. This view is
logical because students are required to memorise and recite onlyjuz' 29 and 30 -
which a child would normally know by heart before going to primary school - besides
part of surah 2, Surat al-Baqarah. This result corresponds with that of al-Sayf s
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study (al-Sayf, 1990:L). In addition, these surahs usually have no connection with the
verses that are part of the Islamic education curriculum for the intermediate and
secondary stages. Furthermore, the memorisation and recitation of the Holy Qur'an
were included only in the courses on Qur'anic interpretation and were allocated just
one hour per week of practical time (see Wizarat al-Ta'lTm al-'AlI, 1998: 4, 21 & 98).
This result is very similar to that ofQuestion 38, in which one hundred and thirty-five
respondents indicated that there was a scarcity of courses on the terminology of the
Holy Qur'an (see table 8.17). In my view this will contribute to increasing the
weakness of Islamic education teachers in this subject. Indeed, the problem was
confirmed by the workshop of Islamic education teachers who graduated from SQU
(see Kulliyyat al-Tarbiyah wa al-'Ulum al-Islamiyyah, 1995: 66, 67 & 69), as well as
by the Director of the Department of Islamic Education.'
The respondents also stated in this section that they were not encouraged to
use a variety of books on the interpretation of the meaning of the Holy Qur'an. The
possible reasons for this situation are as follows. First, perhaps the teachers do not ask
the students to use different reference books because the system of instruction is
based on one compulsory reference book. Second, the students themselves may not be
inclined to read about the subject from different sources because they have been
educated according to a particular viewpoint for twelve years at school and they find
it difficult to change to another system. In this regard some faculty members pointed
out:
3
In his answers to the questions sent to him by the researcher.
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Students are pampered, because if any teacher tries to teach them more
about the subject or asks them to carry out more activities, they
become upset and complain to the college's administration. So, many
teachers yield to the students' wishes, and therefore the amount of
knowledge is usually limited.4
On the other hand, some of the students indicated that the time allocated was not
sufficient for the numerous activities and study of large amounts of knowledge
required by some courses.
As for the results of the other sections, the respondents stated that HadTth
gave them sufficient examples and required them to memorise numerous Sayings of
the Prophet. This section also developed their appreciation of the important role of
the Sunnah in person-rearing and forming a society.
'AqTdah supplied the respondents with sufficient knowledge of different
doctrines, which would enable them to appreciate the difference between these
doctrines and Islam. Moreover, this section strengthened their belief in the six pillars
of iman (faith).5 It could be said that it awakened the respondents' spirituality,
because it developed their appreciation of the Islamic doctrine and its importance for
both individuals and society.
However, from the findings it seems that the CoE respondents judgedfiqh to
be the best ofall the sections. Nine of the fourteen items in the goal and content
4
This information was gathered during a discussion between the researcher and some of the teachers
when the questionnaire was distributed.
5
The six pillars are: the belief in Allah, His angels, His Holy Books, His messengers, the Day of
Judgement, and all of decree, the good of its and the evil of its, is from Allah.
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sections were given a high rating. The result was confirmed by sixteen respondents,
who stated that this subject was taught in depth (see Table 8.16). It might be that this
section was allocated a larger number of credit hours (15) than the other sections. The
respondents indicated that this section provided sufficient knowledge of obligatory
Islamic worship, interpersonal dealings and the rules of family life in Islam. It also
included material relevant to compulsory Islamic education subjects at intermediate
and secondary stages.
In the slrah section, all the items were rated average except one, which was
rated high. Twenty-one respondents also stated that the quantity of the course was
insufficient (see table 8.17). The reason for this might be that in the CoE programme
this subject was taught in a compulsory course with three credit hours. The
respondents might have given item 27 in the goal section a high rating because they
thought that it provided them with sufficient examples from the life of the Prophet
(peace be upon him).
All the items of the morals section were given an average rating. The reason
could be that there is no separate course on this subject in the syllabus. Possibly the
compilers of the syllabus decided that morals were included in different subjects in
different sections. It could also be studied from the attitudes and behaviour of
teachers in general and Islamic education teachers in particular. However, in my
opinion it would be more useful if the programme included at least one course on
morals in general and morals in the teaching profession in particular.
The Arabic language was judged to be the most deficient section, for all its
items were given a low rating. This is not surprising because, as mentioned in Chapter
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Five, there is no compulsory or even an optional course in Arabic language. My
comments here are the same as those already given in the discussion of the SQU
results.
From the findings of the results of the teaching and evaluation methods in the
CoE programme, it appears that there is a close correlation with the results of this
section at SQU. It can be concluded, therefore, that the lecture is the common method
used in teaching specialisation courses. Furthermore, teachers often did not make use
of the teaching facilities available in the colleges. There are several likely reasons for
this. First, the teachers might not have had enough experience to use these facilities.
Second, the facilities might be limited, so they are not available for every class. Third,
since the teachers often use the lecture as the method of instruction, they might think
that they do not need to use any other means of teaching.
With regard to the methods of evaluation, although items 15 and 18-20 were
given a high rating, it does not mean that it is a positive result. The explanation has
already been given in the result of the SQU programme. The respondents indicated
that essay and multiple-choice questions were often used. However, they also stated
that the evaluation questions rarely examined students' attitudes and were seldom
based on information from different sources. The reason might be that the teachers
had been educated in this way and found it difficult to change to another system, or
that it was a reflection of the teaching method, which is based on one reference
textbook and very limited information.
In the general aspects section, the respondents indicated that the teachers of
specialisation subjects were usually professional and that they provided students with
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a detailed syllabus of every subject at the beginning of each term. The results also
showed that the specialisation subjects instilled into the students the importance of
setting a good example to others.
"Setting a good example" is generally understood to mean that people should
practise what they preach. In this regard Allah says in Surat al-Saff: "You who have
imcm\ Why do you say what you do not do? It is deeply abhorrent to Allah that you
should say what you do not do" (61:2&3). He also says in Surat al-Baqarah: "Do you
order people to be devout and forget yourselves, when you recite the Book? Will you
not use your intellect?" (2: 43).
It is important for Islamic education teachers to have this type ofpersonality
for the following reasons. First, they are teachers of Islamic education, a subject
which contains the instructions of Allah (may He be Exalted) and His Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him). Second, they are teachers who teach, educate,
guide and advise their pupils. Therefore, if we want them to be effective in their
profession, the training programme for Islamic education teachers should give due
attention to these points.
According to the results of the general questions section, the respondents
indicated that academic advisers in the Department of Islamic Sciences performed
their role at an average level. The reasons given were similar to those listed in the
discussion of the SQU results.
With regard to the provision of reference material for the specialisation
module in the current programme, 43.1 per cent of the CoE respondents rated it as
average. The main reason for this view could be that each college has only one
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library.6 In the summer of 2000 I visited the library of a men's college of education in
Nizwa. I found it to be too small and containing insufficient reference material for
Islamic sciences. Moreover, there was no local public library to supply the deficiency.
Therefore, students faced difficulties in finding the necessary reference material for
their studies and research.
According to the findings from the results ofQuestion 34, writing research
papers in Islamic sciences courses to develop students' skills in scientific research was
given an average rating. The majority of the respondents listed the same reasons as
those stated in the discussion of this point in the SQU results (see table 8.12). They
also mentioned other reasons such as the lack of reference material, the shortage of
time and the fact that teachers neglected to read, mark and discuss research papers.
However, during a discussion with some lecturers at one of the colleges, one
of them7 pointed out that it was difficult for teachers to read and mark students'
research papers owing to the large number of students that they taught every term.
Therefore, because of this problem and the complaints from students about the
numerous pieces of research that they were required to carry out, it was suggested
that each student should be asked to research only one topic in the specialisation
module each term. He also pointed out that the problem was caused by the insufficient
length of the training period and by the college's workshops, which occupied much of
the students' time.
6
It is now called the Learning Resources Centre and contains books, journals, films, maps, tapes,
etc. (Wizarat al-Ta'lTm al-'AlT, 2000/01:23).
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The respondents also indicated that on average it was true that teaching
specialisation courses in CoE was a continuation of teaching at secondary stage (see
Table 8.14).
The result of Question 36 was similar to that of SQU. It concluded that the
majority of the respondents considered it true to a high degree that the teaching of
specialisation courses usually encouraged memorisation. This result and that of items
3,4, 15 and 18-20 - in the methods of teaching and evaluation section - support the
result ofQuestion 35.
The strengths of the module, according to the respondents, are shown in table
8.16. From the table, the strongest points are as follows: first, in item 5, thirty-seven
respondents indicated that, in general, the teachers were academically proficient.
Second, sixteen of them stated that fiqh, tafslr and HadTth were taught in depth.
However, according to Table 8.17, the following were considered to be the weakest
points of the module.
1. Scarcity of courses on the terminology of the Holy Qur'an.
2. Lack of instruction in Arabic grammar, syntax and the basic rules ofArabic
rhetoric.
3. Lack of specialised courses in comparison with the provision ofprofessional
courses.
It is important to note here that it is not surprising that some respondents
indicated point 3. As was demonstrated in Chapter Five, the total credit hours of the
7
Lecturer in the Department of Islamic Sciences at the College of Education in Nizwa.
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specialisation module in the colleges (64 hours or 48.5 per cent of the total of 132
credit hours) was close to that of the professional module (59 hours or 44.7 per cent).
Moreover, the professional module had been allocated a large number of teaching
hours: 768 for practical and 450 for theoretical courses, totalling 1,218. On the other
hand, the teaching hours of the specialisation module were 960 in total (see Chapter
Five). I think that the professional module has been allocated too many teaching
hours, not because this part is unimportant but because it has led to the removal of
some important courses from the training programme for Islamic education teachers,
such as educational aims and instructional objectives and Arabic rhetoric. In addition,
it has led to the reduction of other important courses such as the memorisation and
recitation of the Holy Qur'an, which, as part of the Qur'anic interpretation courses,
has been allocated only three terms. In this regard al-Woheiby stated:
In some teacher-training programmes, students spend a lot of time
learning about how to teach at the expense of learning the content or
the skills related to the specialisation level that they will teach. This is
perhaps most unfortunate, for the weaknesses in the specialisation are
more damaging to the teaching/learning and more difficult to repair
over time. (1996:64)
Moving on to the statistically significant differences, although tables 8.18, 8.19
and 8.20 showed that there were differences between the means of the responses of
SQU and CoE respondents, not all of them were statistically significant. The
differences that were statistically significant appeared in the following sections. First,
in the Qur'an section, it was to the advantage of the SQU group, for seven items were
given a high rating compared with none in the CoE group. The reason could be that
the SQU programme contains eight courses on the recitation of the Holy Qur'an and
knowledge of its terminology compared with the CoE programme, in which the
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subject is included as part of only three courses on the interpretation of the Holy
Qur'an. Therefore, it appears that the SQU programme is more useful in this area than
the CoE programme. Second, there were statistically significant differences in Hadah,
'aqTdah and sirah and they were to the advantage of the CoE group. This result
indicates that these sections of the CoE programme are ofbetter quality and more
useful than their equivalent in the SQU programme. Third, although all items in the
Arabic language section were given a low rating in both programmes, there were
statistically significant differences and they were to the advantage of the SQU group.
In the sections on the methods of teaching and evaluation and general aspects,
five items in both programmes were given a high rating and three an average rating.
Table 8.20 shows that there was a statistically significant difference between the two
groups in the general aspects and it was to the advantage of the CoE group. The
reason could be that more items in the CoE programme were given a high rating than
in the SQU programme.
9.3 Strengths and Weaknesses
The strengths and weaknesses of both programmes can be extracted from the results
reported in Chapter Eight as well as from the above discussion. However, in the light
of the ratings given by the respondents, an item is classified as a strength only if its
mean is 3.5 or more (equivalent to a high level of achievement). If the mean of the
item is less than 2.5 (equivalent to an average level of achievement), it is classified as
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a weakness. Tables 9.1 and 9.2 show the strengths and weaknesses of both
programmes.8
Table 9.1
Strengths of the specialisation field at SQU and CoE
Section SQU CoE
Qur'an Providing students with sufficient
knowledge of the terminology of
the Holy Qur'an.
Enabling students to memorise
numerous surahs from the Qur'an.
Developing students' appreciation
of the importance of the Qur'an for
both individuals and society.
Enabling students to memorise the

























Giving students sufficient examples
of the Prophet's Sayings.
Enabling students to memorise
numerous Sayings of the Prophet.
Developing students' appreciation of
the important role of the Sunnah in
child-rearing and forming a society.
Enabling students to use the










Including the study of comparative
religion.
Providing students with sufficient
knowledge of the importance of
Islamic doctrine for both individuals
and society.
Instilling in the students the genuine
belief in the six pillars of iman
g
The item of each section was considered a strength only if its mean was 3.5 or more, whereas it was
considered a weakness if its mean was less than 2.5. Thus, the empty space indicates that there was





Fiqh Giving students accurate knowledge of the jurisprudential rules of
obligatory Islamic worship.
Giving students sufficient knowledge of the rules of interpersonal
relationships and family life in Islam.
Teaching students the similarities and differences between the orthodox





Making its material relevant to





Giving students enough examples


















Teachers of the specialisation
courses use lectures effectively.
Evaluation
methods










Teachers of the Islamic courses are generally scientifically professional.
Students are provided with a detailed syllabus of every course at the
beginning of each term.
Specialisation module instils in the students the importance of Islamic
education in life.








The subject provided was unable to develop students' appreciation of the
eloquence of expression in the Qur'an.
There were insufficient examples of the famous types ofQur'anic reading.




Students were not recommended to
use difference books on Qur'anic
interpretation.
The subjects of recitation and
interpretation were not relevant to
any compulsory subjects at
intermediate and secondary stages.
The time devoted to the recitation
of the Qur'an was insufficient.
The surahs of the Qur'an devoted
to memorisation were insufficient.
The material for recitation was
insufficient.
The subjects for recitation and
memorisation were not relevant to
any compulsory subjects at





'AqTdah There was not enough study of
comparative religion.
The subjects of 'aqTdah were not
relevant to any compulsory subjects













Slrah The subject-matter relevant to the
life of the Prophet was insufficient.
The material on slrah did not
encourage students to analyse
historical events and extract lessons
from them.
The subjects of sTrah were not
relevant to any compulsory subjects























Teachers of specialisation courses did not normally use problem-solving





Teachers of specialisation courses
did not normally use the facilities
available in the college.
Evaluation
methods
Evaluation normally concentrated on the lower mental faculties and was







The academic adviser in the Dept of
Islamic Sciences did not perform
his role well.
The reference material on Islamic sciences was insufficient.
Writing research papers was not so
effective in developing students'





The methods of teaching specialisation courses encouraged memorisation
rather than analysis and practical skills.
9.4 Conclusion
The analyses of the results of the questionnaire revealed several important findings. In
general, the conclusion is that the quantity and quality of the material for the
specialisation module in both programmes are unsatisfactory because, in the view of
the respondents, most of the items were achieved at an average level. Moreover, other
items were given a low rating and were therefore classified as weaknesses. Some of
these weaknesses appeared in both programmes, such as the lack ofmaterial on the
famous types of Qur'anic reading and the Arabic language, reference material on
Islamic sciences, and the use of different methods of teaching and evaluation to
encourage analysis and improve practical skills. However, some of the weaknesses
appeared in only one programme. For example, in the Qur'an section of the SQU
programme, students were not encouraged to use a variety of books on Qur'anic
interpretation. In the CoE programme, the time devoted to the recitation of the
Qur'an was insufficient.
Nevertheless, there were some positive results which were classified as
strengths in this module. A few of them appeared in both programmes, such as the
sufficiency of material on the rules of interpersonal relationships and family life in
Islam, and the effectiveness of instilling in students the importance of setting a good
example to others. There were also strengths which appeared in either one or the
other of the two programmes. For example, the module enabled SQU students to
memorise numerous surahs from the Holy Qur'an, which was lacking in the CoE
programme. Yet, in the CoE programme, the module contained sufficient material on
the Sayings of the Prophet, which was lacking in the SQU programme.
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Conclusion, Suggestions and Recommendations
This is a summary of the accumulated conclusions drawn from the discussion of the
issues raised from theoretical part and the findings from the fieldwork. It is followed
by some suggestions for improving the training programme for Islamic education
teachers in Oman. The chapter ends with some recommendations which could be
useftil for the future planning of the programme as well as for further studies in this
field.
Summary of the Study
The subject of this study is the description and evaluation of training programmes for
Islamic education teachers in Oman. Different methods were used to collect the
information (questionnaire, interviews and sending questions to individuals). The
discussion of the issues and analysis of the fieldwork have produced various
important points.
Chapter One has outlined the plan of the study. It included the justifications
and questions raised. It also explained the methodology of the study, procedures
followed, the implementation of the questionnaire and the collection of data. Lastly,
it has given a definition of the key terms.
Chapter Two is a general introduction to teacher-training programmes,
especially in Arab countries. The chapter has described the beginning ofpre-service
teacher-training in some industrial countries as well as in some Arab countries. It has
also shown the elements that should be taken into account in any teacher-training
programme. The system of teacher-training, some pre-service and in-service
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problems and the reform of teacher-training have been explained. The chapter has
ended with some previous studies of Islamic education.
Chapter Three has introduced the system of education in Oman before 1970.
The education in the madrasat al-Qur'an, the mosque and other madrasahs has been
explained. The chapter has also described the development of education in the
country between 1930 and 1970.
Chapters Four and Five have presented the development of education and
teacher-training programmes in Oman after 1970. Chapter Four has given details of
the types of education in the country. The development of teacher-training
programmes in the country between 1976 and 1985 have been described, followed by
the elements of these programmes. Chapter Five has dealt with the development of
these programmes from 1986 to 2001. It has described the system of study in the
Sultan Qaboos University (SQU) and its training programme for Islamic education
teachers, followed by the equivalent programme at the colleges of education CoE.
The chapter has ended with a comparison between the two programmes.
Chapter Six has shown the training programmes for Islamic education
teachers in three Gulf countries. It has started with the programme at the University
of United Arab Emirates, followed by Qatar University and then Bahrain University.
Lastly, it has given a comparison of the programmes in the four universities (Sultan
Qaboos, United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Bahrain).
Chapter Seven has given an assessment of these programmes in general and
of those in Oman in particular. It has focused on points that were not included in the
questionnaire that was used in this study.
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Chapters Eight and Nine have assessed the findings from the answers that
were given to the questionnaire by respondents at SQU and CoE. Chapter Eight has
detailed the implementation of the questionnaire and the statistical treatment of data.
It has also described the statistics of the findings in each institute. Chapter Nine has
discussed the findings and in particular the strength and weaknesses of the two
programmes.
General Conclusion
As was indicated earlier, the research for this thesis was carried out to answer the
questions raised in Chapter One. This thesis is divided into two parts: theoretical
(Chapters One to Seven) and practical (Chapters Eight and Nine).
Before the establishment of the first modern school in Oman in 1940,
education was available in three kinds of institutions: madrasat al-Qur'an (Qur'anic
school), the mosque and other advanced madrasahs (schools). In general, these
institutions were supported and financed by the general public. However, until 1970
there was no institute nor college for training teachers. The teachers oflslamic
education and Arabic language were usually graduates of the mosque or advanced
schools.
Although the training of Islamic education teachers (as well as teachers of
other subjects) in Oman did not begin until the 1970s, as described in Chapter Four,
it developed rapidly. The first programme was established in the academic year
1976/77 to train students who had completed the seventh grade at school and had
been awarded the secondary school certificate for one year at the Institute ofMale
and Female Teachers. In 1984 another two-year training programme was devised to
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train students who had a secondary school certificate. This training programme was
substantially upgraded when the Sultan Qaboos University was opened in 1986 and
completed in 1995 when the Ministry ofHigher Education decided to promote the
colleges of intermediate education to university level.
As stated in Chapter Three, there are generally three basic elements (general
culture, specialisation and occupational/professional) which should be considered
when planning any teacher-training programme. The two common systems of
teacher-training are concurrent and consecutive. Furthermore, teacher-training
programmes face various problems in most countries of the world, but particularly in
the Arab world.
Chapter Five describes the present training of Islamic education teachers in
two institutes: Sultan Qaboos University, and the colleges of education that are
controlled by the Ministry of Higher Education. The period of training in both
institutes is four years and each year is divided into two terms. The training
programme is based on the credit hours system, in which students take a specific
number of credit hours for each term. The training is divided into theory and
practice. First, students take various theoretical courses and then they put into
practice (in the college and schools) what they have studied in the first part of the
programme. Although the credit hours in both institutes total 132, they are differently
distributed among the three modules (general culture, specialisation and occupation)
ofeach programme.
Chapter Six describes the teacher-training programmes for Islamic education
teachers in three Gulf states: United Arab Emirates (UAE), Bahrain and Qatar. This
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type of training was begun in Bahrain and the UAE in 1966. There are similarities
and differences between these programmes as well as between them and the
programmes in Oman. The important similarities are as follows:
1. All the programmes contain three modules: general culture, specialisation and
occupational.
2. All the programmes are divided into two parts: theory and practice.
3. In all the programmes the specialisation module is allocated the largest number
of credit hours.
4. The normal load for full-time students ranges from 12 to 19 credit hours.
The important differences are as follows:
1. The length of the programme in the UAE is five years, compared with four
years in the other three countries.
2. The total credit hours range from 131 in Bahrain to 135 in Qatar and 162 in the
UAE.
3. There is some variation in the distribution of credit hours among the three
modules of the four programmes.
The Strengths and Weaknesses of the Programmes
Great efforts have been made in Oman since 1976 to improve the quality and
quantity of teacher-training programmes. As described in Chapters Four and Five,
these programmes have been upgraded from a low level (one year of training after
the seventh grade) to university standard. Furthermore, a range ofmodern technology
is usually provided - especially at SQU - such as a computer laboratory and a micro-
teaching centre. Moreover, the findings of the questionnaire, which was applied to
evaluate the specialisation module of the programmes, has shown that there are
strengths (items that attained a high level of achievement) in this module in both
programmes.
1. The findings have shown that there are strengths common to the specialisation
module of both programmes:
(a) It provides students with sufficient knowledge of the jurisprudential rules on
obligatory Islamic worship, family life in Islam and inter-personal
relationships.
(b) The specialisation subjects instil in the students the importance of Islamic
education in life and setting a good example to others.
(c) Teachers of Islamic courses are generally scientifically professional.
2. The strengths of the SQU programme are as follows:
(a) It provides students with sufficient and efficient knowledge of the recitation
of the Holy Qur'an and its terminology.
(b) It enables students to memorise numerous surahs of the Holy Qur'an.
(c) It develops students' appreciation of the importance of the Holy Qur'an for
both individuals and society.
3. The strengths of the CoE programme:
(a) It gives students sufficient examples of the Prophet's Sayings.
(b) It enables students to memorise sufficient ah ad Tth (the Prophet's Sayings).
(c) It enables students to use the alphabetical index of the Prophet's Traditions.
(d) It provides students with knowledge of other religions.
(e) It develops students' appreciation of Islamic doctrine and its importance for
both individuals and society.
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(f) Teachers of specialisation subjects use essay and multiple-choice exams in
particular subjects.
(g) Teachers of specialisation subjects are generally professional.
However, these programmes also contain many weaknesses, which came to
light during the discussion of the information given in Chapters Five and Seven as
well as the findings from the questionnaire. From these discussions we can draw the
following conclusions:
1. The conditions of admission are neither sufficiently stringent nor appropriate,
especially for those who intend to make a career in Islamic education.
2. The distribution of credit hours among the modules of the two programmes on
the one hand and the fields of the specialisation module (Islamic courses) on the
other needs improvement.
3. Insufficient attention is given to some fields such as the recitation and memo¬
risation of the Holy Qur'an at the CoE as well as sTrah and Arabic language in
both programmes.
4. The period of teaching practice is too short at SQU and too long at the CoE.
5. The cards used to evaluate student teachers of Islamic education in teaching
practice are unsuitable.
According to the findings of the questionnaire, the specialisation module
contains many weaknesses (items that attained a low level of achievement) such as
the following:
1. Weaknesses common to both programmes:
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(a) The module does not provide sufficient material relevant to Qur'anic
interpretation.
(b) It is unable to develop students' appreciation of the eloquence of expression
in the text of the Holy Qur'an.
(c) It does not explain how to extract legislative terminology from the Holy
Qur'an.
(d) It does not contain sufficient examples of the famous Qur'anic readings.
(e) The knowledge of Arabic (grammar and rhetoric) is insufficient.
(f) Teachers of specialisation subjects use mostly the lecture method of
teaching.
(g) Evaluation concentrates on the lower mental and cognitive activities like
memorisation and understanding.
(h) Evaluation questions are usually based on the textbooks and information
given by the lecturer.
(i) The teaching of specialisation subjects encourages memorisation rather than
analysis and practical skills.
2. The weaknesses of the SQU programme:
(a) The taught knowledge of s Trah is insufficient and inefficient. Consequently,
this module is unable to train students in how to analyse historical events and
extract lessons from them.
(b) Academic advisers in the Department of Islamic Sciences do not perform
their role well.
(c) Writing research papers for Islamic sciences courses is unable to develop
students' skills in scientific research.
3. The weaknesses of the CoE programme:
(a) Knowledge related to Qur'anic recitation and its terminology is insufficient.
(b) The chapters of the Holy Qur'an allocated for memorisation are insufficient.
Indeed, the findings have revealed that there are significant differences
between the means of the two groups in the achievement level of the specialisation
module. These differences appeared in the following sections:
(a) The Qur'an and Arabic language. They were in favour of the SQU
programme.
(b) HadTth, iaq Tdah, sTrah and general aspects. They were in favour of the
CoE programme.
Suggested Improvements
As indicated in Chapter One, one of the important aims of the present study is to
suggest ways to improve the quality and remedy the weaknesses of the specialisation
module in the current training programmes for Islamic education teachers in Oman.
The suggestions are based on the information given by the teachers of these
programmes at Sultan Qaboos University and the colleges of education, the analysis
of the findings from the questionnaire in Chapters Eight and Nine, as well as the
researcher's own experience.
1. The system of training programmes for Islamic education teachers in Oman
should be standardised. To accomplish this aim, I recommend that the following
points be borne in mind when compiling courses in Islamic sciences in the
College:
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(a) Specialists in Islamic education from the Ministry ofEducation should be
consulted for their knowledge of the standard of Islamic education teachers
and their experience of the subject's requirements.
(b) Compilers should consult the lecturers in curricula and teaching methods of
Islamic education as well as the supervisors of Islamic education teachers in
the College to benefit from their experience and academic assessment of
students.
(c) The views of some Islamic education teachers on the content of the courses
in Islamic sciences should be taken into account.
(d) The opinions of final-year students should be sought regarding the content of
these courses.
(e) The courses should be compiled in the light of clearly defined standards
which are appropriate for the needs of both teachers and students as well as
for the subject itself.
2. All subjects in the specialisation module should be improved in their quality
and quantity. For example, although the recitation and memorisation of the Holy
Qur'an and knowledge of its terminology in the SQU programme has been
taught each term, it should be given more emphasis. If every Muslim is required
to recite the Holy Qur'an perfectly, then Islamic education teachers should set
the example. To achieve this aim, the quality of the content and teaching
methods as well as that of the specialist teachers need to be improved.
Furthermore, the subject of sTrah (the Prophet's Biography) should be given
more attention in the training programme because of its importance in the lives
of the teachers as well as the lives of the students and society. Therefore, I
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recommend that this subject should be allocated at least two compulsory
courses. In addition, Arabic language should be given more serious
consideration in the syllabus of the programme. In my view Arabic language
could be regarded as the key to understanding Islamic sciences and acquiring the
knowledge of this subject. Student who do not have this key will face
difficulties in their studies and their knowledge will be superficial.
3. Teachers of specialised courses should use a variety of teaching and evaluation
methods, such as inquiry and problem-solving, which encourage students to use
their higher mental and cognitive activities like analysis and sentence structure.
However, the teachers of Islamic sciences courses may not have experience of
such methods because they do not usually have a certificate or diploma in
teacher-training. Therefore, I suggest that they should be given the opportunity
to attend courses in the subject at a college of education.
4. Because of the weak points in the current curricula of the specialisation module
in SQU and CoE programmes, I suggest that the length of the teacher-training
programme for Islamic education in intermediate and secondary schools be
increased to five years. In this regard Galambos stated:
The current move toward five-year programmes is not an attempt to
develop an ideal approach. Rather, it is an attempt to provide
experiences that are necessary for effective and safe classroom
performance and to establish a basis for continuing professional
development. (Galambos, 1986: 22-23)
This suggestion is supported by some educators from a college of education
in Oman. I quote from the report by the Ministry of Higher Education: "Some
educators believe that teacher-training should be done in two stages. The first stage is
academic study leading to a BA or BSc. degree. The second step is a one-year
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diploma programme based on teaching practice and educational courses" (Ministry
ofHigher Education, 2001: 5).
The credit hours in the proposed programme could total 162 for the following
reasons:
(a) Teachers of Islamic education must have a strong background in the sub ject
for two reasons:
(i) The subject contains many different fields.
(ii) The teaching of Islamic education is not limited to school hours, for the
teachers are required to participate in many religious, cultural and social
activities in society.
(b) The extra year could help to remove the weak points in the current standard
of teaching Islamic education.
(c) It would provide student teachers with sufficient teaching skills.
In this case the programme could be implemented in one of the following
three ways:





5 f ^ f ^
80 28 10 32 12
specialisation general culture free optional theoretical practical education
Figure 1 Concurrent teacher-training programme: credit hours
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Student teachers are trained academically and professionally at the same time.
Therefore, they study for 150 credit hours over 9 terms at the rate of 16 to 17 credit
hours per term. Then they do 12 credit hours ofpractical education at intermediate
and secondary schools in the tenth term. The distribution of the total credit hours is
shown in Figure 1.
(b) Consecutive Teacher-Training Programme
Student teachers are trained academically for four years, after which they
follow a one-year course comprising 30 credit hours towards a professional diploma
in education. Over the four years, the 132 credit hours are averaged at 16 to 17 per
term. From the total credit hours, 14 are allocated to general education courses.
162 credit hours
132 (four years) 30 (one year)
academic courses professional courses
80 28 14 10 18 (1st term) 12 (2nd term)
specialisation general general free theoretical practical
culture education optional education
Figure 2 Consecutive teacher-training programme: credit hours
In my opinion there are some advantages in this system. For example, it gives
students the freedom to choose the career that they wish to follow. After graduation
they have the opportunity to seek employment or continue their studies for another
year to gain a professional diploma in teaching. Furthermore, it gives the college of
education an opportunity to choose suitable graduates for teaching Islamic education
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in the light of their progress in academic study, behaviour and inclination for
practical teaching during the first four years. Figure 2 shows the distribution of credit
hours in this type of programme.
(c) Two-Part Teacher-Training Programme
This type of programme is divided into two parts. The first part comprises seven
terms (three and a half years), during which student teachers follow academic
courses (specialisation and general culture). The credit hours allocated to this part
total 118. The second part comprises three terms (one and a half years), during which
student teachers follow professional courses. Of the 44 credit hours allocated to this
part, 32 are taken up by theoretical education courses1 in the eighth and ninth terms.
The tenth term is reserved for teaching practice in intermediate and secondary
schools, to which are allocated the remaining 12 credit hours. The distribution of the

















Figure 3 Two-part teacher-training programme: credit hours
Some of these courses include practical subjects within the college of education.
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However, if the programme suggested above is difficult to implement, then
there is the alternative of a four-year programme with a total of 135 credit hours as
shown in Figure 4.
J I 1
Occupational Specialisation Cultural
45 hours 72 hours 18 hours
Figure 4 Distribution of the 135 credit hours in Table 2
The credit hours allocated to the fields taught by the Department of Islamic
Sciences is shown in Table 1. From the table it can be seen that the total of 72 credit
hours for the specialisation subjects comprises 66 for compulsory and 6 for optional
courses.
Table 1
Allocation of credit hours to fields of Islamic sciences
Credit hours Credit hours
compulsory optional
Field courses courses
Recitation & memorisation of the Holy
Qur'an 6 -
Tafs Tr (interpretation of the Holy Qur'an) 9 6
HadTth (the Prophet's Traditions) 9 6
'Aq Tdah (creed) 9 -
Fiqh (Islamic law) 18 9
STrah (the Prophet's Biography) 6 -
Methods of research in Islamic sciences 3 -
Grammar & rhetoric 6 3
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In implementing the second alternative, there are two possibilities for the new
curriculum. Option A is to keep the previous curriculum but with the changes shown
in Table 2.
Table 2
Teacher-training programme: Islamic education (Option A)
Credit Credit Credi Credit
Course hours Course hours Course hours Course hours
1st term 2nd term 3rd term 4th term
Recitation & Recitation & Recitation & Recitation &
memorisation memorisation memorisation memorisation
of the Holy of the Holy of the Holy of the Holy
Qur'an (1) — Qur'an (2) 1 Qur'an (3) — Qur'an (4) 1
Arabic Oman & Ideological Analytical
language 3 Islamic trends 3 interpretation (1) 3
civilisation 2
English Prophet's Family law 3
language 3 HadTth & its Biography 3
sciences 3 Monotheism 3
Interpretation Analytical
& sciences Jurisprudence explanation Educational
of the Holy ofworship 3 ofHadTth (1) 3 aims &
Qur'an 3 instructional
Islamic creed 3 Educational objective 3
Research principles 3
methods in English Psychological
Islamic language 3 Psychological counselling 3
Sciences 3 development
Optional of children 3
Introduction course (SQU
to Islamic requirement) 2 Islamic
jurisprudence 3 criminal law 3
Computer 2
Total 17 Total 17 Total 18 Total 16
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Table 2
Teacher-training programme: Islamic education (Option A contd)
Credit Credit Credit Credit




























































































Total 16 Total 16
Optional courses.
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Option B (136 credit hours) is the division of the training programme into
three parts as detailed in Table 3:
(i) The first five terms are allocated to specialised and cultural courses with a
continual course in the recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an up to
the seventh term.
(ii) The last three terms are allocated to educational (professional) courses.
(iii) The eighth term is devoted to block teaching practice.
The advantages of this system are that it reduces the intellectual dispersion of
students and concentrates their efforts on the specialised and cultural courses in the
first part and the professional courses in the second. This will help them to master
these skills. Furthermore, it gives students an opportunity to practise in schools in the
eighth term after completing all the courses.
Table 3
Teacher-training programme: Islamic education (Option B)
Credit Credit Credit Credit
Course hours Course hours Course hours Course hours
1st term 2nd term 3rd term 4th term
Recitation & Recitation & Recitation & Recitation &
memorisation memorisation memorisation memorisation
of the Holy of the Holy of the Holy of the Holy
Qur'an (1) 1 Qur'an (2) 1 Qur'an (3) 1 Qur'an (4) 1
Arabic Oman & Ideological Analytical
language 3 Islamic trends 3 interpretation
civilisation 2 (1) 3
English The Prophet's
language 3 HadTth & its biography (1) 3 Family law 3
sciences 3
Interpretation Analytical Monotheism 3










































Teacher-training programme: Islamic education (Option B contd)
Credit Credit Credit Credit
Course hours Course hours Course hours Course hours
5th term 6th term 7th term 8th term
Recitation & Recitation & Recitation & Continual
memorisation memorisation memorisation teaching
of the Holy of the Holy of the Holy practice
Qur'an (5) 1 Qur'an (6) - Qur'an (6) - (intermediate
& secondary)
Law ofwills Principles of Psychological
& inheritance 3 education 3 counselling 3
Objective Educational Methods of
interpretation 3 aims & teaching Islamic
instructional education (2) 3
Arabic rhetoric 2 objective 3
Disconnected
Interpretation Educational teaching
ofQur'anic evaluation & practice 3
verses on law psychological (intermediate
Esoteric Had ith testing 3 & secondary)
General aims 3
of Islamic law Scholastic Psychological




ofHad lth (2) media 3 Optional
educational
Interpretation Methods of course
& study of teaching Islamic 3
ascription (of education Education in




Total 18 Total 18 Total 18 Total 12




















Figure 5 Distribution of the 136 credit hours in Table 3
Recommendations
According to the conclusion there are some strengths in one programme which do
not appear in the other. For example, the Qur'anic courses in the SQU programme
are better than those of the CoE. Therefore, to reap the benefit of the strengths of
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both programmes and to improve the weaknesses I would make the following
recommendations.
1. Reviewing and changing the requirements of admission to teacher-training
programmes (especially the training programme for Islamic education teachers)
at the colleges of education in Oman so as to select the best applicants.
2. Giving more attention to the recitation and memorisation of the Holy Qur'an
and its terminology, sirah and Arabic language.
3. Reviewing and clarifying the goals of the specialisation module (courses in
Islamic studies).
4. Pursuing further research with the aim of evaluating the whole training pro¬
gramme for Islamic education teachers in Oman.
5. Forming a committee of specialists in Islamic and educational studies, whose
role is to evaluate and observe training programmes for Islamic education
teachers and its implementation.
6. Reviewing and evaluating the training programmes for Islamic education
teachers in Oman at least every five years.
7. Since the Arab Gulf states have similarities in their language, religion, history,
culture and customs as well as in the content of Islamic education, I recommend
forming a committee of specialists in Islamic and educational studies from all
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Appendix 1
Questions sent to Specialists and Teachers in Islamic Education
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The following research was carried out to identify the educational system and the
teaching environment in both the mosque and the madrasat al-qur'an in Oman before
the establishment of modern state schools, and to collect information on those who
were employed in Islamic education in the early 1970s.
1. Question were sent to the following specialists in Islamic education:
(a) Al-sheikh Yahya bin Sufyan al-Rashdl, Director of the Division of Islamic
Education in the Ministry ofEducation;
(b) Dr Salim bin Muhammad al-RawahT, Director of the Department of Islamic
Education in the interior state ofOman.
In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate
Dear Sheikh/ Dr May God
protect you.
Peace be upon you, and the mercy and blessings ofGod.
Because you are a specialist in Islamic education, I sincerely hope that you will be
able to answer the questions listed below in this letter. The information that you give
will be used only for research purposes.
1. How were Islamic education teachers selected for Omani schools before the
establishment of teacher-training institutions and colleges?
2. As far as I know, Islamic education was taught by non-specialist teachers
during the 1970s and early 1980s. Were there any difficulties in the teaching
of the subject during that period?
3. Were any female as well as male teachers of Islamic education employed in
the early 1970s? If not, what were the reasons?
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4. Is it possible to access any reports or information on the standard of the
Islamic education teachers who have graduated from colleges of education in
Oman? If that is not available, what are the strengths and weaknesses of those
teachers in your experience?
5. Are there any Omani teachers of Islamic education who were trained in
institutions or colleges of education outside Oman?
6. What are the general objectives of Islamic education in Oman?
7. Does the Department of Education in the Ministry ofEducation participate in
compiling the objectives and training programmes for Islamic education
teachers?
Thank you very much for your help.
Muhsin bin Nasir al-SalmT
Researcher
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2. Question were sent to the following teachers in Islamic education:
(a) Ahmad bin Sa'Td al-KindT, former Islamic education teacher;
(b) 'Abd Allah bin Sa'Id al-Sayfi, former Islamic education teacher.
In the Name ofGod, the Merciful, the Compassionate
The esteemed Teacher
Peace be upon you, and the mercy and blessings ofGod.
I am sorry to take up some of your time. However, because you are an
Islamic education teacher who is known for his proficiency in the subject and skill in
teaching it, I sincerely hope that you can answer the questions listed below. The
information that you give will be used only for research purposes.
1. How did pupils begin their studies at the madrasat al-Qur'aif! And how was
the education graded?
2. When boys had completed their studies in the madrasah, they usually
progressed to the mosque. What was the initial stage of the education there?
3. What did the pupils study at the mosque? Did they study more than one
subject over a period? Or did they concentrate on one subject until they felt
that they had mastered it before moving to the next?
4. Did pupils follow a set syllabus at the mosque? Or were they free to choose
the subjects that they wished to study?
5. Did the sheikh advise pupils on the choice of subjects suitable for their
abilities?
6. Did the sheikh encourage the pupils and give them the opportunity of
discussion during the lessons?
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7. Were there any set standards that would qualify a graduate to pursue the
profession of teacher or judge?
8. Who licensed a graduate to take up teaching: his sheikh or the government?
9. Did the mu'allimun in the madaris al-Qur'an and the Sheikhs in the
mosques receive a salary from the government? Or did each pupil have to pay
a contribution?
10. Were you a teacher at the mosque before being selected to teach Islamic
education at the modern state schools?
11. What were the standards used for the selection of Islamic education teachers?
Were there any examinations or interviews?
12. Did you have any training opportunities at an institution or college of
education during your career as a teacher?
13. As far as you know, were any female as well as male Omani teachers of
Islamic education appointed to the modern state schools during the early
1970s? If not, what were the reasons in your opinion?
Thank you very much for your help.




Questions Asked in the Interviews
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Interviews were conducted with:
(a) Al-sheikh Yahya bin Ahmed al-Kindl, an Omani scholar;
(b) Muhammad bin 'Abd Allah al-Sulimanl, former Director of the Institution of
the Sultan Qaboos Mosque in Nizwa
The following questions were asked during the interviews:
1. Who appointed the mu 'allim of the madrasat al- Qur 'an?
2. Were there any set standards for the selection of the mu1allim in?
3. Did the mu 'allimun receive a salary? Who paid it?
4. Where did the mu 'allimun teach their pupils?
5. How long was the daily period of study in the madrasat al-Qur'an?
6. Did the mu'allimun teach full-time? Or did they follow other occupations
besides teaching?
7. Who appointed the Sheikh to teach at the mosque?
8. Were there any set standards for the selection of the Sheikh s?
9. Did the Sheikhs receive a salary? Who paid it?
10. How long was the daily period of study at the mosque?
11. Did the Sheikh teach full-time? Or did he pursue another occupation besides
teaching?
12. What were the employment opportunities available to graduates from the
mosque?
13. Did the pupils stay with one sheikh during the period of study? Or did they
move among the classes available at the mosque?
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14. Many of the pupils travelled long distances to study at the mosque. Who
provided them with board and lodging? And did pupils receive any financial
help?
15. Some scholars established a private madrasah. Who financed it? Did it
provide board and lodging for pupils from faraway places?
16. Were there any holidays in the mosques and madaris al-Qur'an as there are
in the schools nowadays? Or did the classes continue throughout the year and
the pupils were free to attend or not?
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Appendix 3




Dear final-year student-teachers, Department of Islamic Education, College of
Education. This questionnaire is part of an academic study to evaluate the training
programmes for male and female teachers of Islamic education at intermediate and
secondary schools. The institutions under scrutiny are the colleges of education for
male and female teachers, which are attached to the Ministry ofHigher Education,
and the College of Education at Sultan Qaboos University. The aim of this
questionnaire is to pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of the specialisation
module of the programmes.
Please give frank and objective answers to the questions because that will
help to produce precise results and a correct evaluation.
General Directions
1. The questionnaire will deal with the following:
(a) the goals of the specialisation module of the programme;
(b) the content of the courses in the specialisation module;
(c) the teaching methods and learning procedures used in this module;
(d) the methods of evaluation employed;
(e) the general aspects.
The levels of achievement are: very high, high, average, low, very low (the
pentagonal measurement). To give the best results, please follow the instructions
below:
(a) Put a tick (\/) in the box that you consider appropriate.
(b) Put only one tick next to each statement.
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2. The questionnaire also contains some general questions on the specialisation
module of the programme. They are presented in two forms:
(a) open questions to which you give your own answers;
(b) multiple-choice questions, where you are to circle what you consider to be
the correct answer.
3. Please answer all the questions in the questionnaire.
4. The male/female student in the questionnaire is used to mean the male/female
student-teachers in the Department of Islamic Education at the college of
education.
5. Students do not have to include their names, for the answers will be used only
for academic purposes.
Dear students, before you begin answering the questions, please complete the
following section:
College:
Sex: Male ( ) Female ( )
I do appreciate your efforts and co-operation.





The list below contains the objectives in evaluating the specialisation module of the
training programme for intermediate and secondary schoolteachers of Islamic
education at the College ofEducation. Please read the statements very carefully and











Teaching students the science ofQur'an recitation and its
terminology.
2 Teaching students the efficient application of the
terminology ofQur'anic recitation.
3 Enabling students to memorise numerous surahs of the
Holy Qur'an.
4 Enabling students to analyse the text of the Holy Qur'an
and explain its meaning and connotations.
5 Developing students' appreciation of the eloquence of
expression in the text of the Holy Qur'an.
6 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of the
Holy Qur'an for both individuals and society.
7 Enabling students to use the books of interpretation of the
meaning of the Holy Qur'an.
8
Hadith
Giving students sufficient examples of the Prophet's
Sayings.
9 Enabling students to memorise numerous Sayings of the
Prophet.
10 Enabling students to analyse the texts of the Prophet's
Sayings and explaining their meaning and connotations.
11 Developing students' appreciation of the important role of
the Sunnah in person-rearing and forming a society.
12 Enabling students to use the books of interpretation of the
Sunnah.




Giving students the basic concepts of Islamic doctrine.
15 Enabling students to differentiate between Islamic and
other doctrines.
16 Instilling in students the genuine belief in the six pillars of
Iinan (faith).
17 Enabling students to explain some of the cosmic marvels
that prove the existence and Oneness ofGod Almighty.
18 Developing students' appreciation of Islamic doctrine and
its importance for both individuals and society.
19 Enabling students to face and combat widespread heresies
and superstitions in Omani society.
20 Informing students of social problems that occur from time
to time and relevant legislation.
21
Fiqh
Giving students accurate knowledge of the jurisprudential
rules on obligatory Islamic worship.
22 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of
Islamic worship by adhering to it.
23 Giving students sufficient knowledge of the rules of al-
mu'amalat (inter-personal relationships).
24 Teaching students the rules of family life in Islam.
25 Teaching students the similarities and differences between
the orthodox trends of Islamic jurisprudence.
26 Informing students of the methods ofderivation of Islamic
law from the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah.
27
Sirah
Giving students examples from the life of the Prophet.
28 Enabling students to analyse historical events and extract
lessons from them.
29 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of the
Prophet's Biography in the education ofMuslims.
30 Recommending to the students the Prophet's life as the
best example of behaviour and speech.
31
Morals and the Islamic system
Informing students of the Islamic moral values.
32 Enabling students to distinguish between divine standards
and human traditions ofmorality.
33 Developing students' appreciation of the importance of
moral standards for Muslims as individuals and as a
society.
34 Enabling students to differentiate between Islamic




Teaching students the basic rules of Arabic grammar and
syntax.
36 Giving students sufficient knowledge of the basic rules of
Arabic rhetoric.
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Below are listed statements on the content, teaching methods, learning activities and
system of evaluation used in the courses of the specialisation module of the
programmes. Please read the statements in each section carefully and give your










Content: The Holy Qur'an
Contains much recitation terminology.
2 Devotes considerable time to the recitation of the Holy
Qur'an.
3 Includes the reading and recitation of the Holy Qur'an
relevant to the compulsory subjects in intermediate and
secondary stages.
4 Contains sufficient surahs of the Holy Qur'an for
memorisation.
5 Contains sufficient material relevant to Qur'anic
interpretation.
6 Contains sufficient examples of the famous types of
Qur'anic reading.
7 Inform students how to extract legislative terminology
from the Holy Qur'an.
8 Contains sufficient material relevant to modern life.
9 Recommends certain books on Qur'anic interpretation for
use by students.
10 Enables students to use various books on Qur'anic
interpretation.
11 Contains Qur'anic recitation and interpretation relevant to
compulsory Islamic education subjects in intermediate and
secondary stages.
12
Content: The Prophet's Traditions
Contains sufficient suitable information on the Prophet's
HadTth and its sciences.
13 Contains legislative evidence enabling students to deduce
laws from the Prophet' Traditions.
14 Contains sufficient Sayings of the Prophet for
memorisation.
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15 Enables students to use the alphabetical index of the
Prophet's HadTth.
16 Includes material relevant to the compulsory Islamic
education subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
17
Content: Islamic doctrine
Gives students sufficient basic information on Islamic
doctrine.
18 Teaches the importance of Islamic doctrine in this life and
the hereafter.
19 Includes the study of comparative religion.
20 Contains material relevant to compulsory Islamic education
subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
21
Content: Jurisprudence
Gives students sufficient basic information on the sources
and concepts of Islamic jurisprudence.
22 Analyses traditional and rational evidence of issues of
jurisprudence.
23 Recommends students to respect the opinions of orthodox
Muslim scholars on issues of jurisprudence.
24 Includes modern issues of jurisprudence.
25 Contains sufficient material on worship.
26 Contains sufficient material on al-mu'amalat (inter¬
personal relationships).
27 Contains sufficient material on the family.
28 Includes material relevant to compulsory Islamic education
subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
29
Content: The Prophet' Biography
Gives students sufficient material from the Prophet's life.
30 Informs students of numerous events in the history of
Islam.
31 Includes warnings and lessons from the Prophet's life and
Islamic history.
32 Gives an interesting analysis of the Prophet's life and
historical events.
33 Contains material relevant to compulsory Islamic education
subjects in intermediate and secondary stages.
34
Content: Morals and the Islamic system
Informs students of Islamic morality and its importance to
individual Muslims and Muslim society.
35 Informs students of the Islamic economic and social




Content: Grammar and rhetoric
Contains sufficient grammatical teaching.
37 Contains sufficient topics in Arabic rhetoric (eloquence,











Teaching methods & learning procedures
Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
lecture method effectively.
2 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
discussion method effectively.
3 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
problem-solving method.
4 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
inquiry method.
5 Teachers of the compulsory specialisation subjects use the
teaching facilities available in the college.
6 Teachers of the specialisation subjects use educational aids
effectively.
7 Teachers of the specialisation subjects encourage students
to use various sources of knowledge.
8 Teachers of the specialisation subjects expect students to
do much research.
9 Teachers of the specialisation subjects encourage students




Oral examinations are used to evaluate students in
particular subjects.
11 Essay examinations are used to evaluate students in
suitable subjects.
12 Multiple-choice examinations are used to evaluate students
in particular subjects.
13 In evaluation, teachers pay sufficient attention to students'
homework and research.
14 Students' participation in class is an important part of
evaluation.
15 Evaluation concentrates on the basic mental and cognitive
activities like memorisation and understanding.
16 Evaluation concentrates on the higher mental and cognitive
activities like analysis and sentence structure.
17 Evaluation concentrates on students' attitude.
18 Examination questions are based only on information given
by the college lecturer.
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19 Examination questions are extracted only from the
textbooks.
20 Examination questions are based on the textbooks and
information given by the lecturer.




Teachers of the specialisation subjects are generally
professional.
23 Teachers of the specialisation subjects are generally
scientifically professional.
24 Most teachers of the specialisation subjects give students a
detailed syllabus of every subject at the beginning of each
term.
25 The specialisation subjects instil in the students the
importance of setting a good example to others.
26 The specialisation subjects instil in the students the
importance of Islamic education in life.
27 The teaching of the specialisation subjects allows for
individual differences between students.
28 The teaching of the specialisation subjects encourages
individual learning.
29 The specialisation subjects give information that is
intensive, deep and broad.
General Questions
30. Academic guidance plays a vital role in helping students solve their academic
problems. To what extent so you think that the teachers of the specialisation
subjects in the college fulfil that role?
(a) To a very high degree
(b) To a high degree
(c) To an average degree
(d) To a low degree
(e) To a very low degree
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31. If your answer is 'average' or 'below average', please circle the most
appropriate reason for that:
(a) The aims of the academic guidance are absent, unclear and unfocused.
(b) The meaning and role of academic guidance are not clear to most of the
teachers.
(c) Students are distributed among the academic advisers at random.
(d) Continued contact between students and their academic advisers is lacking.
(e) Academic guidance is limited to the period of registration.
(f) The teaching schedule of each academic adviser is overloaded.
(g) The academic advisers are asked to perform numerous administrative tasks.
(h) The academic advisers do not have specific office hours for giving advice.
(i) Even if the academic advisers have set office hours, they are rarely available
at those times.
(j) Other reasons (please specify)
32. It goes without saying that the ultimate goal of any programme is success.
Achieving success requires the availability of references and sources that can
help students registered in the programme to do research and gain knowledge.
To what extent do you think that the college training programme for Islamic
education teachers is fulfilling this requirement in the specialisation module?
(a) To a very large extent
(b) To a large extent
(c) To an average extent
(d) To a small extent
(e) To a very small extent
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33. To what extent do you think that writing research papers develops students'
skill in scientific research?
(a) To a very high degree
(b) To a high degree
(c) To an average degree
(d) To a low degree
(e) To a very low degree
34. If your answer is 'average' or 'below average', please circle any of the
following reasons that you consider appropriate:
(a) Students are required to write few research papers during the whole
programme.
(b) Teachers do not spend enough time in advising students on the methodology
ofwriting research papers.
(c) Students may - sometimes - submit the same research papers, or part of
them, that were written for other courses.
(d) Students may - sometimes - use the whole or part of research papers written
by other students.
(e) Teachers show little interest in students' research papers.
(f) Other reasons (please specify)
35. Some people think that teaching in the Faculties ofEducation - under the
current system - is, generally speaking, a continuation of teaching in secondary
schools. To what extent do you think that this view is true of the specialisation
module of the college training programme for Islamic education teachers?
(a) To a very large extent
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(b) To a large extent
(c) To an average extent
(d) To a small extent
(e) To a very small extent
36. Some people think that teaching in the Faculties of Education generally focuses
more on the quantity than on the quality of knowledge, and that it encourages
memorisation rather than analysis and practical skills. To what extent do you
think that this is true of teaching the specialisation subjects in the college
training programme for Islamic education teachers?
(a) To a very large extent
(b) To a large extent
(c) To an average extent
(d) To a small extent
(e) To a very small extent
37. Judging from your own experience, what do you think are the strengths of the





38. Judging from your own experience, what do you think are the weaknesses in the






39. What would you suggest to develop and improve the specialisation module of
the college training programme for Islamic education teachers?
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1 g .,^HJj Jiii JJ-IJ <■—-JJal; L^2*J OJutl* 4Jj-vs (_j^-f' —i J
cJ? d^jl^Jl AJUL^^Ij ol^JLAJI {j^ (ji
A_dxil AJUsJI /pJjtil ^JUaJl —AiLl» 1J jLjUv^I j 0.3jl(^JUbJl <L>iSsj .3
.<Lu^lll A-lS" (3 A^*>L~c I <Lj yA\
,^*l*Jl ^ys\ j£-*)l VJ ^ ^wL>tJL^J il ^ AjllS"
I4»Jjl11 A-JljaJl /(*"^*^ C-JlJaJl ^>-1
— !<LJli)! CIJLPIJ-^ ajl*JU^ji 0ALL*! ^P AjL>r-*y^ J j^JlJ!





j^u>U i.ilNll ujljfeS J\
1$ iLo1*^q ^ 4_LQ*y jy\ A -IJjill ^ yilxyQ jljC-l 0-aljjJ ^3 ^ -- t nlAI . sink I oljnl 4yal)lji]l j-OykjaJJ
<i]—!jj tl^ Lo (J£ liLlj ^LAjJa)J ^!i sAIaj l^JfrljS .AjJjill 4jK -Sn^lnHj Aplnc.^! j.".!-. j.U




4 *.A»fixLa 4 L» 1.1 ^_lq 4_JIc. <LJlc.
1Ax
c.....fll.1
fj >£II ji ;&l
. Igjl jij a jlllnll ^*l£Aj .1}jaA jA-j lAUall i_sjjxj . 1
. jlajlj ojlllnJl sK-si JgjA* j-a l_llUl jjAj .2
jlj all jj kji j-a i ilS j43 ha-s j-a t - til In 11 jjAu .3
•
11 4 .lijoll , .^>j . y-».ll (J .1-s". jy. 1 .11 l-lll jl^y.' .4
. 1 J 2 "1 J-aJ 1 g J ll » 4
a jj j1 '••"ill (Jl-i-vll (Jj V« '''Ijlgi ' llll-.il ' ll.XI . <.
•Cir1' L>J1
^jjSJI jl jail j— '. L_llUall (jAl 4-ijlajl dll&LaJjl 4jon .6
.^'i-k^ill j Jjall ol_n». (^sk 4'naO.Ij
. jj. na"ill t-AS ^1, ~l-s3.nl ejl^-o i—JUall i—lASI .7
_L All AjoJI
.t_LjAI (J jiill L_lJlVI j-« ^Aais (—llliall -iJjjj -8
l4..ll-*Sft j" t il< 1 If- U.0^ jy. 1 .11 l-.ll .0
.AAjjAI 4jjnll
(j^ajj_aj (JjK'i ^j-3 4nl jig xij i_j]Liall All j43 A j«ft'n . 1 0
. 1 g j al j-aj lgj'il» a ^gi] AajjjjJI lAjjLA/l j-a
A null 4jya&'l jA (AUall f_$21 AjjAj] dll&Ajl 4 A" • 1 1
.(*_ol=Alj 4jill c-ljj ^3 IAjjJj 14jj-iil 1
4. ...11 -y~ jj 1 1 '.1 ~ I >4.' . ..1 £jl n y. t ill l-.ll t ll .XI .1 9
.4jJ4i]l
t1". i9-s.ll c-lj'il jn ji.y.'ll Ir: l illl-.ll (.'..ilj.ia 4 lyi.Vi . 1 9
.^LjAl (_5jfill
0 1 A11
"1 '0-11 I*l-sl.y. a 4 1...1 ...*yi Sl4.lay.ll 11 ill 1—.1I lljj'l.14
.AjAAVI
a4 jtell j 4J jj jycnll ^ k- 1—llUall CjIJ^a 4jyoIi.l 5
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. AJIIxJI (j-« J A4<L>LUiVI
(J 2C. ^ a ALlJI (jLajV 1 (jl£jL (jLoJ^ 1 AiaiLa. ^tAuaJp. 1
. A_il_ii.jj L_llt_la]l
dll 1^1 (_>2a*4 uWj .Y).lVl ( JUaJl dll^-iS Aa-aJJ.l
^gJLLj alii J_>?-J *—J^-A] CS^*
n.\ ia»tt j -.11 lit J-.lt ^j- \ l4llt-.lt i " it A. t -v *lt 2 l/l'l ]
^"tljj j^all oUs. I^JAAAIJ tAa-allLaiVl
^ Jail j (.s^- «• ^ L -"*a^ ^fmlt Ai^jLJi ^Jt t—ilLLall Aa^.jj. 1 c
.^jLaaJl £4S4^-aJl ^3 AJOLoJI CLllal^^iJlj
" ^ -v"/itl t it . Oi'atl j 1 " I^A < .li/itt 1 1 lit l-.lt L 01J»'l . 9 f
.LgjLu^yijj A_uiiLkjiVI OAJEXJLI J
Aial)
a i^aatl -lA-L^t i 4 -v i-. . --.It 4a^j».nli 1 iltl-.lt L it. XI . ?
.4.jJaj^)iall Aa-al/La^H dll jlaxlLi Aslaa-all
4 i-.aI j ^"11 ill l-.lt ^^4 nl-.il i*i1a1-."iI 4 i^i'i .9 "
. Igjlji tdjIjLutll
4 l.^i'i/ill 4 4j» ,.11 /j ,. l it4, j.ai i iltl-.lt .9 1
1 g "1^ t j djJlLalji-allj
^3 a^jjuiVt-i Altal-all ^»l£^.VLi < llLlall Ajjjp .2 4
,^y\
jaaaJ Laj cA4a>LjjV1 Ajgiall i_4a!aa11j L—llUaJI i—Sj^>*j .2 f
. 1 (g In Laj tig '14 ^lia
j ,. 4 i^aall J<-v'VI J-,1 lTi.ul (_3jL>i t vllJ-.lt i_.aj^j*j.9^
. ALimit j
A_l gaiJt fl >Ju-uit
-Alt t.^. Jj.„jlt i^jii.i jj^i t iatj^ii t ittJ-.ll Ajjjjj.9'
t ^Jjjj ^ Alio
i "a atj«tt (J it-.' a 4"itJ(./ij l .11 J-.lt i_"i!j.ia Av^.Vi.9J
. 1 g 14 t" il J-»» Itj ^yxJl A31 nt j t4 jA j^lalt
4 jj ill! o ^y.,.nil J-- 'i i ^ ill J-.lt ^_C^1 Aajlakjt CalkLial Aa-ajj .2
.JU^M 4_'wiU a tg'v^4iij Miij-Llt
t.-r- lilt jMa'I JTi^-1 4 1^1 It L_._ill_lr.il Ajj^jj .9
. (jLtsVlj JljsVl pi...j ajlr- alii
. Aa-aJjLui'V1 AailaJ! ~*all ^ia <—llUall t SLJ^atJ .3
(j 4J Jy j-aalt 3 A jtjlg^aj L_j]UaJt djtjA3 Aj<vn .3
.(^J^LkbU AaxjAn ^ll Aillaallj tAagJ^I jJjLt^all
it i-L a ANft 4 i^4.'t 1 l ill J-.lt r-j A ijijj .9
• dllc-La^.j tjl^al (jaxJjuuJi
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^ jxixjll (j.a t tilI-»11 (j&a) .3
.A jt > <-ii^jll
4oj *31 4jl121
4 i'iIi .,il..r^l l il^ ^\ai l ill l-i 11 ijjj'i .1
(,T ll 1 .il jolll
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_4_LajLt3ll 4_la .'iSfl j
4 (j-Jt-aJJ I j3 LS-^.jJ _ ^t-aLjjilt ij'0 LS-k-<aj-<aiiaSI 4^ AjcjIaII ^xJj3j]I i_n]Lu)l j 4 4_LalxIill
.ajil3 (JS (JiLLa 4 h nLLaJl jl£-al! ( \/) <Lal/lc. £jJaji liilj)j 4 \ g 'l«o (J£ ^3 <ilij gcA■ '-"y
cSJS^I
J Aaull <a.jJ
CJI > q o \l
<4 1—< L ,' ^ \ A A-illc. 4_i]lc.
i.W
>J £l) 4*j) jilt (4
. iij-v'll j/i 1 iiK IjiS
*j*4""ill ~ij^ll jlj'sll _JJ)"' (jA 1 lil^ IjV* ,J,-.>,-l-^l
4K.-1 t""ilA 1ijx illJ ajM'll i i" il r.j l >ij^s j.m>i"n .'
i £i£ SjjLall -MJ-V'H J dilc. j)i>i ^oj
. J AjjI-iC-VI (jJdLk^yojlj Aj-o!)LalVI Ajujoll
jxJjfLlI (jl_^tll (j-® ' .J-^ LS^ LJ ,Z
. hs^ll ojjLolt
djlc. M. .'"1 j-0 4_l*Jlli-0J (wJllS J-i3 l) ^ 1 '"J • -
. j»jj^ll (jl jiiSl jjuuiSlj
ji jiill aJ J)g MKIII dilaljiil j-a ^jLoj j-ajJaii .(
•fijsa
/ja. 4 ir-.j,*ll 1-it ii'.J 1 iNWt 4 oj* i .'
.fOSH JJH
*1 i-vlli 4 li^« t"il 1 i"il (-.JL>IJ^ Ic. (_).«"> ill -S
.aJ> .-it » .alt
"ll ji.„a"itl 1 "i< j'--" i 11 t"iljl.*t \r. j'-s. 1 .Q
. Igjll L-llllall (j'
4<~-j >" " II ji...a'll ( i"^ -lli.'..,! iJ Jj ^ 1 ill 1-1II 1 i.Xi ] n
ji ■ "0"H i"il(~- j■ >>j 11 4 1. t' il 1 >ij/i /j^i i >i"i i.1l
Jj/'l-s.^j/ill j 4aa^\ UJ^I ^ Ajjill 4—uS ^3 a^jjLall
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uL >ui3l duJaJl it ifw a
4_. si*"1.411 i." ll 4jl* .nil 1 twili^j l.ialfi 1J ^ . 1 0
.4.ajlc. J L 0 1J 2,11 I''ill's. Ill
(j a 2lC.j "Jl Jal /Vlml l__i!Uall <^_S^)*1 .1 3
.4_i^aa]l
ajj lull 4ii^)j2ll (JLyjl^Vl (j-a li3l£ lj.43 (jAiJaaj .1 /
tun
—iill CLi j^Jl ^l_jil j Jka djLc.-1 5
. 1 Ql^j.'ill
I2IA.Y-S.II <-'itc. i 4U^i t'll l t'llr-j, >.j* j^M>»3i .] (
Qnl-s^all i 4_Aail su^l 4 41JP^ S-PS ^^3 a^jLall
.Aijilillj
Sil iftt 11 i§ pit 4
4 i .>il...VI Jjjl aaJl (j a c_al£ jjL < llUaJ! Jj_3j -1 7
.44iCiLuiVl aJU3*Jll AJaii^yaJl
4_Aalil ujVI a Wt 11 4_ia&Ij (3kli dllc.jjJa.1 8
.4i^vt J (jLii'yi alii. ,^3
.(jliJ^l AijlLa iW \ (jji*Jti <" llC~- jjJaj^a (j<ai^alj .1 9
- i ,3,11 i" il 1-. j. >■j /M 4 1, i' il l i' il c. j, >.j i Tsi i -?0
(j/'l^Jill J 4JH^1 M,VI 4 JiJpSl < . 3^ ^^3 aj^jLalt
.4i_jil4]lj
4JUL!| i$ 1)3% a
4 aalli 4U^j3-cill AoioiLuiVl £ya lisl£ Ij-iS j»33i .2 1
.4j jA-alJ
(JM ,.,„ll a 4 ila,ll j 4 ila'ill 4 1 iSl 1 i"i21 il-s7 .7 7
4 i^aall
^il JP%.1 ajj^jJa <" '%3 dllc-_jiJa_j-a t_sic- J .2 3
4 jg aall (JiLukJI ^3 £.Lalxll <ilj|t
.a^i-iata-a 4 jg 93 liLuiaS (JaLoiI .2 4
4lk.-i5.all C.)lc._ji.^a_jiill (jn l.lSlS lj33 (j41 >i71 .2 5
. Cll jlixlli
4 1,^.7^11 i"il f^.jj,>ij^ll jj 1 iiK tjia ,j.i.>,"i .9 f,
. Cll!>Lal«-<i]lj
4 l.^.'^.ll 1 iK>.allj ~1 <l-sVl Q ^ 1 iM^ IjlS -.lai .9 7
.4 4I * 11 all a^)joiVlp
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4 Sill t'llc.y >1J^ll 1 4 \ . l " ll 4 l " ll a. j. ^ j * . U* t 0 ft
j Aoa^ uiVI 4JJ^' ' - ijS ojjLaJt
3 >LuJl (g q'l% 4
.Aij_JjaJl Aj_j4ill 0J4jJI (_J-a Ual£ 1^)43 j»AL -2 9
4^Aj^l'H CLiIa^'^1 (j-a Lial£ Ij43 j»43J .3 0
^ o4l<)3.n.nll J (j-ajJaJJ .3 1
.AjikJjtill dl!-la.VJ Aj_jfill ojijill
kjiLi 4 jA jjl3\l CLil-l^V! j Aj_5nil ojjjuill j .3 2
.JjjLi ^4k2
«j' 4l./i t'll ^ i" it r. j. >i j*s ^
J 4_i^t ui^j\ 4 «■. ^3 aj^Loll
• Ajjjliillj AJJIAC-V'
9 ,©U.ty ti.jSa-*
tg 4 OA .2^1 JMA^I i t'llti.j,>>J^ A.la.! 3 /]
,2-aJA-ajtj 4^>i3l oLia.
*4 ^IViNft i jt." i"ilr- 1 S
4 ^IV.SMJ «N ...VI i J.„lj r-l/^VIj
.4 JT > A-i^It
A&^L^I 9 ^131 p3-j a
jit ^3 A43IS j»43J .3 6






a \a a 1—i i ■' y 1 ri Aillc. Aillc-
lAx
*1 imi ,-i-»'llt dll j^Lall (JJUJAJ 4jjA »1.>ir-i ^Vlm 1 J
^Ajlclii o j i >il ji\1 4aj^)ia
«^\l jn 1J 1 '4 '\\A, f 1 ,>»(-.l « lA'l ,„1 1
4_llc.lil 4^iaLLa]l 4aj^la 4 i>-->.--,4.' 11
I'llJ ' «■»!! ijl "4 n4, -1 ».lA' mi 3
Cj^lfLouill (J ~v 4a i^Ia Aimo■ .-1A'lll
(_J"lj1 ' 4 1 1», /• 1 .>.(-4 » 1 A'ml
f 1 > -">«' > «V' 4<i ijl-> 4 w^..-->A.'1I '■'iljj aa\\
a,nll ^ja ij.l'i 4 na (-.1 i >ir_l -> W 1 mi 5
4^1"mll 4 m \\»"ll 4 w>-«..-iA.'i\l
4 i, .-.A'lll '''Ijj*0 jj .i i^j l' 4 11^ (-.K^irJ (j^'i g
4_a.liLaJl 4lAll* 'ill Jilmjll ^al lA'i'"1
^ ,,-im-iA'llt t ill ,-k 11 (j« ijA'i 4 11A f.\_> >»r.i ^~s ml 7
d]Laj)l»-.«l.l 0^ l«Jba jaLma-a ^gil j ^^>1-1 '. ill ItH
^ i^ik^rs'lll ( ijLaJl 4_1JA »1 . s-ic-\ i—illaj §
k 1 1» ' 4 i'-v i 4 l-imil vl a i i—ill— -Lll
—' ■■ —.-^"lll l 111 -S.1I jjll IJ.Vl 4 11& a L>ir-l » 1 ml 1 o
(J_iJa oJAjtlLa 4 l-i mil ^3 ASJLULAII 1—llliall
. 1 g > jla.j (_jji Ac. 15
; ' >*jH ■ "1 ; lill3
J^a 1—llUail jXljij 4_1jLill dll jl_Ua,Vl ^ ^Vlm' 1 0
4 11uLLall ^ jaII
^3 ' '11 1-11 ^ AillLall dll jlUkVI ^Aa' 11)' ] 1
. 4 1 > uLLall ^' '-4 j " 11
i illUl jjsu 4_sc jjJa ^oll dil jl 'iA^ 1 ^ ~iA'iin'i J 2
-4_lmliAll ^ > >-I1^A]1 ^
4 Um'iNf 1 j CLibckl _j11j jjjjjAill 4jn& f.LAaC.1 j»4^J -1 3
. 4aLoC- 4jni ill
*>'11 Ac. la (_)^.Ia 4 Ir-lall i—jILLJI aSjLola a*3 .1 4
.jaJ_jSill <-—ulLml (j-a
4 jla»ll CjULoxII c_sic- j»JjSill 4 jl AC- jSjj . 1 5
all jj U.a-^ 11A 1 j i ill Aj3^)jtxill
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Aj3 jjL/all AjllxJl d)l jla» llj ~Jja"'H Ajiae ~"'^"i . J 5
1—LiSjollj Ji\Vill£ Lilxll
p Jill) A _jll i_jjlAJLUC- .] 7
.(CIJUUJVIJ
—Ull till a^Lt-all ^gic. tlAjLalaV I Ajluii AaJUU . 1 8
.Jaiia j. >»1 /ill l^^l/ij
JJ aaii < ii '^11 djiiivuvi AI'.J J^ojuj .] 9
. jaS3
■
g, jll till a_jijL-all tlllil ~s""i a*j 1 Ali/oji Ax3*j .2 0
.JaSa jjiLall t_llj^llj jIjIa /ill
.oAA*la £^.1 ja tlllil tlaVI Allal -Lalixj .2 1
A-alC. till >42 :IxjI )
1 Ail -*. 11 j,. ijVi lr_ jja'l all l 0 i/^'n .17
.i ii(J ill Of.la^iHl I a^aC- .
1 ill ^11 j.i IJl' In jjaM all t 0 .^i'i .9 9
. A_iai*ll o(.liSJLi lajae ^iA3ll
.^..^lA'll i lil^ll (j.njVt A'iiA 1-.li>if-_l 9jjl 4
^g 3 a (_]SJ roJaljj AAa^o 1 aJ > <~tJxi t_ilLlall
. (_sauljA JS AjIAJ
till ftiLall < l.ll Jail
^ 1 e\ ■ /-iA 311 t_liLaJl t 1 > »i*S 1 .2 5
j„ ij Vi a 4 i..i-v 11 £jVall A i/i»,l j^'i Anl-vil
. 4_iaI/LuiV1 AjjjPlH
till &1 -v3l ( ill. Jail
u ' -"' -^^"'ll 1—liLaJI i U,i^1 .2 6
.oUaJl ^gi I A41J9II A_iaA>i jal Ajjlawjl
j__ij AjJjail (jjjall zT*>lll t_ulaJl ^1jj .2 7
.t_£Uall
l.'ilt 1(-- 1 ill U11 .^..^.A'll l ill-V11 *-n'.i -9 R
.^lAll
—A ale. A ii/ir- i ^ii /T^'ill < ubJl i—ai ^i31 .2 9
• Aj/akll ajLall ojl jc.j (jxutlli
iLale. Alluii ;Luu»Ia
l!i1/1£ (J a. ^9 . ii .a ^ lajl/ujjl j a ill jail A' j^i ^_9 1 /ig /i I ^-ojjlSVl 4ljujjV I (_5-j^i .3 0
4 jKIl ^ 3 ^j^au-caiall i—ijLaJI 4AJA al > ^ir.'l j'l (_£JJ L$~^ (ji -Ag-i.1 jJ ^glll Aiajjlfi'V I
? jjJI lj$j
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a 1-11II jla Aji.jJ Jl ~£T Ajllc. Aa.j.1 —i_j 1.1a. AjJlc. Aa-jl ^11 —i
1.1^. a > >»q a i ,n A^jJ ^11 ~—& a . AcA i ^ Aa.jJ ^jl —J
£.—x^aj L ^gJl du'l l^ji (_5JJ AallaJI i_iUjaiVl (_jli iJsl j'l Jatujia JjaII llA <j'l f_gjj i"m< lit .3 1
Jja. ojjta
. ^Lul^^U oAW AJ a tall^ C fllaa! ^aC. — I
. (JjojjAJJI 4-LA g.1 »AirJ ^jai Allikijj ^g-ajjl£Vl ^LijVl ^ *i» -Q £- JJ> A>j ^»Ac. —C_j
♦ ^1 j> Mir> (JSuaU (jjj «p£V i ^g-lc. c__L>\_IaII £jjjj ~"^
. <ipl£V I ^jAdjaiJ (--LyUall (jLk^aj! <US — J
'l^ jollill ^^g-lc. ^-aj.il£Sn ALijVI ^)L^£a3al - A
.^jl£Vl ^1 jjJl w ll ^L^.a^I j
. ^aUAlSVl Ajo)^)Olll ^ j)£l1 1 JUc-Vl ~j
. Aiai^&ll (J j-W ^g9 ALai^£)U dale.Lai s-t\ l A.'\ ^
. ALuJ^JVI dllc-Lai ^g9 a f\*\ A ^9 ^g_AjA\i£VI Adjaxll Ay^-J _-^
:Uj£a <-jLJ -
(j .1*3 3ll £ =kl j ^pl iL-aaJl ^)3jJ CS^! (j,* * "J ^ ^_^1x-a3I *32
^ 1» A Al A r^j £C_AL^)J (jl L_£ jji (_^do ^gJl .A9^)*-all C_J\ laU^lj w^-vUaVlj cc"a«\lll ^^^-Ic- al^ll
y^gjggiAaaadll (.-ijlaJl ^9 L_iUa>il1 lAA ^)9JJ ^ A_u2>Lajyi ^-iJjdll
4-lajaiJ!Lq ^]l ~~£ 4_illc. —<-j iji^. A-illc- J] — 1
!-lx a >>>4-v \a ^gJj —A 4-idxidlA 4_^,^p -i
ajj t^g-xaaAaadlll C-ijlaJl ^9 A-Lo^AaaiVl t ^ l\l L» 1 g aM) ^gli]! clij^k all ^jl .3 3
y^gaiLt]! dl^Jl
a intnjla ^gjl —^ 4_illc- a_^.^p ^gj] —e_j ijl3k a_i]lc. ^gij -i
I,W 'Ldaid-Ua 4_2k.^)J ^glj — & 4_daidlA ^gij —J
^ daj y<ill ^gjj di^l l^i ajujl pjujoivl (_^li t(js'l j'l a lI>>IJ1A ^gj] <jlkv 1 dul£ 13} .34
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.AJOJI^jAII ^Jl^La L-llUall lg_j i OKJ cLl^x-ill Ail —i
.cLjill aIAc.1 A^3 <■ r illlall (^"J^J-^ll Aj_iA cL-iaC-l 4_lxaA3 —< j
AjjoiI^jA (J^x^a3 ^3 Ig aLh (jl A1 (3fwJ C(-Ll^20 <Jj-a ^3^ J L&u ^ — L-llUall ^l_i3 —£•
• AJSULoj
* US-2-^-^3 LbAc.1 t ^a t LA J)^ ,2 (_)aAj — Ll_ia.l— L-llLlall eUi — J
. L-jlUal! 1 g *M) ^ill <-liy\ \Uj ^jjdJjJail AjjA c 1 * >>r-1 .j/1^ ^LuA 1 AAii — A
:1A aJJ <_£^>a.l c-_JLluj1 —
AlA Lai <_£ jjoi ^)ju1 Lo^-ac- L)^_^ —A_ijja]l djlalS ^3 A_ujI^)A1I A*_nla ^jl i^$^ (_y* tillAA .3 5
AIA—c-\ 0-oL___j^)j ^3 noAMI c_uUJl (_3.2^2j ^ L$S1 LS^ ^3] .Aj^jlilll Ajuj^)AA11
? AjJill A-loXo^I A_ujill^
A In >>iJILQ A^.jA Ji —g- AJJiIO 4-^._JA J) ~~ c_j lAa. 4-fllc. 4-a.jA ^gJl — I
IAa. AjJaikxo A^k^}A ——A A^JaiaA-a —^
j Si^)jj cUIj~i^ a\ V Ai^>*->ali (jS-uu —La^o£.— AjjjUI diLiiS ^jaj^psl! L)l (j-o AIUa .3 6
dlljl^ aIIj lA jLit 11 dll^A all LinVn (jc. (jl_ia.VI ^h* -0 AxAjjj c^JaiaJlJ S^)£1a11 lajJajj ^Ic.
^ Lt-a AlA C-\ 0-alj^)J ^3 ^ > <-i>, «aA"lll C_ulaJl (3f^j A31A (jl ^_^1] .A-ILOJLII
? AJISII ^gi Axal^LujVI A_ij j3ll
A L»>>i j3-a Aj^.^p Aulic. A^^p ^gJ] — l_j Ij^. A_illc. A^l^jJ ^Sj — I
IA^. AjJaiiki-a A^.^p ^gjj —A A > A \a A^k^A ^gij ~~ A
— AjK\l Axo^^LujVI A_uj3ll ^xl*-a aIAo) 0-olj^)J ^gi ^g-L^rx-caaall (-ijlaJl ^3 ojall <-_ljl^a. ^aI La .3 7
?iAiL^2kJ i t Un^k —A-alc. Sjji^i
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4 jK ^c-olj^)j L-uL^JII < aw > >iti e_ijij^. ^A! LO
?c£iju^20 t w,.^. —<Lolc. ftJjjuaJT"
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iLL .Ax_]j 4jI£^)Jj <sftl j ^Loill
J3 4_La^ uiVI 4 j^| ^Lua jl.}£.] 4_IA)jijj A jq. j 4_»J JJLJ cLi^Ull ^ JSJ
a aa,jJI aM^\ *ljj 4.J j^ll CjW (_j>ajJa (3^-5 t(jLaC- 4_iLaixuJ 4_lJ^pl! dlLJfi
(_Jjj (j-o ja£j| L<Uj .200l/2000 ^1*11 (_^ol!iil (_Jj-caa]| t—ijLia Jj ^Jiaj V—S^joj
(■j—>Sa ^ 3 Ig nj^-s"*n ^j£u]| <vLa.^)ll (JLa^all I.AA ^3 4.t_i.i;Ij SjJCk t ll •> > .ol j *al ■ ^3-vVI
rAJtill iliili
. ^.4. "*<11 '
- illa ]| 1 sl^Al 4^of.!)Lo (_£.Xo —I
(JLa^a (_]S '"oJ^jldlljaall A^.]>Lo (_£-La —<-J
.LUJJLLO 4_}JJ3 ( S-lak. jl (JJAXJ jl AiLjaj "~^
.^£jjl*j *dil t jjjaill j >lill JJJx?- cs^° J
.^JjLxdl uJUaj) AJLjIujVI o^A <_ji L-JUa 4-aISj :liLi *




Names of the specialists who judged the validity
of the questionnaire

















































6 Sa'Td 'Abd Allah
al-'AbrT








































10 Suliman Sayf al-
Ghattaml
Assistant
lecturer
Arabic language
teaching methods
College of
Education,
Sultan Qaboos
University
Omani
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